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Abstract
Escalating cost of petroleum based geo-synthetic products and concern for environment have
motivated researchers to explore alternate natural based geo-amendments. Lignocellulose based
natural fibers, geotextiles and biochar derived from plant have been explored as alternative soil
amendment material. Eichorrnia Crasipes popularly known as water hyacinth (WH) is one of the world’s
most invasive plant species which causes various ecological problems as well as blocks water bodies. The
management of this weed produces a lot of waste bio-mass with relatively no usage. The current study finds
motivation from the aforementioned problem of waste management and need for eco-friendly amendment
material; to explore WH as a potential bio-material in the form of discrete fibers, geotextiles and biochar.

All the biomaterials fabricated from WH were characterized for its inherent bio-chemical
composition, physical properties, surface morphology, thermal response and functional groups.
The soil- WH fiber composite as randomly distributed fiber reinforced soil (RDFS) and geotextiles
were tested for its mechanical strength using a series of Unconfined compressive strength (UCS)
and California Bearing ratio (CBR) test respectively. UCS tests were done in comparison with
other two conventional natural fibers (jute and coir). The mechanical strength of soil-biochar
composite in terms of UCS was investigated for biochars derived from WH and peanut shell. The
hydraulic performance was assessed based on soil water retention capacity (SWRC), desiccation
crack potential and infiltration for soil-WH fiber composite. The vegetation potential along with
SWRC and desiccation potential for soil-WH fiber composite was explored by conducting induced
drought conditions. A basic bio-degradation assessment of WH fiber in embedded soil was
conducted considering changes in bio-chemical composition, soil-fiber composite strength and
microbial activity. The improvement in mechanical strength of soil-nanoparticle treated WH fiber
has been investigated by conducting UCS, CBR and direct shear strength test.

i
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For WH fiber, the optimum fiber content in the soil with respect to compressive strength
was obtained as 0.75% and for other natural fibers considered in this study are at 1%. The UCS of
fiber amended soil was found to be directly proportional to the amount of cellulose and
hemicellulose present in the fibers. Among the three fibers tested, jute and WH showcased the
highest water retention capability because of the presence of high hemicellulose content. Among
the fibers tested, coir showcased higher crack resistance due to its multifilament nature and high
lignin content. Among the natural fibers, WH showcased the highest increase in infiltration
characteristics as compared to jute and coir. Vegetated soil on compacted soil-WH fiber composite
showcased a decrease in desiccation potential by 55.5% and 25% as compared to bare soil and
vegetated soil without fiber inclusion, respectively. The warp and weft pattern WH geotextile
facilitated a higher tensile strength along with higher CBR value. The compressive strength of soilWH biochar composite is less than bare soil at all compaction states. Water retention capacity
increased from 29.5± 0.89 % to 48.45± 0.59 % for bare soil to WH biochar amended soil
respectively and the increase is proportional with WH BC percentage (2-15%). Furthermore,
inclusion of WH BC results in a gradual decrease of crack intensity factor from 7% to 2.8%. During
the one-year buried time in soil, the UCS of all natural fiber amended soil decreased almost
linearly. However, after a year of burial time the UCS of fiber reinforced soil was at least 1.68
times greater to that of unreinforced soil. Among all the soil-fiber composites, jute reinforced soil
showcased the highest drop from its initial state (22.72%) followed by coir (16.67%) and WH
(14.70%). The results from this study identified an appropriate mold ratio greater than or equal to
3.5 for conducting mini-disk infiltrometer measurements in laboratory columns.
Keywords: biomaterial, water hyacinth, natural fibers, biochar, water retention, crack
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 General
Soil reinforcement is a noble method for improving the mechanical characteristics. High cost of
petroleum based geo-synthetic products and concern for environment have motivated researchers
to explore alternate natural geo-reinforcements. Under the purview of natural geo-reinforcement,
discrete fibers and limited life geotextiles (LLGs), manufactured from coir, bamboo, sisal and jute
has been studied in the past (Methacanon et al. 2010). These plant based fiber and LLGs are
feasible for amending surface soils which require initial strength whereas final strength can be
achieved by vegetation (Gadi et al. 2016) or subsequent consolidation of soil (Nsiah and Schaaf
2019). Furthermore, plant based pyrolysis by-product, also known as “biochar” has been explored
for amendment of surface soil for cover system (Ni et al. 2018, Reddy et al. 2015a). Biochar
amended soil (BAS) has been recently found conducive as surface cover soil helping plant growth
and methane oxidation.
Eichorrnia Crasipes (Fig.1.1a), popularly known as water hyacinth (WH) is an aquatic
weed, that causes several environmental issues such as physical interference in fishing, navigation,
irrigation systems, increased sedimentation and blockage in canals due to its fast growth (17.5
metric tons/hectare/day; Shoeb and Singh 2000). It also invades fresh water habitats and competes
almost all neighboring species growing in their vicinity thereby decreasing biodiversity (Crafter et
al. 1992). Control of this weed has been found to be a perennial task and it requires physical
removal of the species on a regular basis resulting in unutilized waste bio-mass (Malik et al. 2010).
Owing to its suitable bio-chemical composition and morphology, the current study investigates the
1
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feasibility of WH in geo-environmental applications as biomaterial (discrete fibers, LLGs and
biochar). The conversion of WH to suitable bio-material and usage in green infrastructure and
agriculture (Fig.1.1b) represents a more sustainable strategy for management of this invasive weed.
Apart from characterization and hydro-mechanical investigation of soil-biomaterial, the study also
investigates the vegetation potential and initial bio-degradation of discrete fibers.

Fig. 1.1 Schematic representation of (a) conversion of invasive weed to natural fibers; (b) Potential
application in urban green infrastructure and agricultural land
2
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Initially, all the biomaterials made from WH were characterized for its inherent biochemical composition, physical properties, surface morphology, thermal response, functional
groups, etc. The soil-fiber composite as randomly distributed fiber reinforced soil (RDFS) has been
tested for unconfined compressive strength (UCS) tests and California bearing ratio (CBR) test.
The material performance with other two conventional fibers (jute and coir) has also been
investigated. The mechanical strength in terms of UCS has been investigated for water hyacinth
BC and juxtaposed with peanut shell BC. The hydraulic performance was studied by assessing the
soil water retention capacity (SWRC), desiccation potential and infiltration for soil-WH fiber
composite alongside jute and coir. The vegetation potential along with SWRC and desiccation
potential for soil-WH fiber composite was studied by conducting induced drought conditions. A
basic bio-degradation assessment of WH fiber in embedded soil has been conducted. The
consequent change in bio-chemical composition, effect on soil-fiber composite strength and
microbial activity has also been done. The fibers were treated to minimize moisture absorption and
enhancing mechanical strength by impregnating nano-particles on fiber surface. The improvement
in mechanical strength of soil-treated WH fiber has been investigated by conducting UCS, CBR
and direct shear strength test.

1.2 Motivation of the thesis
Natural fibers reported in the literature are mostly agricultural products, which have extensive
alternative uses in automobile industry (Leao et al. 1998), ship rigging (to haul large loads at
docksides and mines) (Sarsby 2007), paper manufacturing industry (Ververis et al. 2004) as well
as sails and fishing nets (Anon 1927). The economic value and sustainability of LLG/discrete
fibers/biochar would increase manifold, if it is manufactured from environmentally harmful plant
3
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species that do not find much applications in other industries. Such a need has motivated this
research to explore the utility of world’s most invasive weed species-WH, in geo-environmental
applications as well as facilitating avenue for waste management. There are no studies that have
measured the water retention and infiltration characteristics of natural fiber composite.
Furthermore, the vegetation potential of compacted-natural fiber composite can also help in
gauging its use in bio-engineered stabilization works.

1.3 Organization of the thesis
The thesis consists of nine chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the introduction of the whole
thesis along with the motivation of the study. The major approaches used to solve them were
mentioned. In Chapter 2, a thorough literature review on natural fibers is done. A brief review on
desiccation cracking in vegetated soil and biochar amended soil has been discussed. In Chapter 3,
the materials used in the current study was described along with some salient experimental
methods required in the study. Chapter 4 encapsulates the experiments undertaken with soilbiomaterial composite incorporating natural fibers, geotextiles and WH biochar to gauge its
mechanical performance. Chapter 5 investigates the infiltration, soil water retention characteristics
(SWRC) and desiccation potential of soil-natural fiber composite by conducting reduce scale
column tests. The SWRC and desiccation potential of soil-WH BC at different biochar percentage
was tested. Chapter 6 explores the vegetation potential of compacted soil-WH fiber composite
considering plant parameter effects. Chapter 7 showcases the bio-degradation of natural fibers
(WH, jute and coir) and correlates its influence on soil-microbial activity and UCS of soil-natural
fiber composite. Furthermore, fibers were coated with nano-particles using a simple chemical
treatment method and its efficacy as a subgrade material was investigated. Finally, the conclusion
4
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and major outcomes from the present study are reported in Chapter 8. Chapter 9 finally highlights
the limitations and future scopes from this study.
It is to be noted that comparisons with other bio-materials was done wherever feasible and
depending on the availability of data from the literature or those generated as part of this study.
The tests for biomaterials other than WH was not performed uniformly across all chapters.
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Chapter 2
Literature review
2.1 General
An understanding of the physical, chemical and biological aspects of lignocellulose based
bio-material is essential to gauge its feasibility as an amendment material in geo-environmental
application. Focus has been laid on these aspects by systematically reviewing the use of natural
fibers in geotechnical engineering by juxtaposing the work from geotechnical perspective with that
of material science, plant science and chemistry. Biomaterial from lignocellulose has been
discussed with respect to discrete fibers, geotextiles and biochar. The application of these
biomaterial for developing vegetation commonly used in cover system is also discussed. Allied
problem of desiccation crack in vegetated soil is also discussed in context with plant parameters
and unsaturated soil mechanics. A brief background on biochar is also provided in context to geoenvironmental infrastructure. Based on this review, some key research gaps and the future scope
of research have been highlighted.

2.2 Physio-biochemical properties of natural fibers and their application in soil
reinforcement
The behavior of soil–natural fiber composite is dependent on the biochemical, physical,
and mechanical properties of natural fibers. These natural-fiber properties are inherently different
from those of conventional synthetic fibers, in which mechanical properties essentially govern the
soil-fiber composite behavior. Very few geotechnical applications using natural geo-reinforcement
materials have taken into consideration the biochemical and physical properties of the fiber.
Moreover, there is rarely any systematic assessment and compilation of the work encompassing
6
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the application of natural fibers in soil reinforcement. This section summarizes the use of natural
fibers in soil reinforcement. The section explores the importance and impact of natural-fiber
properties on the performance of natural fibers in subsoil conditions. The treatment methodologies
used in natural fibers to increase their longevity and reinforcement capabilities are also discussed.

2.2.1 Introduction
Soil generally exhibits low tensile strength and its engineering properties varies with the
environmental conditions (e.g. shear strength depends on water content present in soil) (Ling et al
2003). With rapid urbanization, coupled with decrease in availability of good construction sites,
there is need for utilizing sites even with poor engineering properties. Major focus has been
directed towards the improvement of soil using reinforcing techniques. Soil reinforcement
techniques improves the engineering properties such as shear strength, compressibility and
hydraulic conductivity, thereby increasing the bearing capacity, ductility and decreasing the
settlement of soil (Vidal 1969). Reinforced soil can be considered as a composite material, formed
by mixing soil with tension resistant elements (sheet, strips, nets, fabric) for reducing tensile strain
and increasing shear strength (Saran 2010). In the past, a large array of tensile inclusions ranging
from low-modulus polymeric materials to high tensile strength metallic sheets was used to
reinforce soil (Gray and Al-Refai 1986). Generally, reinforcing methods of using piles, stone
columns, soil nailing, chemical inclusion and fiber reinforcement have been used with synthetic
man made materials (Abtahi et al. 2009, Cantoni 1989, Hughes 1975, Bruce and Jewell 1986, Gray
and Al-Refeai 1986). Among these techniques, fiber reinforcement has been implemented due to
its inherent advantages of strength isotropy, increased ductility and economy (Babu and
Vasudevan 2008).
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Fiber reinforcement in soil is generally designated as randomly distributed fiber reinforced
soil (RDFS). RDFS is among the recent ground improving techniques, where fibers of desired
property and quantity, are mixed randomly and compacted in-situ. The uses of planar
reinforcement (e.g. metal strips, sheets of synthetic fabric) that are used in geotechnical
engineering possess an inherent plane of weakness that is developed parallel to oriented
reinforcement (Maher and Gray 1990). On the other hand, the randomness of RDFS fibers provides
a homogeneous mass where strength isotropy is maintained. RDFS has gained popularity due to
its role in enhancing soil ductility, increasing shear strength and improving post peak strength
(Tang et al. 2010). These soil-fiber composite mixture mimics the behavior of plant roots,
contributing to soil stability by adding strength to near-surface soil (Greenwood 2004). Other
applications of RDFS are in erosion control, facilitation of vegetation development and reducing
shrinkage in case of expansive soil (Saran 2010).
The inclusion of these fibers in soils improves its load-deformation response by interacting
with the soil particles mechanically, via surface friction and interlocking. The interlocking leads
to stress transfer mechanism, whereby the stress from the soil is transmitted to the discrete
inclusions by mobilizing the tensile strength of the fiber. This mobilization is depicted in Fig. 2.1,
where an idealized illustration of soil-fiber composite mechanism for a single fiber is considered
(Fig. 2.1(a-b)). Upon loading, the normal stresses from the soil on the fiber results in fiber
deformation, which induce mobilization of tensile stress and consequently imparts greater strength
(Tang et al. 2007). As seen in Fig. 2.1 (c), the fiber is enwrapped by inter locked or inter bond soil
particles, which contribute to bond strength and friction between the fiber and soil matrix (Tang et
al. 2010). During shearing, soil particle rearrangement and rotation (Fig. 2.1(e)) strongly affect the
interfacial friction. Frost and Han (1999) have reported that high interfacial resistance to shear is
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developed in more inter-locked soil particles, as compared to the case of lesser interlocking. Apart
from these mechanisms, the bonding force between soil particle-fiber (solid-solid phase) and pore
water-fiber (liquid-solid phase) also contribute to interfacial shear strength, but such force varies
with gradation of soil (Tang et al. 2010). Moreover, suction due to capillary water developed
(Fredlund and Rahardjo 1993, Garg and Ng 2015, Garg et al. 2015) in voids between soil and fiber
particles can also increase shear strength of the soil-fiber composite.

Fig. 2.1 Idealized illustration of RDFS (modified after Tang et al. 2007b, Tang et al. 2010) (a) Soil
fiber composite (b-c) Individual fiber response to unloaded and loaded conditions respectively (d)
Mechanism of particle rotation that induce interlock and surface friction forces in fiber
9
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Growing awareness of sustainable construction materials have recently shifted the focus
towards the use of natural fibers in soil reinforcement (Bledzki and Gassan 1998, John and Thomas
2007, Dasaka and Sumesh 2011, Vadivambal et al. 2015). A shift from conventional synthetic
fibers has undertaken, as they are by-products of petroleum having limited resource (Wambua et
al. 2003). This shift over to natural-fibers as fillers/reinforcement has already gained momentum
in the field of plastic composites, due to their flexibility during processing, high specific stiffness
and low cost (volumetric basis). The worldwide capacity of such plastic composites saw an
increase from 0.36 million metric tons in 2007 to 2.33 million metric ton by 2013; and is expected
to increase to 3.45 million metric tons by 2020 (Shen et al. 2009). The market for natural
geotextiles/fibers is also growing at a high pace, with worldwide sales of over 14 million square
meters in 1990 (English 1995). Natural fiber reinforced soil can be considered as a soil-fiber
composite with enhanced properties, also termed as “Eco-composite” (Hejazi et al. 2011). Such
eco-friendly composites are found to be feasible for applications, where they are meant to serve
only for the initial stage after construction, and the final strength is attained by vegetation or soil
consolidation (Subaida et al. 2008). With more and more renewable natural fibers discovered and
used for diverse applications, this century is predicted as “the cellulosic century” according to
Faruk et al. (2012).
The use of natural fibers in soil reinforcement has been extensively done. However, there
is rarely any systematic assessment and compilation of the work encompassing such natural fibers
in geotechnical applications. Most of the studies that have been done to understand soil-fiber
composite behavior, consider the mechanical properties of such synthetic or natural fibers.
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However, natural fibers - also termed as lingo-cellulose material, is composed of intricate
biochemical components which determine its functioning as a reinforcing material (Methacanon
et al. 2010). They are composed of complex bio-polymers which determine the strength, ductility
and durability of the fiber. Based on the arrangement and relative percentage of these biopolymers, natural fibers have distinct physical properties (such as crystallinity index and
microfibrillar angle) as that found in synthetic fibers. The performance of natural fibers in sub-soil
conditions is also dependent on soil conditions such as soil type, soil microbial activity and
strength as well as water retention of soil. The current work explores the linkage and the
importance between the natural fiber properties and its impact on the performance of fiber in subsoil conditions (Fig. 2.2). Additionally, this work is a state of the art review on the utility of natural
plant fibers in the field of soil reinforcement. The work lays out existing treatment methodologies
on natural fibers, in order to increase its longevity and improve its reinforcement capabilities.
Based on the discussion, the review attempts to outlay some key research gaps between
geotechnical engineering understanding of the soil-natural fiber composite and inherent natural
fiber properties.
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Fig. 2.2 Importance of linkage between soil properties and natural fiber properties to understand
the soil-natural fiber composite

2.2.2 Soil-natural fiber composite application
The plant fibers used for soil reinforcement is shown in Fig. 2.3. The plant fibers used for
soil reinforcement is classified into three categories based on their economic use: crop species,
non-crop species and weed species. The individual species and its role in soil reinforcement are
discussed in this section. The discussion is based on its origin, current applications, and its use in
soil reinforcement. Under soil reinforcement, RDFS has been majorly discussed followed by its
application as soil blocks and LLGs.

12
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Fig. 2.3 Classification of fibers used in soil reinforcement

(A) Fibers from crop species
Coir
Coir fiber, derived from coconut fruit shell is also known as Cocos Nucifera. It is
distributed throughout the tropical and subtropical regions of the world, and shows remarkable
adaption to a wide range of soil types (Chan and Elevitch 2006). It has a low potential of invading
other species and coconut husk fibers has been extensively used as a handicraft material, ship
hauling, soil reinforcement and in soft construction building material. It is reported that 10% of all
husks are utilized for fiber extraction, to meet the growing demand of coir related products (Faruk
et al 2012). Coir is suitable to be used in-field due its resistance to degradation owing to higher
percentage of lignin. The in-field service life of coir is reported as 4 to 10 years (Rowell et al.
13
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2000). Coir is one of the most popular natural fibers used for soil reinforcement. A significant
advantage of using coir fiber is that it retains much of its tensile strength when wet, which makes
it ideal to be used in soils.
Coir has been used to reinforce clay soil in many instances. Tri-axial compression test was
used to investigate the stress-strain response of kaolinite clay with inclusion of discrete coir fibers
(Dasaka and Sumesh 2011). Coir fiber is found to be advantageous in reinforcing soil, especially
at (1.5-2) % of dry weight of soil. At 1.5% of fiber content, there is a twice fold increase in
compressive strength with respect to bare soil. A significant non-linear increase in cohesion and
friction values was observed with increase in fiber content from 0.1% to 2%. Ductility of the soil
was found to improve with inclusion of coir fiber with an increase in post peak strength. Babu and
Vasudevan (2008) conducted tri-axial shear test and reported that the addition of coir fiber (from
1-2%) increases both strength and stiffness of clay soil used in the study. Deviator stress at failure
was found to increase up to 3.5 times with respect to unreinforced soil. The cohesion (c) and
friction angle (ϕ) of reinforced soil increases as compared to unreinforced soil. A series of
unconfined compressive strength (UCS) test were carried to see the effect of coir fiber addition on
marine clay (Sebastian et al. 2011). Fiber length ranging from (10 – 30 mm) and fiber percentage
(0.2% – 1.5%) were used to ascertain the stress-strain response of soil-fiber composite. Shear
strength increased with addition of fiber up to optimum fiber percentage (0.8%) resulting in a
fourfold increase in strength. Optimum fiber length in the study was found to be 20 mm. Lime
coupled with coir fiber was used to improve soil strength for black cotton soil (Ramesh et al. 2010).
Optimum fiber content (1%) for aspect ratio of 20 was recommended in reinforcing black cotton
soil. Thus in clay soil due to coir fiber addition, the range of strength increase varies from 2 to 4
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times from the initial strength. This variation arises out of difference in test type, soil type and also
due to fiber dimensions.
To determine its applicability in subgrade soil, California bearing ratio (CBR) tests were
conducted on silty loam soil (Kumar et al. 2015). Test results shows a significant increase in CBR
value with fiber inclusions, thus decreasing subgrade thickness and reducing cost of project.
Chauhan et al. (2008) used optimum percentage of fly ash with coir fiber for reinforcing silty sand.
UCS and tri-axial compression test were done on fly ash-coir fiber soil composite. With increase
in fiber content (0.5% – 2%), there was a significant increase in UCS up to 0.75% and it remains
constant thereafter. The study suggests that coir fiber reinforced soil showed better resilient
response and higher UCS as compared to polypropylene fiber for the same testing conditions.
The use of coir fibers in manufacturing earth blocks for housing was studied in the recent
past (Khedari et al. 2004 (a, b), Danso et al. 2015). The study reveals the efficacy of using such
fibers to construct mud house with materials having low thermal conductivity, light weight and
with enhanced mechanical properties. They act as binder materials and render properties useful for
cool living conditions, using local low cost materials as compared to other costly building
materials. Use of varied geo reinforcing products (Geocoir® 400,700 and 900) made of coir fibers
has gained commercial attraction (Belton industries). A series of laboratory (Subaida et al. 2008,
2009), numerical (Mwasha 2009) and field investigation (Lekha 2004) have established coir as
one of the most popular LLGs used. Field investigation was carried out by Lekha (2004) to monitor
soil erosion in a coir LLG reinforced slope coupled with lemon grass seedling for a period of 1
year. The research established that there is a substantial improvement in organic carbon, soil water
content of the soil, soil moisture retention capacity of soil and vegetative growth. However, a
similar field investigation using coir LLG with hydro seeding (various species), resulted in
15
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deterioration of vegetation cover as compared to unreinforced soil. These contradictory results
may be due to high slope angle of the studied embankment, method of sowing and also type of
vegetation species.

Flax
Flax (Linum usitatissimum) is grown in temperate regions and is one of the oldest textile
fibers known to mankind. This fiber is generally used in higher value–added linen textile markets.
The specific tensile strength of flax fibers is comparable to synthetic E-glass fibers (Harriette et
al. 2004). Although, hardly any full scale studies on flax fiber RDFS has been conducted till date,
its application as rammed earth material, soil–cement composite and potential geotextile have been
discussed in the past (Segetin et al. 2007, Sarsby et al. 2007, Cheah and Morgan 2009, Anand
2008).
Phormium tenax, a New Zealand based flax species, has been studied to improve soilcement composite by testing it under flexural and compressive strength test apparatus (Segetin et
al. 2007). In an attempt to increase the interfacial strength between fiber and soil-cement mixture,
flax fibers were coated with enamel paint. Fiber length (70 mm and 85 mm) and fiber percentage
(0.6% and 0.8%) were uniformly mixed with the composite and cured. The composite blocks
showed significant improvement in terms of ductility and relative improvement in compressive
strength as compared to unreinforced soil-cement composite. Based on results, the optimum fiber
percentage is advocated to be 0.60%. Sarsby (2007) has conducted parametric study on flax based
limited life geotextiles (LLG) and put forth time-strength envelopes in his study. The results
indicate the application of flax LLGs, particularly in soft clay embankments post natural disasters
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(Tsunami, Cyclones, etc.). Cheah and Morgan (2009) have reported the use of flax fibers in
construction of earth rammed housing system called “Uku”. They are low cost building, made
from local flax fiber stabilized earth blocks and specifically designed for indigenous people of
Aotearoa, New Zealand. Mwasha (2009) reported that the use of coir (warp)-flax (weft) combined
geotextile increases the tensile strength of pure coir (both warp and weft) geotextile by 3 times
(from 19.67 to 60.97 (kN/m)). Different combinations of flax (warp) and sisal (weft) geotextiles
were tested (Anand 2008). Results indicate the efficacy of its use as LLG, due to its high tensile
strength, high elongation at break and tensile modulus.

Oil palm
Oil palm lays under the genus “Elaeis” and comprises two species of the Arecacea or palm
family (Faruk et al. 2012). Notable properties of these fibers such as low cost, lightweight, easy
availability, durability, tensile strength and resistance to degradation makes it an alternative
reinforcing material in coastal and arid regions (Yusoff et al. 2010). A lot of studies were
performed to explore the efficacy of palm fibers in soil and earth block reinforcement. LLG made
out of palm fibers was extensively used and monitored for soil conservation measures (Davies et
al. 2006, Bhattacharyya et al. 2009, Bhattacharyya et al. 2011).
Oil palm fiber has been used to reinforce silty sand soil in the recent past. Marandi et al.
(2008) investigated RDFS with palm fibers using UCS and CBR tests. Fiber contents (0.25%,
0.50%, 0.75%, 1.00%, 1.50%, 2.00% and 2.50%) and lengths of 20 and 40 mm were investigated
on silty sand soil. Soil strength was found to have improved as the fiber length increased, with
peak strength occurring at fiber ratio of (2.0% – 2.5%) for fiber length of 40 mm. The increase of
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CBR values was observed with increasing fiber percentage for a particular fiber length. Tri-axial
compression test (both drained and undrained condition) was performed on silty sand RDFS
reinforced with oil palm fibers (Ahmad et al. 2010). Palm fibers of three different lengths (15 mm,
30 mm and 45 mm) at two different compositions (0.25% and 0.5%), was tested to evaluate the
response of shear strength of the soil-fiber composite. The results show that with addition of fibers
there is a significant increase in peak shear strength as well as strain at failure (improved ductility).
The shear strength parameters (c and ϕ) were improved by the inclusion of fibers. Increase in fiber
content resulted in linear improvement in “c” values and increase in fiber length resulted in higher
“ϕ” values. The increment in “ϕ” value (60) for palm fiber reinforced sand is greater than with
respect to coir fiber reinforced sand at 0.5% fiber inclusion, for the same testing conditions (Babu
and Vasudevan 2008, Ahmad et al. 2010).
Studies on palm fiber inclusion in clay soils have been done. A study conducted by
Jamellodin et al. (2010) investigated the effect of inclusion of oil palm fiber in reinforcing soft
clay using tri-axial compression results. A significant improvement in the failure deviator stress
and shear strength parameters (c and ϕ) was reported. There is a drop in maximum dry density
(MDD) and optimum moisture content (OMC), with increase in fiber percentage. Studies on the
swelling, cracking and mechanical properties were done using palm reinforced clay (Azagedan et
al. 2012). The results reported that swelling increased with higher fiber content values (0.25%,
0.50% and 1%). However, the mechanical properties upon drying are considerably improved due
to fiber reinforcement. The cracking of the soil was found to increase with fiber content, but this
trend is not in accordance with similar study on synthetic polypropylene fiber reinforced silty clay
(Tang et al. 2012).
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Oil palm fibers were utilized for the manufacture of low-cost earth blocks (Ismail and
Yaacob 2011, Yalley and Kwan 2013). Ismail and Yaacoob (2011) have reported that an increase
in fiber content decreases the overall density of the blocks. Optimum fiber content was reported to
be 3% in terms of compressive strength of blocks. The results indicate no appreciable increase in
moisture absorption of these blocks with increasing fiber content. In another study, Yalley and
Kwan (2013), noted an increase in compressive strength of blocks due to the inclusion of palm
fibers. For palm fiber inclusion of 1.5%, the compressive strength increased by 28.50%. The use
of palm based LLGS was extensively studied (Booth et al. 2005, Davies et al. 2006) and applied
in field conditions (Bhattacharyya et al. 2009, Bhattacharyya et al. 2011). Based on field
experiment results, the use of palm LLGs on bare soil significantly reduced soil splash height by
51% and splash erosion by 90% (Bhattacharyya et al. 2009).

Roselle
Roselle is a perennial medicinal plant belonging to the genus “Hibiscus” and is popularly
known as “Hibiscus sabdariffa” (Chewonarin et al. 1998). Among various natural fibers, roselle
fibers have traditionally been used as high-strength ropes and floor mats. Roselle has high tensile
strength and moderate impact strength comparable to conventional soil reinforcement fibers such
as jute, hemp, sisal and kenaf (Thiruchitrambalam et al. 2010). A recent study (Methacanon et al.
2010) has advocated the use of Roselle as a soil reinforcing material. The results are based on a
series of tests such as mechanical tests, single cell morphology, biochemical composition,
accelerated weathering test etc. on similar natural fibers (water hyacinth, sisal and reed). Roselle
fibers are found to be suitable for weaving geotextiles due to its relatively high tensile strength and
durability as compared to other tested fibers.
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(B) Fibers from non-crop species
Jute
Jute is derived from plants under the genus Corchorus. Bangladesh, India and China are
the leading producers of jute fibers. Among all the natural fibers, it is the cheapest and with highest
production volume (Faruk et al 2012). Jute, with a growing cycle ranging from 120 -150 days has
an average yield of 2,200 kg/ha (Rowell and Stout 2007). Jute fiber has been used in the field as
RDFS and woven product used in soil subgrade reinforcement (Hejazi et al. 2012).
Aggarwal and Sharma (2011) have studied jute fiber reinforced clay soil application in
subgrade construction using CBR and compaction tests. Jute fibers were found to be effective in
increasing the CBR value from 1.8 to 5.5, which reduces the subgrade thickness by 35%. The
inclusion of fiber resulted in decrease of MDD and increase of OMC for the subgrade material,
but the change was not significant.
Use of jute fiber in reinforcing silty soil has been extensively done using a series of CBR
and UCS test. Kumar et al (2015) have done comparative study of RDFS reinforced silty loam soil
with both jute and coir, using a series of CBR test. For aspect ratio (L/D = 20 to 100), the CBR
values of jute was reported to be higher as compared with those of coir fibers. The increase in
strength can be attributed to superior mechanical property of jute due to its higher cellulose content,
low microfibrillar angle, Young’s modulus and tensile strength. The significance of these
properties is discussed in later sections. Effect of freeze- thaw cycles have been investigated on
jute fiber reinforced clayey silt soil with and without additional admixtures (lime and steel fiber)
(Gullu and Khudir 2014). A series of UCS tests were performed by subjecting the soil-fiber
20
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composite to a maximum of 3 freeze-thaw cycles. It was found that the jute fiber was instrumental
in increasing the strength of soil. A marginal reduction in strength was noted when the soil-fiber
composite was subjected to freeze-thaw cycles. The study recommended using 4% lime coupled
with 0.75% jute fiber and 0.25% steel fiber as the optimal combination for soil reinforcement,
which resulted in higher strength and ductility.
Jute fibers were used extensively with soil, gypsum, clay and lime to manufacture earthen
blocks for adobe and masonry based constructions (Ramaswamy et al. 1983, Islam and Iwashita
2010, Danso et al. 2014). Jute fibers ingrained in concrete were found to be effective in reducing
shrinkage and increasing ductility. Impact and fracture toughness characteristics were improved,
thus rendering them useful against earthquake motions (Ramaswamy et al. 1983, Islam and
Iwashita 2010). LLGs made from jute fibers were used for soil erosion control (Islam 2013,
Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2014 a, b) and soil reinforcement (Bera et al. 2009, Basu et al. 2009). Jute
LLGs provide better adaptability for vegetation growth as compared to coir LLGs for the same
field conditions (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2014 b). The inclusion of jute LLG has been reported to
increase the UCS of fly ash soil (Bera et al. 2009).

Kenaf
There are about 300 species of kenaf which fall under the genus “Hibiscus”. Its growing
cycle being 150 to 180 days, the average yield of kenaf is reported to be 1700 kg/ha (Rowell and
Stout 2007). Renewed interest in the use of kenaf bast fiber stems from its adaptation to varying
soil and climatic conditions (Rowell and Stout 2007, Faruk et al. 2012). Kenaf as a synthetic
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composite reinforcing agent, has gained considerable attention in the recent past (Akil et al. 2011,
Shekeil et al. 2014), however its application in RDFS is limited.
The effect of kenaf fiber (Hibiscus cannabinus) inclusions on earth blocks was recently
investigated by Millogo (2015). Kenaf fibers (3 mm long) with fiber content ranging from 0.20 %
to 0.80 % were used to reinforce earth blocks. The incorporation of kenaf fibers reduced the
development and propagation of cracks in the earth blocks. Such blocks also resulted in increase
of tensile ductility. Geotextiles made from kenaf fibers was used for soil reinforcement (Chaiyaput
et al. 2014, Artidteang et al. 2012). Kenaf LLG reinforced embankment was monitored and
compared with numerical modelling for a period of 250 days (Chaiyaput et al. 2014). The results
indicate the applicability of kenaf LLG for short term embankment reinforcement on soft clay. The
performance of soil buried kenaf fiber reinforced polyurethane composites was studied for a period
of 80 days (Sapuan 2013). The effect of moisture absorption on mechanical properties (tensile
strength and flexural strength) was tested at 20, 40, 60 and 80 days. Although there was no
significant change in flexural strength of the composite, a reduction in tensile strength was
observed after 80 days. Similar results were reported in case of unsaturated polyester composites
reinforced with kenaf fibers (Rashdi et al. 2009).

Reed
Reed is inherent of the genus “Phragmites” and is popular in soil reinforcement for its
relatively stable properties, uniform diameter and relatively low modulus, which makes it ideal for
extensible reinforcements (Gray and Ohashi 1983). Laboratory direct shear test were performed
by Gray and Ohashi (1983) with reed fibers. It was noted that the increase in area ratio of fibers,
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caused a progressive rise in peak strength and post peak strength reduction at higher shear
displacements. Initial fiber orientation along the shear surface was varied at 300, 600, 900 and 1200,
to account for the fiber orientation effect on soil strength characteristics. Initial orientation of 60 0
showed the relative highest improvement in shear strength. Shear strength improvement of RDFS
with reed fibers were investigated for dense and loose sands. In case of loose sands, larger strains
were required to reach peak shear stress. Reed fibers of specified length (13 mm, 25 mm and 38
mm), diameter (1.25 mm and 1.75 mm) and fiber percentage (0.2%, 0.5%, 1% and 2%) were added
to uniform medium grained sand for performing tri-axial compression test (Gray and Al-Refai
1986). With rise in fiber content, there was a visible increase in peak shear strength and major
principal stress at failure. With increase in aspect ratio (length of fiber/diameter of fiber), there is
a rise in major principal stress at failure. Additional tests on Muskegon dune sand was done using
reed fibers and rubber fibers using tri-axial compressive strength test (Maher and Gray 1990). Reed
fiber reinforced soil showed a visible increase in major principal stress with confining stress. Reed
fiber RDFS was found to give higher shear stresses as compared to rubber fiber RDFS. A
theoretical model was proposed to validate the experimental results. Owing to its availability, lowcost and moisture absorption of reed, Methacanon et al. (2010) suggests its use in soil erosion
control measures. In their study, elongation at break for reed fibers was found to be same as for
kenaf fibers (18%), which indicate its possible application for soil reinforcement.

Sisal
Sisal fiber as a reinforcing material has gained popularity on account of its low cost,
lightweight, high specific strength, easy availability and high modulus. It is a hard fiber and derived
from the plant “Agave sisalana” (Li et al. 2000). Brazil, Indonesia and East African countries are
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the leading producers of sisal in the world (Giridhar and Rao 1986). Sisal fibers are reported to
retain (25%-35%) of its tensile strength after a period of 12 months, when subjected to cyclic
drying and wetting in salt water (Sarsby 2007). Methacanon et al. (2010) have done an in-depth
study on the fiber properties of sisal fibers including biochemical composition test, mechanical
loading tests, moisture absorption test, thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) test and accelerated
weathering test. Their results indicate the efficacy of sisal fibers for soil reinforcement and as
geotextiles.
Ghavami et al. (1999) investigated the addition of sisal fibers on the stress-strain response
of a composite soil material at water content of 28% and 30%. Addition of sisal fibers resulted in
significant increase in ductility of soil without much increase in compressive strength. This result
may be attributed to excess proportion of fibers used which may lead to pockets of low density.
Also the authors in this study have not reported the soil type used which is very important to
understand the ductility of the composite. A series of compaction and undrained tri-axial tests were
performed on RDFS reinforced clayey silt soil with sisal fibers with four different lengths (10 mm,
15 mm, 20 mm and 25 mm) (Prabakar and Sridhar 2002). The fiber percentage was varied at
0.25%, 0.50%, 0.75% and 1% respectively. Increase in fiber length and fiber percentage resulted
in a linear decrease in MDD and OMC. Cohesion of the soil had negligible variation with fiber
length. Optimum fiber percentage resulted at 0.75% for cohesion parameter. Optimum fiber length
and percentage in terms of angle of internal friction was found to be at 20 mm and 0.75%,
respectively. Tensile strength of fibers was monitored for a period of 30 to 210 days, for both coir
and sisal fibers submerged under water to study its durability. The sisal fiber showcased tensile
strength three times higher than that of coir for the entire test durations, indicating superior
mechanical properties under saturated condition. Similar work done (Wu et al. 2014) on silty clay
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soil, indicate an improvement in the strength, deformation and shear failure characteristics of soil
due to inclusion of sisal fibers.
A recent study by Martins et al. (2014) on soil-cement-sisal fiber composite has proven the
efficacy of sisal fiber inclusion on mechanical parameters of the composite. Under compression, a
significant improvement on the post-peak strength, toughness and strain capacity was reported.
The curing of the composite resulted in increase of compressive strength (from 3.3 MPa to 7.5
MPa). The application of sisal fibers in the fabrication of earth blocks and consequent enhancement
of mechanical properties was reported (Mesbah et al. 2004, Namago 2006, Danso et al. 2015).
Sisal improved the properties (bending, abrasion resistance, water absorption and erosion) of
earthen blocks made by bahareque technique (Mattone 2005). Anand (2008) investigated the use
of LLGs made from a combination of sisal and flax fibers through a series of weaving patterns and
consequent mechanical tests on the LLGs. The results indicated its potential use as a LLG,
pertaining to its effective properties such as high tensile strength, elongation at break and tensile
modulus.

(C) Fibers from weed species
Hemp
Hemp is a bast fiber belonging to the family of “Cannabis” and is an annual plant that
grows in temperate climates. As a non-food agricultural species, it is currently under the subject
of a European Union subside and new initiatives are underway for their further development in
Europe (Faruk et al. 2012). Although there are no reported studies as RDFS, it is widely used in
the manufacture of earthen blocks (Islam and Iwashita 2010, Danso et al. 2014). The compressive
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strength of hemp reinforced adobe earth blocks was found to be comparable with jute reinforced
adobe block. Hemp fibers were used in the form of geotextile for the retention of pesticides in
agricultural watersheds (Boutron et al. 2009). Batch studies (adsorption and desorption tests) on
jute, hemp and linen were conducted for three pesticides. It was noted that hemp with its adsorption
percentage of 80% at equilibrium was the most effective fiber that can retain pesticides. This would
obviously have its impact in agricultural field for nutrient retention as well. Application of hemp
fibers as a non-woven geotextile was patented by Roure (2013) that can be used for reinforcing
slopes and embankments.

Water hyacinth
Water hyacinth (Eichhornia crassipes) is an uncompromising aquatic weed and has
garnered worldwide attention due to its fast spread and congested growth, leading to serious
problems in navigation, irrigation and hydro-power schemes. Inherent to Brazil and other South
American countries, water hyacinth can now be readily found in most countries located between
400N and 400S (Sarika et al. 2014). In the past few decades, research activity on its biological
control and consequent favorable utilization of the species was undertaken. Malik et al. (2006) in
his review work, has highlighted the use of water hyacinth in bio gas production and wastewater
treatment, which is applicable to rural as well as industrial problems (Malik et al. 2006). However,
the use of water hyacinth in soil reinforcement has gained atttraction very recently (Methacanon
et al. 2010, Maneecharoen et al. 2013, Dileep et al. 2013).
Methacanon et al. (2010) discussed the efficacy of using water hyacinth (WH) as a soil
reinforcing material. Based on series of tests, the authors have advocated the application of WH
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fiber/geotextile in soil erosion prevention. Although WH has relatively low strength than
conventional fibers used in soil reinforcement (jute, sisal, etc.), they are advocated for soil erosion
measures due to their easy availability, low-cost, high elongation at break, higher water absorption
and more importantly due to the efficient use of an invasive weed. These properties make it more
conducive for supporting vegetation growth, reduce raindrop impact, lessen runoff velocity and
also render soil fertility on its degradation.
Effect of WH fiber inclusion in paddy clay was investigated by Dileep et al. (2013) by a
series of compaction, CBR and UCS test. The soil-WH composite resulted in a decrease in
optimum moisture content and maximum dry density with increase in fiber content. With increase
in fiber content from 0% to 0.50%, there is a significant rise in compressive strength after which
it remains practically constant. The improvement in CBR values was also observed up to 0.50%
after which it remained constant.

(D) Summary of natural fibers used as soil-natural fiber composite mixture
Table 2.1 summarizes the application of natural fibers in soil reinforcement used in the
form of soil-natural fiber composite mixture. Its application as earth block material composite and
LLG has also been mentioned. Among crop species, coir and oil palm fibers was extensively used
in soil reinforcement applications. Coir as soil-natural fiber composite mixture was extensively
implemented in field applications. Laboratory investigations were conducted in different types of
soil and results indicate that coir inclusion enhances the engineering parameters of soil (friction
angle, energy absorption capacity, resilient modulus, UCS, residual shear stress, ductility, etc.).
For palm based soil-natural fiber composite mixture, with increase in fiber length, there is rise in
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cohesion and frictional angle as compared to unreinforced soil. Additionally, LLGs made from
palm fibers, have garnered popularity in splash erosion resistance projects in the United Kingdom
(Davies et al. 2006, Bhattacharyya et al. 2009). Flax and roselle have gained recent attention as
potential natural fibers for RDFS. Although, no proper geotechnical investigation was conducted
till date on flax and roselle based RDFS, the test conducted on its fibers indicates its potential
applicability as RDFS. The flax fiber inclusion on earth blocks was found to enhance its
engineering properties (Cheah and Morgan 2009).
Among non-crop species, jute is the most popular fiber applied in soil reinforcement. It has
been widely studied in geotechnical applications as RDFS and LLG. Inclusion of jute fiber
increases peak strength, ductility and reduces the MDD of the soil. Based on CBR tests conducted
on the same soil, jute reinforced RDFS is more appropriate as subgrade material as compared to
coir RDFS. Jute LLG was found to be more popular due to its effectiveness in the propagation of
vegetation cover and providing resistance to soil erosion (Ayuba and Olorunnaiye 2014). The jute
LLG performance was superior to that of coir LLG when it was used for bioengineered slope
stability (Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2014). Reed and sisal fibers have also garnered considerable
attention as RDFS with increase in the shear strength of the soil. LLG made from sisal fibers has
also been studied in the recent past (Anand 2008, Mwasha and Petersen 2010). Kenaf LLGs have
been studied, both in field and laboratory, for its application in soil reinforcement measures.
However, relatively few tests were undertaken to understand its application as RDFS.
Amid the abundant and readily available weed species, relatively few studies were
undertaken to understand its use in soil reinforcement. Its potential as RDFS has recently gained
attention and preliminary tests on weeds like hemp and water hyacinth was conducted to find its
application in soil reinforcement. Hemp, as fiber inclusion was tested for soil-fiber blocks and also
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as natural geotextile in adsorption of pesticides. Water hyacinth, being a noxious weed, its
application as an alternative reinforcing material is encouraging. Recent tests indicate its efficacy
as RDFS (Dileep et al. 2013) and also in soil erosion control (Maneecharoen et al. 2013).
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Table 2.1 Summary of researches performed on natural fibers as RDFS

Fiber
type

Coir

Flax

Soil type
Tested for
RDFS
(USCS)

1) SP
2) SM
3) CL
4) CH
(Marine
clay)
5) CL
(Fine
grained)
6) CH
(Black
cotton)
7)CL
(Cohesive
)

N/A

Fiber length (FL)
mm and Fiber
percentage (FP)
%

1) FL (10-30)
FP (0.5-2.5)
2) FL (80)
FP (0.5-2)
3) FL(15-25)
FP (0.1-0.6)
4) FL(10-30)
FP(0.2-1.5)
5) FL(50-200)
FP(0.5-2)
6) FL(20)
FP(0.5-1.5)
7) FL(15-25)
FP(0.1-0.6)

N/A

Test
method

TT1,2,5
UCS2,3,
4,5,6

Use as
Earth
block

Use
as
LLG

Key conclusions

✓

✓

- Linear increase in friction angle with
addition of coir fiber (1%-2.5%) for
SP.
- With addition of coir fiber up to 2.5%,
energy absorption capacity increases
for SP.
- For SM soil, coir RDFS shows higher
resilient modulus and UCS as
compared to polypropylene (PP) fiber.
- For field PL test on CL soil, both coir
and PP increased the ultimate load of
soil to 70kN and 80kN.
- For CH soil (marine clay), optimum
FP is 0.8%.
- Peak deviator stress for CL (Fine
grained) soil increases in case of coir
reinforced soil.
- In CH soil (black cotton) optimum FP
is 4%, and addition of lime with fiber
increases ductility.
-Maximum residual shear stress is
exhibited by 0.8% PF, for CL
(cohesive soil).

✓

✓

- Flax fiber reinforced soil has not
been reported.

3

PL
CBR7

UTM
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References

Ghavami et al. 1999,
Khedari et al. 2004*,
Lekha 2004*, Babu
and Vasudevan 2008,
Chauhan et al. 2008,
Subaida et al. 2008,
Subaida et al. 2009,
Ramesh et al. 2010,
Sebastian et al. 2011,
Dasaka and Sumesh
2011, Kar et al. 2012,
Dutta et al. 2012, Kar
et al. 2014,

Sarsby 2007, Segetin
et al. 2007, Cheah and
Morgan 2009

Oil palm

1) ML
2) SM
3) N/A
(Cohesive)
4) CH
5) ML

1) FL (30)
FP (0.25-1)
2) FL (15,30,45)
FP (0.25, 0.5)
3) FL (NA)
FP (0.25 – 1)
4) FL (1 -16)
FP (5 -20)
5) FL (270)
FP (0.5 – 1.5)

UCS1,3
ST1
TT2
PT3,5
DS4
CT4
CBR5

✓

✓
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- Its application is done extensively for
earth blocks and increases the
compressive strength of the composite.
-For Harakeke earth blocks, optimum
FP is 0.6%.
- Significant improvement in ductility
of soil-cement-fiber composites is seen
for earth blocks.
Beneficial in low cost-UKU
buildings.
- Applicable as LLG in soft clay
embankment reinforcement.
- With increase in FP (0.25% – 1%),
UCS rise is observed for ML soil.
- No quantifiable trend in shrinkage
characteristics with inclusion of fiber
for ML soil.
- With increase in fiber length, there is
Davies et al. 2006,
rise in cohesion and frictional angle.
Bhattacharyya et al.
0.5% fiber showed better mechanical
2009, Ahmad et al.
response for SM soil.
2010, Jamellodin et al.
- For cohesive soil discussed, there is a
2010, Bhattacharyya et
drop in dry density and OMC, with
al. 2010, Azadegan et
increase in FP (0.25 – 1). With increase
al. 2012, Al Adili et al.
in FP, frictional angle decreases and
2013, El-Maaty et al.
cohesion increases.
2016
- For CH soil, significant improvement
in the failure deviator stress, shear
strength parameters (c and ϕ).
- For ML soil, with increase in palm FP
there is an increase in CBR value. At
lower content, their performance is
equivalent to polypropylene fiber.

- Palm LLGs have garnered popularity
in splash erosion resistance projects.

Roselle

Jute

N/A

1) CL
2) ML
3) ML
(Silt)

Kenaf

CL

Reed

1) Sanda
2) Sandb
3) SM

N/A

1) FL (100)
FP (0.2 - 1)
2) FL (20 -100)
FP (0 – 5)
3) FL (20 -100)
FP (0 – 5)

FL (3)
FP (0.2 – 0.8)

1) 3 to 22 in
numbers
2) FL (13,25,38)

AW
TS
MA

x

x

PT1
CBR1,2
UCS3

✓

✓

Hydrau
-lic
press

✓

✓

DS1,3
TT2
CT3

x

x
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- Based on accelerated weathering
(AW) test, Tensile strength (TS) test
and Moisture absorption (MA) test,
roselle has been recommended as
Methacanon et al.
potential LLG. Retains 50% of its
2010*
tensile strength after 4 weeks of AW.
No change in elongation at break after
4 weeks of AW.
- Jute RDFS reduces the MDD and
Ramaswamy et al.
increases the OMC of CL soil.
1983, Islam and
Optimum FP is (0.6%-0.8%).
Iwashita 2010,
- CBR value increases with
Aggarwal and Sharma
incremental fiber reinforcement for all 2010 Güllü and Khudir
L/D ratios and functions better than
2014, Kumar et al.
coir reinforced RDFS.
2015, Pavani et al.
- Optimum PF is 0.5% for ML (Silt)
2016, Bera et al. 2009
soil.
- UCS increased to an optimum value
near 0.4 PF and then decreased.
- Inclusion of fiber prevents the
Chaiyaput et al. 2014,
propagation of cracks in earth blocks.
Millogo et al. 2015*
- Kenaf reinforced earth block
improves ductility in tension of the
blocks.
- For sanda, increase in fiber leads to a
Gray and Ohashi
progressive rise in peak strength and
1983, Gray and Alpost peak strength reduction at higher

FP (0.2 - 2)
3) FL (NA)
FP (5-25)

strains. Optimum orientation angle of Refeai 1986, Al Adili
fibers is 600.
et al. 2012
- For sandb, rise in FP increases peak
shear strength and major principal
stress at failure.
- For SM soil, optimum FP was found
to be 10%.
- Increase in FL and FP results in linear
decrease of MDD and OMC.
- Optimum FP for cohesion is 0.75%.
1) FL (10 -25)
Prabakar and Sridhar
TT1,2
Optimum FL and FP in terms of angle
FP (0.25 - 1)
1) CL
2002, Namango 2006,
2) FL (5 -15)
Sisal
PT1
✓
✓ of internal friction was found at 20 mm
2)ML
Mwasha and Petersen
FP (0.5 – 1.5)
and 0.75% respectively.
2010*, Wu et al. 2014
- For ML soil, peak strength, ductility
and cohesion are improved with fiber
addition.
- With adsorption percentage of 80% at
Boutron et al. 2009*,
equilibrium, it can be used in landfill
Islam and Iwashita
Hemp
N/A
N/A
N/A
✓
✓ projects
2010, Roure and Geco
- Hemp fiber has been used to make a
2012
patented geotextile.
- For ML soil, fiber inclusion results in
decrease in OMC and MDD with
1) FL (20 – 57)
increase in FP. Optimum FP for CBR
Maneecharoen et al.
Water
FP (0.25 – 1)
PT1
1) ML
is
0.5%.
2013, Dileep et al.
x
✓
Hyacinth
2) FL (28)
CBR1
- For SM soil, it resulted in a low drop
2015
FP(0.5 – 1)
in peak strength and increases the
ductility.
TT- Triaxial compression test, UCS – Unconfined compressive test, PL –Plate load test, CBR – California bearing ratio, UTM –
Universal testing machine, PT- Proctor test, ST – Swell test, AW-Accelerated weathering test, TS- Tensile strength test, MA- Moisture
absorption test, DS – Direct shear test, CT- Consolidation test, * - Biochemical composition of fiber investigated
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2.2.3 Physio-biochemical properties of natural fibers
(A) Fiber structure and composition
Natural fibers derived from plants are referred to as cellulosic and lignocellulosic fibers
(Siqueira et al. 2010) and constitutes cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin (Abdul et al. 2013). These
components serve to form the cellulose superstructure in the form of a matrix (Khalil et al. 2015).
A typical representation of such fiber is shown in Fig. 2.4 (a) and Fig. 2.4 (c). Each fiber has an
intricate layered structure (Wathen 2006), which consists of three different layers- middle lamella
(ML), primary wall (P) and secondary wall (S). Middle lamella and primary wall are together
known as combined middle lamella. The secondary wall is divided into three layers- S1, S2 and
S3. The thick middle layer (S2) of the secondary wall determines the mechanical properties of the
natural fiber (Azwa et al. 2012). This S2 layer consists of a series of helically wound cellular
microfibrils (represented by black lines in Fig. 2.4 (a)) formed from long chain cellulose
molecules. Lignin and hemicelluloses in these layers acts as a matrix (represented by white portion
in Fig. 2.4 (a)), while microfibrils (made up of cellulose molecules) acts as fibers (Azwa et al.
2012). The strength of natural fibers can be attributed to the rigidity and high molecular weight of
cellulose chains (due to intermolecular and intramolecular hydrogen bonding) (Nguyen et al.
1981). The general distribution of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin in a lignocellulose fiber has
been represented in Fig. 2.4 (b). From the figure, it is evident that S2 layer has the highest
percentage of cellulose and the combined middle lamella (P + ML) has the highest percentage of
lignin. The individual contribution of cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin to a natural fiber are
discussed in the following section.
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Fig. 2.4 Hypothetical arrangement of different layers in (a) Lignocellulose fibers (after John and
Thomas 2008); (b) Relative composition of lignin, cellulose and hemicellulose in lignocellulose
fibers (after Jensen 1977) and (c) Jute (after Mwaikambo 2009)

Cellulose
Cellulose is the main strength contributing component to lignocellulosic materials. It is a
long linear polymer, composed of glucose units joined together by β-1, 4 glycosidic bonds (Khalil
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et al. 2014). Cellulose is made up of polymer chains consisting of glucose units which remain
linked together by highly resistant hydrogen bonds (Delmer and Amor 1995). The cellulose chains
group together in a hemicellulose matrix and the entire structure collectively form a microfibril
(refer Fig. 2.5). Numerous microfibrils are arranged in a helical structure (refer Fig. 2.4 (a)), to
form a macrofibril (Fig. 2.5). Plant fibril matrix is ultimately formed by such group of macrofibrils
(Martins et al. 2011). The strength and stiffness of fibers is dependent on the crystallinity or the
crystallinity index (CI) and microfibrillar angle (MFA) of the cellulose microfibrils (Mwaikambo
2009). CI is used to describe the relative percentage of crystalline material in cellulose. The
microfibrils have amorphous and crystalline regions and their relative composition determines the
strength of natural fiber (Zhou and Wu 2012). The crystalline region is highly ordered and packed
with a strong complex intra and intermolecular hydrogen bond network (Khalil et al. 2015). MFA
is the average angle between fiber axis and the microfibrils as shown in Fig. 2.4 (b). Smaller angle
of MFA leads to higher fiber strength and stiffness whereas a larger angle yields to higher ductility
(Azwa et al. 2012). The study by Gassan et al. (2001) has correlated the elastic modulus of material
with the MFA of the fiber. With lower MFA, the elastic modulus of the fiber was found observed
to decrease. Morton and Hearle (1975) have noted that the fibers with higher cellulose content can
be stronger than those with low cellulose content, provided their MFA is small. For example,
cotton with MFA of 20o-30o and cellulose content of over 90 %, exhibits lower mechanical
properties as compared to hemp and flax fibers (MFA ≤ 7 o and cellulose content about 80%)
(Morton and Hearle 1975, Mwaikambo 2002).
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Fig. 2.5 Pictorial description of (a) Eicchornia crasipes fiber using FE-SEM; (b) Arrangement of
cellulose microfibrils in a fibril matrix structure (after Khalil et al. 2014)

Hemicellulose
Hemicelluloses are made up of low molecular weight cell wall polysaccharides associated
to cellulose formed up from various pentose sugars (Methacanon et al. 2010). The major role of
hemicelluloses in the fiber cell walls is of cross linkage between cellulose fibril aggregate by
forming complexes with lignin (Khalil et al. 2014). Furthermore, they act as an adhesive filler
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material in the cavities between the microfibrils. The individual contribution of hemicellulose to
fiber strength is not entirely established. Spiegelberg (1966) in his study of hemicellulose, found
that with decrease in hemicellulose; the tensile strength, elastic modulus and work to rupture fibers
reduces. For moist fibers, hemicellulose functions as an effective stress-transfer matrix (Kersavage
1973). Rowell and Stout (2007) have found that hemicellulose is mainly responsible for moisture
absorption, as its hydroxyl groups are much more accessible to water.

Lignin
Lignin, a complex phenolic polymer, with high molecular weight is important for
mechanical support, water transport and resistance to biodegradation (Khalil et al. 2014). It works
as a strengthening material between the cellulose and microfibrils, and also provides protection
against attack by pathogens (Bjerre 1997, Moore and Jung 2001). Lignin forms between
neighboring cells in middle lamella, connecting them tightly into a tissue. It then spreads into cell
wall encapsulating the hemicelluloses and bonding the cellulose fibrils (Reddy and Yang 2005).
Lignin is of specific importance, as it enhances resistance to microbial degradation in soils
(Methacanon et al. 2010). The insolubility and complexity of the lignin polymer resists its
degradation by microorganisms (Campbell and Sederoff 1996). Lignin varies in composition and
quantity within the same plant. The percentage composition variation can vary within populations
of plants of the same species. For instance, within the genus “Pinus”, the average content of lignin
can range from 25% (Pinus monticola) to 30% (Pinus palustris) (Campbell and Sederoff 1996).
Lignins have been employed as a low-cost means of dust control in the recent past (Hawkins et al.
2006, Schilling et al. 2006).
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(B) Chemical composition and mechanical properties of fiber used for soil
Table 2.2 Chemical composition of dried fiber used for soil reinforcement
Fiber

Cellulose
(%)

Hemicellulose
(%)

Lignin
(%)

Ash (%)

Coir

43.4 - 53

14.7

38.3 –
40.7

2

Satyanarayana et al.
2007, Azwa et al.
2013

Kenaf

42 - 57

21.5

8 - 15

3.7

Ververis et al. 2004,
Akil et al. 2011

Flax

62-72

18.6 – 20.6

2-5

______

Satyanarayana et al.
2009, Akil et al. 2011

Jute

60-64.4

22.1

15.9

1

Oil palm

50-65

21.9

10 - 19

0.5 - 2

Reed

33 - 47.4

18.7

17 - 19.81

4.65 - 5

Sisal

60-75.2

5.63 – 14

8-14

0.8

Hemp

70 - 74

17.9 – 22.4

3.7 – 5.7

0.8

Roselle

70.20

7.21

14.91

0.72

Reference

Satyanarayana et al.
2007, Bledzki et al.
1999
Umikalsom et al.
1997, Jacob et al.
2004
Ververis et al. 2004,
Methacanon et al.
2010
Satyanarayana et al.
2007, Satyanarayana
et al. 2009,
Methacanon et al.
2010
Li et al. 2007, Akil et
al. 2011
Methacanon et al.
2010

Table 2.2 summarizes the biochemical composition of natural fibers used for soil
reinforcement. Cellulose content is found highest in non-crop species like sisal and roselle and in
weed species such as hemp. Hemp and flax exhibits the highest amount of hemicellulose. Coir
possessing the highest relative amount of lignin is one of the most popular fibers used for soil
reinforcement, as it is highly resistant to biodegradation (Ghavami et al. 1998, Khedari et al. 2003,
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Lekha 2003, Khedari et al. 2004, Chahuan et al. 2008, Babu and Vasudevan 2008, Subaida et al.
2008, Dasaka and Sumesh 2011). Ash content provides the natural capacity of plants for metal
adsorption. It is a measure of the mineral content and other inorganic matter in any biomass.
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Table 2.3 Physical and mechanical properties of dried fiber used for soil reinforcement

Fiber

Density
(kg/m-3)

Microfibrillar
angle
(ϴ)

Crystallinity
(%)

Water
Young’s
absorption Modulus
(%)
(GPa)

Ultimate tensile
strength
(MPa)

Coir

13901520

30 - 51

27 - 43

130 - 180

6

Kenaf

1500

9 - 15

____

____

18-53

176 - 930

Flax

1500

5 - 10

80

____

27.6-80

345 - 1500

Jute

1300 1450

17.1

____

____

10 - 30

393 – 800

Oil palm

463

42

79 - 87

____

26.5

100 - 400

Reed

490

____

____

100

____

200

Sisal

7001330

10-20

72.2

56-230

17 - 22

160 - 680

Hemp

1470

2 - 6.2

____

8

70

550–900
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100 - 220

Elonga
tion at
break
(%)

Reference

Cook 1984, Pavithran
et al. 1987, Reddy and
12 –
Yang 2005,
51.4
Satyanarayana et al.
2007, K.E.F.I 2016
Aji et al. 2009, Akil et
1.6
al. 2011, K.E.F.I 2016
Cook 1984,
1.2 – 2.7
Satyanarayana et al.
2009
Satyanarayana et al.
1.5 – 1.8
2007
Cook 1984, Ahmad et
19
al. 2010, Azwa et al.
2013, Haafiz et al. 2013
De Baets 2008,
14
Methacanon et al. 2010,
Azwa et al. 2013,
Cook 1984, Pavithran
et al. 1987, Ghavami et
al. 1999, Reddy and
3.64 – 13
Yang 2005,
Methacanon et al. 2010,
Azwa et al. 2013,
Cook 1984, Wambua et
1.6
al. 2003, Vadivambal
2015

Roselle

750 800

____

____

40 - 50

2.8

108-184

5-11

Water
hyacinth

800

____

____

32

____

625

13.6
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Azwa et al. 2013,
Haafiz et al. 2013
Wambua et al. 2003,
Ahmad et al. 2010,
Abral et al. 2014

Water hyacinth possessing highest ash percentage has been widely used for heavy metal
retention (Alvarado et al. 2008, Mahamdai and Nharingo 2009, Chunkao et al. 2011). The physical
and mechanical properties of natural fibers for soil reinforcement are tabulated in Table 2.3. The
highest tensile strength is exhibited by kenaf, flax and hemp which possess low MFA coupled with
relatively high amount of cellulose. Flax with the highest amount of CI among those fibers (Kenaf,
flax and hemp) showcased the highest tensile strength. However, the variation in tensile strength
is quite high for kenaf and flax which may be attributed to genetic difference.

2.2.4 Moisture absorption, degradation and treatment of natural fiber
(A) Moisture absorption of natural fibers
Natural fibers, being porous in nature, are well established to be hydrophilic in nature and
are susceptible to moisture absorption (Stone and Scallan 1966). Soil fiber under sub-surface
conditions is subjected to alternate cycles of wetting and drying. The morphology, as well as the
chemical structure, plays a predominant role in the swelling of natural fibers (McKenzie and
Yuritta 1979). Natural fibers change their dimensions (mostly at microscopic level) with moisture
content variation. Cell wall of such fibers, contain hydroxyl and other oxygen containing groups,
which attract moisture through hydrogen bonding (Rowell and Banks 1985). Cellulose and
hemicellulose absorb up to 4-5 times more water than lignin at saturated conditions (Cousins
1978). The counter ions of the anionic groups within the fiber wall are very significant to fiber
swelling (Scallan 1983). The relation of fiber swelling and the counter ions is due to a dependency
of osmotic pressure inside the fibers. Water is sucked into fibers to reduce osmotic pressure. The
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effect of fiber swell on soil fiber composite has been reported to have resulted in the preferential
flow of water through the composite and also effect the adhesion in soil-fiber interface (Ghavami
et al. 1998, Hejazi et al. 2012, Azadegan et al. 2012, Ismail and Yaacob 2011). The swelling of
fibers affects the adhesion of soil-fiber interface, due to periods of swelling and shrinkage,
corresponding to cycles of wetting and drying. This swell, however is dependent on the fiber biochemical composition and fiber porosity (Methacanon et al. 2010, Scallan 1983). Figure 6
represents a schematic representation of the interaction of moisture with natural fiber- soil
composite. After compaction of the soil-fiber composite, if there is a heavy spell of precipitation,
high absorption of water would make the individual fiber to swell, consequently pushing the soil
matrix (at the micro level) (Ghavami et al. 1998). On further drying (corresponding to drought
conditions), the fiber shrinks and results in the formation of air pockets along the soil-fiber
interface. These pockets form pathways for preferential flow of water on subsequent precipitation
cycle thus possibly increasing the infiltration of water through the composite. A study of palm
fiber inclusion on mud soil (Ismail and Yaacob 2011), have reported the increase in permeability
for mud bricks as compared to unreinforced bricks. Dimensional changes due to fiber swell leads
to decrease in friction angle of the composite (Azadegan et al. 2012). Thus, in addition to improve
the bonding characteristics of the fiber with soil, there is also a need to possibly treat the fibers, so
as to minimize water transfer between soil matrix and fibers. Some possible treatment has been
discussed in the later section.
The preferential flow through fiber reinforced soil can be compared to that of rooted soil.
Natural fibers can be considered as dead roots (Saran 2010), and they can act as conducting pipes
for preferential flow (Azadegan et al. 2012, Johnson and Lehmann 2006). Dye tracer experiments
were conducted to establish the formation of preferential flow through roots, and its subsequent
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increase in infiltration rate (Bramley et al. 2003). Although, infiltration studies on soil fiber
composite was done on synthetic fiber reinforced soil (Miller and Rifai 2004), rarely any studies
have been conducted on natural fiber reinforced soil. Methacanon et al. (2010) have found that
natural fibers show a considerate increase in tensile strength and elongation at break, when wet as
compared to dry state. The increase in tensile strength can be attributed to moisture in the fiber
influencing the degree of crystallinity and MFA of the fibers (Reddy and Young 2005). The
increase in elongation at break can be due to the adsorbed water molecules acting as a lubricant,
such that the fibers could slide over one another during stretching, resulting in increased extension
(Methacanon et al. 2010).

Fig. 2.6 Schematic representation of the interaction of moisture with natural fiber-soil composite
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(B) Fiber degradation
Figure 2.7 represents cell wall polymers responsible for strength, moisture absorption and
degradation properties. Moisture absorption and degradation of fibers are detrimental to its lifespan
as reinforcing material. Thermal decomposition is usually endothermic, as heat is required to break
chemical bonds in the compound undergoing decomposition. Each cell wall polymer is degraded
by a variety of microorganisms which produce a battery of enzymes that leads to gradual
biodegradation (Pérez et al. 2002). However, higher hemicellulose content results in higher
moisture absorption, providing favorable conditions for microorganisms to act on the fiber
(Methacanon et al. 2010, Beg and Pickering 2008). Thus, high percentage of hemicellulose in a
fiber makes the fiber susceptible for thermal and biological degradation, moisture absorption and
flammability. Biodegradation occurs under aerobic and anaerobic conditions and can be
determined using Eq. 2.1 and Eq. 2.2 respectively (Holliger and Zehnder 1996, Widdel and Rabus
2001). For aerobic biodegradation, the lignocellulose polymer formed by carbons, breaks up into
residue carbon polymer and release carbon with CO2 and H2O. With anaerobic degradation, there
is additional emission of methane (CH4) along with residue carbon, CO2 and H2O. Ultraviolet
degradation of fibers is susceptible with higher content of lignin. An accelerated weathering test
(exposed to UV ray coupled with moisture in cycles) on four natural fibers (sisal, roselle, reed and
water hyacinth) has been carried out, to gauge its effect on mechanical properties, such as tensile
strength and elongation at break, for a continuous period of five weeks (Methacanon et al. 2010).
The tensile strength decrease is significantly high (approximately 50%) for sisal, reed and Roselle
after the five-week duration. However, the decrease in tensile strength is negligible for water
hyacinth at 20% of initial strength. The effect of such accelerated weathering has negligible effect
on the elongation at break of the fibers.
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C polymer + O2 → C residue + C biomass + CO2 + H2O
C polymer

→ C residue + C biomass + CO2 + CH4 + H2O

(2.1)
(2.2)

Fig. 2.7 Cell wall polymers responsible for strength, moisture absorption and degradation
properties

(C) Fiber treatment
Treatment of natural fibers, aimed at improving the adhesion and reducing the moisture
absorption with the surrounding matrix, was investigated by a number of researchers. The major
chemical modifications used in natural fiber treatment (Li et al. 2007) are alkali treatment, silane
treatment, acetylation treatment, benzolyation of fibers and permanganate treatment as discussed
below.
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Alkali treatment
Alkaline treatment disrupts the hydrogen bonding in the fiber network structure, thereby
increasing surface roughness of the fiber. However, this treatment removes a certain amount of
lignin. Equation 2.3 represents the aqueous sodium hydroxide (NaOH) addition to natural fiber,
which promotes the ionization of the hydroxyl group to the alkoxide and directly influences the
cellulosic fibril (Agrawal et al. 2010, Jähn et al. 2002). It is reported that alkaline treatment
increases surface roughness resulting in better mechanical interlocking between fibers and
surrounding matrix (Valadez et al. 1999). This treatment is extensively used in RDFS (Gu et al.
2009, Dutta et al. 2012, Rawal and Sayeed 2014).
Fiber –OH + NaOH

Fiber –O –Na + H2O

(2.3)

Silane treatment
Silane with chemical formula SiH4, reduces the number of cellulose hydroxyl groups in the fiber–
matrix interface (Li et al. 2007). The hydrocarbon chains provided by the application of silane
restrain the swelling of the fiber. The reaction schemes are given by Equations 2.4 and 2.5
(Agrawal et al. 2010).

H2O

CH2CHSi(OC2H5)3
CH2CHSi(OH)3 + Fiber – OH

CH2CHSi(OH)3 + 3C2H5OH
CH2CHSi(OH)2O–Fiber + H2O

Acetylation of natural fibers
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(2.4)
(2.5)

Introducing an acetyl functional group (CH3COO–) into an organic compound is a wellknown esterification method which causes plasticization of lignocellulosic fibers. Chemical
modification of such fibers, with acetic anhydride (CH3-C(=O)-O-C(=O)-CH3) substitutes the
polymer hydroxyl groups of the fiber cell wall with acetyl groups, and making the cell wall
hydrophobic (Hill et al. 1998). The general equation for acetyl treatment is represented by Equation
2.6.

Fiber –OH + CH3–C(=O) –O–C(=O) –CH3

Fiber –OCOCH3 + CH3COOH

(2.6)

Treatment of sisal fiber by acetylation is reported to improve the fiber–matrix adhesion (Mishra et
al. 2003). After the treatment, sisal fiber became very rough and with higher voids provided better
mechanical interlocking.

Benzolyation treatment
Benzolyation treatment includes benzoyl (C6H5C=O) group and decreases the hydrophilic
nature of the treated fiber. The reaction between the cellulosic hydroxyl group of the fiber and
benzoyl chloride is shown in Equations 2.7 and 2.8 (Joseph 2000).

Fiber –OH + NaOH

Fiber –O+Na- + H2O

O
Fiber – O-Na+ + ClC–⌬

O
Fiber –O –C–⌬ + NaCl
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(2.7)

(2.8)

Benzoylation of fiber can highly improve its application in soil-fiber composite by considerably
increasing the composite strength, decreasing fiber water absorption and improving its thermal
stability.

Permanganate treatment
Permanganate (MnO4–) treatment leads to the formation of cellulose radical by MnO3– ion
formation. Subsequently, highly reactive Mn3+ ions are responsible for initiating graft copolymerization and are represented in Equations 2.9 and 2.10 (Frederick and Norman 2004).

O
Cellulose –H–O–Mn–OK+

Cellulose–H + KMnO4

(2.9)

O
O

O

Cellulose–H–O–Mn–OK+

+

Cellulose + H–O–Mn–OK

O

(2.10)

O

It is reported that due to permanganate treatment, the hydrophilic tendency of sisal fibers decreases
(Paul et al. 1997). Table 2.4 summarizes the various treatment applied to natural fibers in soil
reinforcement. Natural fibers used as RDFS or LLGs were treated using various chemical
treatment (NaOH, CCl4,) coating (Polyurethane, Enamel paint, Bitumen, Polythene, Acrylic
butadiene styrene) and ultrasonic impact. The key conclusions are discussed with respect to its
performance as a reinforcing material properties as well as its performance as a soil-fiber
composite.
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Table 2.4 Summary of treatment applied to natural fibers in soil reinforcement
Fiber

Coir

Kenaf

Treatment

1- NaOH and CCl4
4- Nanomodification
5- Ultrasonic impact

Polyurethane coating

Flax

1- Ultrasonic impact
2- Enamel paint coating

Jute

1 - Bitumen coating
2- NaOH
3 – Alkali-steam
4 – Polythene coat

General objectives

- Improve fiber
interfacial bonding
- Decrease degradation
- Increase strength
- Increase hydroxyl
group in fiber

- Reduce water
absorption
- Decrease effect of
radiation

Key conclusions
- For fiber treated with NaOH and CCl4 in a
clay soil, there is a significant improvement
in strength and ductility of the clay-fiber
composite. Higher peak strength and strain
was observed for CCl4, as compared to
NaOH treatment.
- For nano-modified fibers, there is a
significant improvement in cohesion and
internal friction as compared to untreated
soil.
- Ultrasonic impact treated fibers showcased
higher cellulose content as compared to
untreated fiber.
- Higher deformations or stresses in both
coated and non-coated LLGs reinforced
embankments were observed.

- Ultrasonic impact reduces the cellulose
content of the fiber
- Reduce the transfer of
- Enamel coat forms a heavy coating and is
water between the matrix
relatively hard to mix. The strength and
and the fiber
ductility of the composite is not significantly
improved with such coating.
- Protection from
- Bitumen coated LLGs derived from coir
microbial attack
fiber, has been tested at fully saturated river
- Enhance surface
slope. After 550 days, the coir LLG retains
roughness
30% of its strength and reported to be
- Increase strength
functional. Also the CBR values increases
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from 2.5 (untreated fiber reinforced) to 7.36
(treated fiber inclusion).
- NaOH treatment on LLGs enhances surface.
Significant increase in tensile strength and
secant modulus is observed for treated LLGs
as compared to untreated ones.
- The steam method increases the tensile
strength and elongation at break
- Polythene coated fiber RDFS improved
CBR 2.8 times
- Coated fibers increase the shear strength of
the soil as coating increase the diameter and
surface area of the fibre, and consequently,
interface friction of fiber and soil increases.
NA
- Introduction of emulsified bitumen reduced
water absorption of fibers significantly. But,
introduction of emulsion did not enhance the
bonding between the soil and fibers.
Significantly improvement in durability is
reported.
- There is no effect in the amorphous
cellulose composition of treated fibers.
However, ultrasonic exposed fiber shows a
certain decrease in crystalline cellulose.

Oil
palm

Acrylic butadiene
styrene thermoplastic

- Reduce hydrophilic
nature of fiber

Reed

NA

NA

Sisal

Emulsified bitumen
coating

- Repel water

Hemp

Ultrasonic impact

- Increase durability

Roselle

NA

NA

NA

NA

Water
hyacinth

NA

NA

NA

NA
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Ahmad et al. 2010
NA

Ghavami et al. 1999

Renouard et al. 2014

2.2.5 Gap areas and future scope of natural fiber in geotechnical engineering
Research on soil-natural fiber composite is gaining popularity for soil reinforcement owing
to its low cost, coupled with dwindling petroleum resources and increasing ecological
considerations. This review initially attempts to provide a state of the art on the use of natural
fibers in soil reinforcement measures. One of the primary objectives of the current review is to put
forth the importance of bio-chemical and physical properties of the natural fiber in understanding
the fiber application as geo-reinforcement material. These inherent properties of a natural fiber
have been discussed extensively and their individual contribution to the fiber is detailed. Based on
the interdependency between the soil conditions and these properties, some case studies have been
discussed in the context of moisture absorption, fiber degradation as well as possible treatment
methodologies. Based on the discussion in previous sections, there is scope in further exploring
the soil-natural fiber composite interaction and the review lays out some key prospective studies.
From Table 2.1, it is evident that many fibers (flax, roselle, hemp) bear potential as a fiber
in RDFS, as seen by its application in earth block studies and LLGs. The application of these
species in fiber reinforcement has not been studied till date. As discussed in section 2.2.3, the
biochemical composition plays a major role, in the functioning of a lignocellulose fiber as
reinforcing material. However, very few studies in geotechnical engineering have investigated the
biochemical properties of a fiber, as shown in Table 2.1. The incorporation of biochemical property
of a fiber better helps understand the mechanical response of a fiber upon loading. Surface
roughness of fiber is also a property that is rarely investigated. It is important as it helps to increase
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the soil-fiber friction by soil particle interlocking and thus contribute to the general strength of the
composite (refer Fig. 2.1).
Preliminary studies have been undertaken to study the effect of natural LLG on the
vegetation growth of the surrounding soil (Lekha 2003, Álvarez-Mozos et al. 2014). However,
there has been no comprehensive study undertaken to understand the role of natural fiber on the
vegetation growth, which can sustainably and permanently reinforce soil against erosion,
especially in road embankments. Such a coupled study on the interaction of fiber with vegetation
growth, taking into consideration the microbiological content of soil can be applied in the design
of bioengineered slopes (Morgan and Rickson 2003, Gadi et al. 2106). Although, the biochemical
composition (percentage of lignin) gives a relative indication of the degradation time of the fiber/
LLGs, there is need to carry out studies that can model the life period of such lignocellulose
materials in sub-soil conditions.
Lignocellulose fibers absorb water and expand at least at a micro-level (Refer Fig. 2.6).
The formation of preferential flow path of water can increase the infiltration rate of such fiber
reinforced soil. However, relatively very few studies have been undertaken to determine
infiltration of such natural fiber reinforced soils. Monitoring the infiltration rate of such soils helps
in developing models to predict runoff and surface erosion of such infrastructure. As lignocellulose
fibers tend to absorb moisture, it is likely that the inclusion of fibers might influence the soil water
retention property of the soil. Water retention property of a soil is represented by the soil water
retention characteristic curve (SWRC), which is the relationship between the water content and
the soil suction. As per the author’s knowledge, rarely any studies on WRCC of fiber reinforced
soil have been conducted. The knowledge of WRCC further will help in determining the suitability
of vegetation growth in such fiber reinforced soils (Gadi et al. 2016). Relatively few studies have
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adopted chemical treatment measures in the field of geotechnical engineering. As shown in section
2.2.4, the use of chemical modification to the fiber surface may further extend the life period of
natural fibers, along with improving its mechanical properties.
Table 2.5 summarizes the cost of some natural fibers as compared to commercially used
glass fibers used for soil reinforcement (Maher and Gray 1990, Michalowski and Zhao 1996,
Novich et al. 2000). From the Table, it is evident that most of the naturally derived fibers reduce
the material cost significantly. A comprehensive life cycle cost analysis can highlight the economy
of such green infrastructures (Bianchini and Hewage 2012). The use of ligno-cellulosic fibers in
soil reinforcement applications can help generate jobs in both rural and urban areas, with addition
to reducing waste, thus contributing to a sustainable environment. However, more studies, as
highlighted above are required on product development and performance evaluation of these green
infrastructures, including the effect of environmental aging to further improve the use of natural
fibers in geotechnical applications.
Table 2.5 Summary of cost of natural fibers as compared to artificial glass fiber (Dittenber and
GangaRao 2012)
Fiber type

Cost per
kg weight

Cost per
unit
length of
fibers
able to
resist
tensile
load of
100 kN

Minimum
cost
(in dollars)
Maximum
cost
(in dollars)
Minimum
cost
(in dollars)
Maximum
cost
(in dollars)

Glass

Coir

Flax

Hemp

Jute

Kenaf

Sisal

3.25

0.45

1.55

1.65

0.36

0.70

0.72

1.60

0.23

0.35

0.36

0.325

0.36

0.37

0.12

0.11

0.40

0.65

0.60

0.60

0.75

0.42

0.67

0.67

0.92

0.17

0.41

0.28
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2.3 Effect of vegetation on desiccation cracks

Fig. 2.8 Schematic (a-b) relationship of desiccation cracks with soil-air-water-plant interaction and
its application in engineering infrastructure and agricultural field
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Fig. 2.9 Relationship (a) of root and shoot parameters with soil suction (after Scoffoni et al. 2016
and Ni et al. 2016); (b-c) Nondestructive tomography to investigate subsoil root and crack
propagation
The presence of desiccation cracks upon drying in soils is of considerable concern in
geotechnical engineering infrastructures. Desiccation cracks are widely seen in agricultural and
engineered soils (Shokri et al. 2015). In agriculture soil, these cracks lead to unrestrained nutrient
loss, facilitates pathway to harmful pesticides into ground water table and exacerbates formation
of evaporation planes (Peng et al. 2016). These phenomena potentially reduce the time needed for
plant species to reach wilting point in vegetated soil. Negative effects of desiccation cracks on the
functioning of engineered infrastructures such as embankment slopes (Juang et al. 1998, Chang et
al. 2011, Jiang et al. 2014, Chen and Zhang 2014, Li et al. 2015), dam failure (Talbot and Deal
1993), landfill liner (Li et al. 2016), green infrastructures (Gadi et al. 2016) have been documented
extensively. Fig. 2.8 showcases the effects of desiccation which progressively deteriorates
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engineered infrastructures through high infiltration, soil erosion and pore-water pressure, etc. The
formation and propagation of surface desiccation cracks involves coupled reasons including
unsaturated soil mechanics (suction-moisture dynamics, initial compaction state), atmospheric
conditions and vegetation characteristics. A comprehensive understanding of soil-air-water-plant
interaction is necessary to understand and characterize desiccation cracks (Gadi et al. 2016)
especially in vegetated infrastructures.
Recent studies have shown that the presence of vegetation (Fig. 2.9 (a)) can affect
desiccation crack propagation significantly (Li et al. 2016, Song et al. 2017). Evapotranspirationinduced root-water-uptake affects the moisture dynamics of the vadose zone (Ni et al. 2018,
Smethurst et al. 2015). It has been shown that induced soil suction in vegetated soils can be up to
4 times higher than that the bare soil (Ng et al. 2016). This process may potentially exacerbate
crack propagation. In addition, roots can promote cracks by restricting self-healing of cracks (Zhan
et al. 2007, Sinnathamby et al. 2014). Due to the reinforcement of grass roots, the swelling of a
relatively expansive soil upon wetting is hindered and the closing of the open cracks and fissures
will hence be delayed (Zhan et al. 2007). They also found that evapotranspiration of grass will
induce a high soil suction deep in the soil layers, which will facilitate crack development and
prevent self-healing of cracks. Infiltration rates in grassed soils was thus found to be twice that in
the bare ground (Zhan et al. 2007). It has been reported that roots can proliferate in cracks
(Ghestem et al. 2011) and further exacerbate plane of weakness where cracks propagate. On the
contrary, plant roots can also restrict desiccation cracking by performing like random fibers in soil
(Li et al. 2016, Zhou et al. 2009), especially in the early stage of the drying and wetting cycles.
This is because the larger shear strength of rooted systems restricts the cracking in soils. Such
observations were also reported in clayey soils by Song et al. (2017), who found that the presence
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of Bermuda grass in the soil restricted the crack development during wetting and drying cycles.
Hence, Cynodon dactylon with fibrous root system was suggested to be used in landfill covers to
reduce infiltration. From the discussion above, it can be concluded that it is still arguable whether
plant roots restrict soil cracking or not.
Recent studies (Gadi et al. 2016, Gadi et al. 2017) revealed that crack intensity factor (CIF)
was highly dependent on plant parameters, such as stomatal conductance, photosynthetic yield,
evapotranspiration and vegetation density. CIF is defined as the area ratio of cracked section to the
total section of soil. Scoffoni et al. (2016) based on field monitoring of 30 different species of
Viburnum, correlated that photosynthetic activity of a plant directly effects the plant hydraulic
system (transpiration). They proposed a fundamental theory based on measured stomatal
conductance, photosynthetic activity and environmental factors (Fig. 2.9(b)). The theory proposed
in the study, states that photosynthetic activity directly affects plant induced suction due to
transpiration which might additionally increases tensile forces in root zone. However, for a noncrop grass species, there was no evidence of effect of photosynthetic yield on suction of soil-root
composite and consequent cracking. Hence, this property may vary based on plant species.
Stomatal conductance (Gadi et al. 2017) controls the abilities of plant transpiring and consequent
inducing suction; it can indirectly affect soil crack propagation. Comparing the stomatal
conductance for two species (Vigna unguiculate and Axonopus compressus) with different values
under same soil and irrigation conditions, it is seen that surface cracking in the soil was directly
proportional to its stomatal conductance. When using shoot length to quantify CIF, it is interesting
to note that CIF increases with the growth of shoot length, up to a threshold length (400 mm) for
a crop species, cowpea (Vigna unguiculate). In addition, CIF increased with Leaf area index (LAI)
to a certain threshold value of 0.56, after which there was no change in CIF. Increase in plant
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density restricts further rise in CIF after a certain threshold density is met. Other root parameters
such as root area index (RAI) and root biochemical variation with depth and their consequent effect
on suction and tensile strength of soil-root composite has been recently discussed (Ng et al., 2016;
Boldrin et al., 2017). Bottinelli et al. (2016) and Perret et al. (2007) have used an expensive
approach of cathode ray tomography to delineate the variation of cracks and plant roots with
growing plant age in low compacted soil (Fig. 2.9 (b-c)).
Soil cracking is also reported to be affected by plant cover distribution (Dasog et al. 1988)
and species type (Mitchell and van Genuchten 1992). There are some basic studies concerning the
influence of crops on cracking geometry (Johnston and Hill 1944, Johnson, 1962, Fox 1964). They
found that large cracks mainly developed midway between crop rows, where the water content
was the highest. The crack would become wider when the inter-row spacing increased (Johnson
1962). Cucci et al. (2017) investigated the spatial distribution of roots and cracks in two clay soils
cropped with sunflower. They found that the volume of cracks in the soil grown with flower at 0.4
m spacing was almost 8 times higher than the values on the bare soil and 2.5 times higher than the
one grown at 0.8 m between rows. An optimum inter-row spacing of 0.6 m was suggested in terms
of root density, soil moisture and crack size. The formation of inter-row cracks was attributed to
the anchoring of soil to the crop roots (Fox 1964). In addition to this, the bidirectional water
movement caused by the spread of roots under the rows could potentially facilitate the crack
propagation between rows (Sharma and Verma 1977, Mitchell and van Genuchten 1992, Dasog
and Shashidhara 1993). However, none of the previous studies has separated these two effects of
roots on crack formation. The inter-row cracks tended to be linear and parallel to the rows under
the condition of active transpiration by crop species. However, the crack distribution became
isotropic when crop transpiration was absent (Yoshida and Adachi 2001a, b). This is dominated
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by the distribution of the soil mechanical strength against the tensile stress (Yoshida and Adachi,
2001b). In this situation, the presence of crop roots and tracks of agricultural vehicles are the two
of the most important determinants of the crack geometry particularly in field cases. It has been
concluded that the distribution of soil water content (or soil suction) by root water uptake affected
the location and geometry of inter-row cracks (Yoshida and Adachi 2004). The crack distribution
between rows is influenced by the uptake of water and nutrients that normally occurs in the soil
depth close to root surface, which ranges from 2 to 8 mm (Yamaguchi and Tanaka 1989).
Especially, the influence of nutrient concentration and its consequent effect on desiccation has
been rarely quantified. Depending on the nutrient salinity, varied types of crack patterns are
observed (Pauchard et al. 1999). At lower salinities a regular pattern of radial cracks was seen to
develop all around the drop edge in this study. Furthermore, at intermediate salinities, disordered
patterns were observed, while at large salinities a unique circular crack appears. However, this
study was conducted on a colloidal suspension rather a natural soil. A recent study (Zhang et al.
2017) on pure clay (bentonite) has showed that there is a significant effect of salt concentration
which induces and alters cracking morphology and patterns. There were few theoretical and
numerical studies investigating the tensile strength generation between rows due to
evapotranspiration (Nieber 1982, Yoshida and Adachi 2004). They found that when soil suction is
about to rise, the horizontal tensile strength has its peaks. The peaks would move towards the
center of the inter-row and the magnitude increase as suction continues to increase. The
distribution of tensile stress has either single or double peaks between rows. Thus, it is still not
clear the spatial and temporal variability of cracks for different plantation fields, irrigation
schedule, species type which needs to be studied for mitigating soil desiccation cracking in arid
regions.
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2.3.1 Gap areas and future scope of desiccation cracks in vegetated soil
For vegetated soil, the early plant establishment period is of primary concern in terms of
mitigating desiccation cracks especially in case of landfill liners and bio-engineered slopes. In
recent research, major focus has been given in relating suction induced in root zone with cracking
(Song et al. 2017, Li et al. 2016). However, there is rarely any studies that relate temporal
variations in a species shoot parameters such as plant age, stomatal conductance, stem sap flow
which essentially governs the plant hydraulics and thus desiccation cracking in vegetated soil. The
plant hydraulics along with plantation patterns will govern the induced suction in vegetated
infrastructure. This variability in suction patterns will affect the desiccation cracks in vegetated
infrastructure as previously discussed. Thus, for engineered vegetated infrastructure there is a need
to explore these parameters to regulate irrigation schemes and understand plant age effects for
varied species and plantation conditions, so that cracks can be minimized.

2.4 Biochar amended soil for geo-environmental application
Biochar (BC) is made from biomass by a process called pyrolysis. Pyrolysis/gasification is
a physiochemical process associated with thermal decomposition of organic or lignocellulose
matter at relatively high temperatures under deficit of oxygen and limited supply of air or gases
(Shackley et al. 2012, Yang et al. 2018, Liu et al. 2018, De Bhowmick et al. 2018). The process
results in bio-fuel after condensation and the solid residue left is the BC. Many experimental
studies have demonstrated use of BC addition as a soil reform measure because of its reported
potential for refinement of soil degradation and support for larger crop yields (Lehmann and
Joseph 2015, Ahmed and Hameed 2018, Belmonte et al. 2018). In an agricultural point of view,
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BC provides a secure habitat for microbial activity which is important for crop production to
bloom. Because of its high organic carbon content, BC tends to serve as a soil conditioner to
improve properties like physiochemical and biological properties of soils. As there is increase in
organic carbon content, soil water retention capacity also increases. Addition of BC causes
decrement in bulk density and an increment in water content at wilting point, and total pore volume
(Abel et al. 2013). BC is made from biomass (plant or animal waste). Biomass is often a by-product
or waste which eventually decomposes and releases CO2. Conversion of biomass into BC will
reduce emission of CO2 to the atmosphere since a lot of carbon is trapped in BC. Thus, production
of biochar is considered to be a cleaner one, since waste which otherwise would decompose is now
converted to BC and used for a sustainable cause.
BC increases the water retention capacity of soils when amended with coarse grained soils
and is suitable for geo-environmental applications (Yargicoglu and Reddy 2015, Yargicoglu and
Reddy 2017, Bashir et al. 2018, Paetsch et al. 2018, Zama et al. 2018, Ji et al. 2018, Shen et al.
2018). BC addition and its role on soil water retention has mainly been investigated in studies
(Abel et al. 2013, Wong et al. 2017, Paetsch et al. 2018). Wong et al. (2018) quantified water
retention characteristics at the very low water suction range (i.e., near residual water content) or
high soil suction (48.49–124.56 MPa) (dry condition) without considering entire suction range.
The water retention property of soil-biochar composite from near-saturated (i.e, 10 kPa) till wilting
point (1000-2000 kPa; Feddes et al. 1978) has been rarely studied. This particular range is
important as it covers the typical ranges of water potential observed in most plant bearing soils
under natural weather conditions and thus, is the most relevant for plant growth. Biochar amended
soil (BAS) has been advocated for use in such landfill systems in the recent past (Reddy et al.
2015, Jayawardhana et al. 2016, Ni et al. 2018, Weber and Quicker 2018). Addition of biochar in
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soil can improve the physical properties of soil like pore size distribution, porosity, bulk density,
saturated hydraulic conductivity, surface area and water retention (Abel et al. 2013, Ulyett et al.
2014, Rodriguez-Vila et al., 2018). Due to high surface area of biochar, process of oxidation of
Methane (CH4) gas into carbon di oxide (CO2) can be enhanced by adding the biochar in landfill
cover (Sadasivam and Reddy 2015a, b).
Recently, Paetsch et al. (2018) investigated water retention capacity at different
equilibrium water content values of soil and soil-biochar composite. In their study, the
measurement of suction and water content were based on equilibrium condition established
through pressure plate extractor technique without considering natural drying conditions. Further,
any details of measurement of soil suction in their study was not reported. Investigation of cracking
in soil was missing in these studies. It is well-known that soil undergoing wetting-drying cycles
can develop cracks. This is also the case for soil-based cover materials such as those used at
landfills or reclaimed metal contaminated sites or bio-engineered slopes (Li et al. 2016, Yargicoglu
and Reddy 2017). Desiccation or surface cracks initiates due to evaporation from the ground
surface which is a resultant of high surface suction (tensile forces) developed in the soil matrix
(Gadi et al. 2017, 2018). Increased surface cracking may lead to elevated methane gas emissions
to the atmosphere through landfill covers (Czepiel et al. 1996), increase soil erodibility (Indraratna
et al. 2008), result in elevated nutrient loss (especially phosphorous) in agricultural soil (mostly
during events of heavy rain on initially dry soils) and also increase in permeability of soil (Li et al.
2011).
As far as authors are aware, only very few studies (Lu et al. 2014) have considered the
impact of BC addition to soil on crack formation and unsaturated soil hydraulic parameters
simultaneously. Lu et al. (2014) investigated effect of rice husk biochar on physical properties of
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clayey soil. They found that with presence of biochar, the plasticity index and tensile strength was
reduced. The extent of cracking was also reduced. However, their studies were mainly focused in
loosely compacted soil without any simultaneous measurement of soil water retention
characteristics. Further, any details regarding measurement of soil suction in their study were not
reported. However, all these studies lack investigation about influence of biochar on cracking
potential of soil. Cracking potential in previous studies (Gadi et al. 2017) is quantified using crack
intensity factor (CIF). Desiccation cracks are a matter of prominent concern in geotechnical
engineering. Cracks formed because of desiccation can greatly affect the permeability (Li et al.
2009) and hence, stability of the slopes. Under the equivalent continuum assumption, Li et al.
(2009) derived the permeability function for cracked soil (ks) by overlapping those for crack
network (kc) and the soil matrix (km). Mathematically, the permeability function is shown in
equation 1.
k s (ψ) = k c (ψ) + (1 − CIF)k m (ψ)

(1)

Desiccation cracks are important as they can lead to sequential failure of an existing
structure. According to Peron et al. (2009), desiccation cracks lead to preferential paths for water
infiltration and can cause increase in pore water pressure and leaks which would result in the failure
of the structure. Pore-water pressure is inversely proportional to the shear strength of soil (Li et al.
2011). In addition, cracks can develop to become a part of a slip surface that has no shear strength
inducing slope failures (Li et al. 2017). The net amount of water left in the soil substrate after
considering evapotranspiration and drainage in green infrastructure is referred to as water balance.
The amount of water balance in green infrastructure will depend on the water retention capacity
as well as the permeability of soil substrate. Thus, if the water retention capacity increases for a
soil stratum, it largely helps in water conservation for vegetation and reduces the demand for
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irrigating green infrastructure and in agriculture. The amount of cracking has been further found
to influence infiltration into soil surface and water balance (Nova´k et al. 2000, Gopal et al. 2018).
Based on equation proposed by Li et al. (2009, 2011) in equation 1, permeability of soil can be
estimated for cracked soil. It has been found from literature (Li et al. 2009) that cracks are usually
dependent on soil suction and water content (Li et al. 2009). The role of suction and water content
could be important to understand the mechanism of crack in soils amended with BC. This is
because with presence of BC, there is a tendency of higher water retention that can affect the
development of cracks. The relative significance of suction and water content in crack
development (i.e., CIF) is not clear. Soil water retention characteristic of a porous medium is
represented by the change in moisture/water content with increasing suction. Water content is
defined as the volumetric ratio of water to soil and suction is defined as the negative pressure
developed in the pore spaces of soil (Fredlund and Rahardjo 1993). Soil water retention of a soil
directly affects the water retaining capacity, soil strength, hydraulic conductivity, etc. which is
imperative to the functioning of agricultural fields and green infrastructures.

2.5 Scope and objectives of the thesis
The critical appraisal of the reviewed literature show that physico-biochemical and mechanical
properties of lignocellulose bio-material has not been investigated for application in soil
reinforcement. Specifically, the influence of inherent bio-polymers of natural fibers on these
properties was not investigated. Water hyacinth (WH), being one of the world’s most invasive
weed and having suitable bio-chemical composition showcased potential as a limited life natural
fiber/geotextile/biochar. The conversion of WH plant to suitable biomaterial for use in green
infrastructure and agriculture represents a more sustainable strategy for management of this
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recalcitrant weed. With this is view, the main objective of the current study is to investigate the
efficacy of WH based biomaterial in geo-environment applications by measuring certain hydromechanical parameters. Following are the different scope of this study to achieve the objective:
(i) Characterize the bio-chemical, mechanical and physical properties of WH.
(ii) Investigate the mechanical and hydraulic behavior of soil amended with WH biomaterial.
(iii) Assess the use of WH fibers and biochar in soil reinforcement as compared to
conventionally used natural fibers (jute, coir, etc.) and peanut shell biochar respectively.
(iv) Evaluate the degradation rate of treated and untreated WH fibers to predict its performance
period in sub soil conditions.
(v) Treat the natural fibers to increase its mechanical performance in RDFS and reduce
moisture absorption.
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Chapter 3
Materials and experimental methodology
3.1 General
The materials used and salient experimental methodologies related to the thesis is presented in this
chapter. It includes evaluation of the geotechnical properties of the soils, morphological
characteristics and chemical properties. A section is also included to determine optimum column
dimension to conduct infiltration test using a disk infiltrometer.

3.2 Material properties
3.2.1 Fiber
Percentages of cellulose, lignin, hemicellulose and ash of each type of natural fiber (coir,
jute and WH) were determined as per the procedures given by Jenkins (1930), TAPPI Test
Methods (1996), Goering and Van Soest (1970) and ASTM E1755-01 (2007), respectively.
Moisture content of the fibers was determined using oven-drying method (at 50◦C for 12 h) as per
Methacanon et al. (2010) to avoid any biomass loss. Mean tensile strength at breakage, Young’s
modulus and specific gravity of tested fibers were determined according to IS-1670-(1991) and
IS-2720-Part 3-(1980), respectively. The specific gravity for coir, jute and WH was found to be
1.24 ± 0.10, 1.12 ± 0.05 and 0.7 ± 0.03 (Mean ± standard error of mean) respectively. The average
diameter of the fibers used was 0.4 ± 0.1 mm for jute and coir, while WH has a diameter of 2 ±
0.8 mm for maintaining the same fiber aspect ratio.
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Fig. 3.1. Surface morphology of jute, coir and water hyacinth fibers at different magnifications

Table 3.1 summarizes some physical and biochemical properties of each fiber type
expressed in mean and standard error of mean. Jute has the highest cellulose content and thus show
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highest tensile strength among tested fibers. On the other hand, coir has the highest percentage of
lignin and it is the most ductile fiber (i.e., the highest elongation at break). Jute and WH, which
have the highest hemicellulose content, showcases higher moisture absorbing ability. Figure 3.1
shows the Field Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FE-SEM) images of jute, coir and WH,
highlighting the surface morphology of the tested fibers at two magnification levels. WH is a
monofilament fiber and each individual fiber is constituted by fibrils that would not be dissociated
during mixing with soil. On the contrary, jute and coir have multifilament fibers segregate into
finer fibers upon mixing with soil. The individual coir fiber shows a rougher surface at 1000X as
compared to the other fibers.
Table 3.1. Properties of fibers used in this study

Natural
moisture
content
(%)
7 ± 1.2

Physical properties
Moisture
Breaking
Elastic
Absorption
tensile
Young’s
Capacity
strength
modulus
(%)
(MPa)
7.2 ± 2.2

14 ± 1.3

17 ± 3

Elongation
at break
(%)

150 ± 3

Coir
12.6 ± 1.5
26 ± 2.2

500 ± 11

Jute
40 ± 1.4
10 ± 1.8

Bio-chemical composition
Hemice
Cellulo llulose Lignin
Ash
se (%)
(%)
(%)
(%)

43 ±
2.3

15 ±
1.1

38 ±
2.2

2±
0.8

60 ±
3.4

22 ±
1.9

16 ±
1.6

1±
0.9

46 ±
2.6

21 ±
2

11 ±
0.9

11 ±
1.5

Water hyacinth
12 ± 2.1

12 ± 1.8

313 ± 8

95 ± 3.4

14 ± 1

3.2.2 Soil
Two soils were used in this study, sourced from north-east India and another from Shantou,
China. The soil from India (Soil 1) was mostly used in all of the investigation. The soil from China
(Soil 2) was used only in those sections where biochar was investigated. The soil index properties
of soils used in this study are tabulated in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2. Soil index properties
Soil Property
Specific Gravity
Particle size distribution (%)
Coarse Sand (4.75mm-2mm)
Medium Sand (2mm-0.425mm)
Fine Sand (0.425mm-0.075mm)
Silt (0.075mm-0.002mm)
Clay (<0.002mm)
Atterberg Limits (%)
Liquid Limit
Plastic Limit
Shrinkage Limit

Standard
ASTM D 854
ASTM D 422

Soil 1
2.63

Soil 2
2.65

0
7
28
40
25

0
37
21
37
5

42
24
19

43
26
16

17
16.5

16.5
15.8

ASTM D 4318

ASTM D 698

Compaction properties
Optimum Moisture Content (%)
Maximum Dry Density (kN/m3)

Fig.3.2 Surface morphology of the two soils studied at 2K X magnification by FE-SEM
The surface morphology of the two soils has been presented at 2K X magnifications. It is
seen that soil 1 has more fine particles as compared to soil 2 which is in accordance with the
particle gradation listed in Table 3.2.
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3.2.3 Biochar
The biochar feedstock was WH stems sourced from Deepor Lake in North-east India to
avoid any genetic variability. The stems were chopped evenly and fed in a pyrolysis chamber at
350-400 ℃ based on thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA; Fig. 3.3) of the sample. An automatic
crusher was adopted to crush the coarse BC acquired from pyrolysis which was then sieved through
2mm sieves. The basic and engineering properties of the BC are tabulated in Table 3.3 and Table
3.4. The Atterberg limits and compaction characteristics of pure WH BC could not be determined
as it is cohesionless when not mixed with soil. The elemental analyzer (Bird et al. 2017) was used
to measure the carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen and oxygen content in the biochar produced. The ash
content and cation exchange capacity is measured by ASTM E1755-01 (2007) and the ammonium
acetate method (Thomas 1982). The surface morphology of BC particles is compared with that of
the soil and soil-WH BC using FE-SEM images as shown in Fig. 3.4(a-b). The FE-SEM was
performed using ZEISS SIGMA microscope analysis setup. It can be evidently viewed that a
majority of the BC particles are smaller in size as compared to soil particles and consists mostly
silt sized particles (<75 micron). The change in the pore structure of soil-BC composite occurs
means resulting from its mixture with soil (Fig. 3.4c). Also, the BC appears to have inherent intrapores with its matrix (Fig. 3.4d) which makes it susceptible to absorb additional water as compared
to only bare soil. These intra-pores are developed due to WH being a lingo-cellulose material and
upon pyrolysis leads to pores due to hemicellulose and cellulose degrading first followed by lignin
(Lehmann and Joseph 2015, Pardo et al. 2018). The relevance of intra-pores of biochar in retaining
additional water will be discussed chapter 5. The Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR)
analysis was done by LT-4100 device (LABTRONICS instruments ltd) to analyze the surface
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functional groups. The functional groups are majorly hydrophilic with OH- hydroxyl group as well
as COOH- carboxyl group and is also presented in Fig. 3.5.

Fig. 3.3. Thermo-gravimetric analysis (TGA) of water hyacinth used in the current study

Table. 3.3 Basic properties of WH BC
Soil properties

Standard

Particle size distribution
Coarse Sand (2 – 4.75 mm)
Medium Sand (0.425 - 2 mm)
Fine Sand (0.075 – 0.425 mm)
Silt (<0.075 mm)
Clay (<0.002 mm
Atterberg limits
Liquid limit (LL)
Plastic limit (PL)
Plastic Index (PI)
Max. Dry Density (kN/m3)

ASTM D 422
0.00
000
30.48
68.52
1
ASTM D 4318

ASTM D 698
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WH BC

ND
ND
ND
ND

OMC (%)

ASTM D 698

ND

Specific gravity

ASTM D 854

0.8

pH

ASTM D 4972

7.69

ND-Cannot be determined

Fig. 3.4 FE-SEM images of (a) Soil, (b) WH-BC, (c) Soil-WH BC composite (5% BC) at 2K X
magnification and BC intra-pore morphology
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Table 3.4 Basic properties of water hyacinth biochar
Pyrolysis
process

WH stem
sourced
from
Deepor
lake,India

Pyrolysis
temperature
(℃)

350-400

C
H
O
(%)
(%) (%)
53.39 42.80 1.99

2500

1500

-OH

-COOH with OH bending

Slow
pyrolysis

Elemental analysis

4000

3500

3000

2000

N
(%)
1.82

Ash
content
(%)

CEC
(cmol
kg-1)

39

21.95

-CO

Feedstock

1000

500

0

Fig. 3.5 FTIR response of water hyacinth biochar used in the study

3.3 Experimental methodology
3.3.1 Measurement of soil suction and water content
MPS-6 sensors (currently TEROS21 of METER devices) and EC-5 sensors (range from 0100%; with an error of ±1%; Decagon devices 2016a) were used to measure matric suction and
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volumetric water content, respectively. The EC-5 determines volumetric water content (θ) by
measuring the dielectric constant of the soil (or other porous media) using capacitance/frequency
domain technology. The zone of influence of the probe is 4 cm around the edge of the prongs and
1 cm from the bottom end of the prong. The performance of MPS-6 sensors has been previously
evaluated and validated by various existing studies (Tripathy et al. 2016, Bianchi et al. 2017,
López-Vicente and Álvarez 2018). TEROS21 is able to measure suction range from 10 to 100,000
kPa as per the data provided by the manufacturer. However, in this thesis, the maximum suction
measured was 3500 kPa. TEROS21 sensors consist of a porous ceramic disk with a known
moisture release curve. After the porous material has equilibrated with the surrounding soil, the
sensor measures the water content of the porous material, and the sensor uses the moisture release
curve to translate moisture content into negative water potential.

Fig. 3.6 MPS6 (currently TEROS21) and EC5 sensors used in the current study
Soil water retention curve (SWRC) was obtained using the aforementioned sensors for the
soils and composites used in this current study. The measured SWRC data points can be used to
fit a continuous SWRC using van Genuchten (vG) Eq 3.1 (Carsel and Parrish 1988).
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θψ   θ r 

θ s  θ r 

1  α ψ  

(3.1)

n m

where:
m = 1 – (1/n)
ϴ(ѱ) = volumetric water content at suction ѱ
ϴs = volumetric water content at saturation
ϴr = residual volumetric water content
α = fitting parameter primarily dependent on the air entry value
n = fitting parameter depending on the rate of extraction of water from the soil

3.3.2 Infiltration measurement using Mini-disk infiltrometer
3.3.2.1 Background of mini-disk infiltrometer
Mini disk infiltrometer (MDI) (Fig. 3.7; Decagon devices 2013), is a recent development
for establishing infiltration characteristics of the soil. The existing infiltrometers are not suitable
to be used in the laboratory due to their larger size and cumbersome procedure, there by prohibiting
controlled experimental studies for defining infiltration with adequate repeatability (AnguloJaramillo et al. 2000). It primarily determines the unconfined axisymmetric water flow beneath a
circular surface under a constant, negative pressure head (Angulo-Jaramillo et al. 2016). The
hydraulic conductivity obtained from both these instruments are based on flow that is initially
transient followed by achieving steady-state flow. MDI is a miniaturized tension disc infiltrometer
allowing simple and rapid determination of soil hydraulic parameters. Apart from the basic
working principle, MDI is different from other infiltrometer as it has a compact size and water
needed for operation is very small. These features make it conducive for point measurements in
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both field as well as laboratory that are sometimes limited by complicated experimental
configuration, difficult manual transportation of equipment, limited access to water and highly
irregular surface (Madsen and Chandler 2007). In the recent past, several laboratory column
studies (Bhave and Sreeja 2013, Meshesha et al. 2016) were conducted to assess infiltration using
MDI.

3.3.2.2 Determination of column dimension for infiltration test
Necessity for accurate column dimension
The onset of laboratory applications of MDI needs further exploration in terms of choosing
laboratory apparatus so that the wetting front of MDI does not interact with the apparatus during
the test duration. Since the measurement methodology of MDI is based on three dimensional
propagation of wetting front, it is essential to know the zone of influence and boundary effects in
laboratory measurements. Water flux movement in the soil beneath MDI disc is due to gravity
(vertical direction) and capillarity (horizontal direction). However, as compared with onedimensional infiltration (as observed in other infiltrometers), the importance of capillarity relative
to gravity is greater in case of MDI (Angulo-Jaramillo et al. 2016). Steady-state infiltration rate as
well as time required to achieve it is greater for three-dimensional axisymmetric flow than for the
corresponding one-dimensional infiltration (Clothier and Scotter 2002). Although in field
condition, there is no restriction in confinement, the influence zone in horizontal direction would
help in deciding appropriate laboratory setup for conducting column infiltration test. There are no
recommendations available in the literature related to this and use of different column dimensions
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may lead to erroneous estimation of infiltration rate. Hence, the variability in infiltration rate (kh0)
due to column dimensions needs to be studied to avoid erroneous estimations.

Fig. 3.7 Overview of the MDI

Calibration of infiltration column dimensions
The soils particularly used in this sub-study are different from the soils used in the main
study. The soils required were obtained from different locations in the north-eastern part of India
and designated in Table 3.5. These soils were subjected to basic characterization according to the
procedure outlined in the literature (ASTM D4318-93, ASTM D854-06, ASTM D698-07, ASTM
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D2487-10) and the details are listed in Table 3.5. The soils represent wide variation in grain size
distribution (Fig.3.8), difference in percentage composition and coefficient of uniformity (Cu)
(Table 3.5). The specific gravity of the soils ranges from 2.25 to 2.79, liquid limit from 33% to
60%; and plastic limit from 19% to 30%. The total silt and clay content (grain size less than 75
micron), which is the parameter considered in this study ranges from nearly 1% to 80%. The
maximum dry density of the soils varied between 14 kN/m3 to 18.6 kN/m3. The natural soil was
sieved as per ASTM- D2487-10 to consider particles finer than 4.75 mm in this study. However,
the majority of the grain size in the selected soils falls below 2 mm as can be seen in Fig. 3.8.

Fig. 3.8 Grain size distribution of selected soils
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Table 3.5 Basic property of ten soils for investigation of infiltration rate

Brahmaputra
Sand

Quarry
Dust

Shillong
Brown
Soil

Tezpur
Soil

Sikkim
Grey
Soil

Farakka
Fly Ash

Sikkim
White
Soil

Guwahati
Hill Soil

Arunac
-hal
Clay
Soil

Soil
Designation

CS

BS

QS

SBS

TS

SGS

FFA

SWS

GHS

ACS

9

0

34

17

11

33

0

35

0

0

67

1

28

15

14

11

1

15

6

2

24

98

35

51

48

20

24

10

19

18

12

18

32

74

35

50

33

5

9

4

1

5

25

47

Percentage Composition (%)

Soil Type

Construction
Sand

Coarse
sand
(4.752)mm
Medium
Sand
(2 mm 425
micron)
Fine
Sand
(425-75)
micron
Silt
(75 -2)
micron
Clay
(<2
micron)

Coefficient of
Uniformity
(Cu)
Specific
Gravity
Maximum
Dry Density
(kN/m3)
Liquid Limit
(%)
Plastic Limit
(%)
USCS
Classification

0

1

3

2.9

1.3

6.8

21.1

8.90

11.1

3.40

40.0

___

___

2.67

2.70

2.59

2.64

2.62

2.71

2.16

2.79

2.69

2.25

17.8

17.2

16

17.1

16.9

17.8

13.8

18.6

17.1

14

N/A

N/A

N/A

35

33

41

N/A

38

40

60.23

N/A

N/A

N/A

19.78

21.32

19.69

N/A

20

20

29.67

SP

SP

SW

SM

SM

ML

ML

ML

ML

OH

Inorganic
Silt and
fine
sands
with low
plasticity

Inorganic
Silt and
clay with
low
plasticity

Organic
clay

40

75

80

Classification
Description

Poorly
Graded
Sand

Poorly
Graded
Sand

Well
Graded
Sand

Silty
Sand

Silty
Sand

Total Silt &
Clay content
(%)

0

1

3

17

27

Methodology to determine adequate column dimension
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Inorganic
Silt and
fine
sands
with low
plasticity
36

Inorganic
Silt

75

The MDI (Decagon devices 2013) primarily incorporates Zhang’s method (Zhang 1997a,
b) to estimate kh0. This semi empirical approach adopts an empirical parameter “A” which is based
on van Genuchten parameters (vG) as tabulated in Carsel and Parrish (1988). A series of tests were
performed to determine the kh0 of ten soils using MDI and with varying mold dimension. PVC
cylindrical molds of diameter 4.5 cm, 8 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm and 25 cm were fabricated in-house. To
study the effect of the mold dimension, a parameter - mold ratio (MR) has been adopted, which is
defined by Eq. 3.2.
M

MR = MDIdia

(3.2)

dia

where:
M dia = diameter of the mold in which MDI is tested,
MDI dia = diameter of the MDI (4.5 cm).
The mold dimensions mentioned above represents mold ratio of 1, 1.8, 2.2, 3.3 and 5.5 as
shown in Fig. 3.9. The depth of all the molds was 15 cm except for 4.5 cm mold where the depth
was 20 cm. A higher depth was provided for 4.5 cm mold to ensure that the wetting front does not
reach the bottom of the mold for the soils considered in this study. This aspect was verified by
visual observation while dismantling the set up after the end of every test. Air dried soil was
compacted into the mold at 0.9 times maximum dry densities (MDD). The compaction state of
each soil was maintained initially at 0.9 MDD for air dried state. The same compaction state was
chosen for all type of soils to have a common comparison for all the ten tested soils. The MDI was
placed centrally over the mold as shown in Fig. 3.9 for maintaining axisymmetric flow condition.
For each test, three repetitions were performed and presented to appraise the variability in the
measured results. Soils obtained for testing were previously air-dried until there was no
considerable moisture variation. The soil mass for each individual test was calculated
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corresponding to a desired density and volume of mold. The soil inside the mold was compacted
in three equal layers to achieve the desired density.

Fig. 3.9 Schematic effect of sample diameter (mold ratio) on infiltration through MDI
Table 3.6 Summary of infiltration rates (mean, standard deviation, variance) of ten soils based
on Carsel and Parrish (1988) using MDI
Construction
Sand

Brahmaputra
Sand

Quarry
Dust

Shillong
Brown
Soil

Tezpur
Soil

Sikkim
Grey Soil

Farakka
Fly Ash

Sikkim
White
Soil

Guwaha
-ti Hill
Soil

Arunachal Clay
Soil

0

1

3

17

27

36

75

40

75

80

6

6

3

3

2

3

3

2

2

0.5

9.45E-04

4.40E-04

1.01E-04

1.22E-05

6.11E-06

2.65E-05

1.18E-05

3.16E-06

5.07E-06

1.23E-07

2.81E-05

1.63E-05

6.24E-06

2.46E-07

1.31E-07

4.59E-07

4.62E-07

9.43E-08

1.66E-07

4.17E-09

Variance

7.92E-10

2.67E-10

3.89E-11

6.04E-14

1.69E-14

2.10E-13

2.13E-13

8.89E-15

2.76E-14

1.74E-17

Threshold
mould ratio
(cm)

3.3

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

2.2

Soil Type
Silt and Clay
content,
PF75
(%)
Tension on
infiltration
surface
(cm)
Mean
Hydraulic
Conductivity
(m/s)
Standard
Deviation
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To measure infiltration, the MDI was placed on the soil surface and water was allowed to
infiltrate at the set tension. The applied suction head was same for all the three replicates for a
particular soil. However, different suction head was applied for different types of soil based on
their gradation ranging from coarse grained soils to fine grained clay soil. The relevance of suction
is to regulate the flow through macro pores present at the soil surface (Decagon devices 2013).
The probability of macropores expected in coarse grained soil will be relatively more than that for
fine-grained soil and consequently the pressure head is adjusted accordingly. It is to be noted that
the negative pressure head range applied on the soil surface during experiment is at a minimal
range of 0 to 0.07 kPa which can only minimize water flow through macropores. Additionally, the
Zhang’s approach of measuring kh0 requires a well-defined cumulative infiltration Vs time curve.
In case of coarse grained soil, if no negative pressure head is applied, the flow is very rapid and a
well-defined cumulative infiltration Vs time curve is not achieved. Thus, a higher suction head of
6 cm was applied on the MDI for coarse grained soil and a minimum suction head of 0.5 cm was
applied for clay soil. The tension set was varied for different soil types as reported in Table 3.6 by
following the recommendation in the manufacturer’s manual. It is to be noted that the hydraulic
conductivity measured using MDI is primarily unsaturated because it is an unconfined three
dimensional flow in unsaturated soil. However, the hydraulic conductivity obtained from MDI is
assumed to be near saturated hydraulic conductivity (kh0) as the soil directly beneath the MDI
ceramic disk is considered to be nearly saturated (due to unavoidable entrapped air). Flow under
MDI is an axisymmetric three dimensional flow and is governed by Darcy’s Law for unsaturated
soil (Richard’s equation; Ross 1990). The flow is however maintained under constant negative
pressure head which is maintained by a Mariotte tube (Zhang 1997a, b). From the initial condition
of time equal to zero, the volume of water that infiltrate into the soil was measured as a function
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of time. The area of the disk being previously known, the cumulative depth of water infiltrating (I)
into the soil was obtained and was plotted as a function of square root of time as shown in Fig
3.10. Transient infiltration for a disk infiltrometer (representing three-dimensional infiltration
process) can be approximated using Eq. 3.3 [8-9].
I = C1 t + C2 √t

(3.3)

where:
C1, C2 = fitting constants obtained by the linear fitting technique of differentiated
Linearization as suggested by Vandervaere et al. (2000a, b),
t = time.
The near saturated hydraulic conductivity (kh0 corresponding to applied disk tension (h0))
defined by Zhang (1997) is given by Eq. (3.4)
kh0 =

𝐶1

(3.4)

𝐴

where:
“A” = parameter dependent on vG SWCC parameters, tension applied on disk and radius
of disk as represented by Eq. (3.5.1 and 3.5.2).
A=
A=

11.65(n0.1 −1)exp[2.92(n−1.9)∝h0 ]
(∝r0 )0.91
11.65(n0.1 −1)exp[7.5(n−1.9)∝h0 ]
(∝r0 )0.91

;

For 𝑛 > 1.9

(3.5.1)

;

For 𝑛 < 1.9

(3.5.2)

where:
n, α = the vG parameters for the soil,
r0 = the disk radius,
h0 = the suction applied on the disk.
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The parameters “n” and “α” for different soil texture is listed in Carsel and Parrish [25]. For MDI
the value of r0 is 2.25 cm.

Fig. 3.10 Measured cumulative Infiltration variation with square root of time for FFA soil

Effect of mold dimension on hydraulic conductivity
Figure 3.11 presents the results of “kh0” variation with mold ratio for all the ten soils
considered in this study. Mold ratio corresponding to 1 represents one dimensional infiltration;
where lateral flow is not allowed (refer Fig.3.9). It was noted that “kh0” increased with mold ratio
and approached a constant value corresponding to a threshold mold ratio for all the soils. The
variation in “kh0” with mold ratio indicates the mold boundary effect restricting lateral expansion
of three dimensional axisymmetric bulb of infiltrating water. This would reduce the amount of
water infiltrated due to the quick saturation of soil beneath the infiltrometer. When the mold ratio
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is greater than or equal to threshold diameter, the “kh0” value approaches a constant value
indicating negligible influence of boundary effect of the mold. The discussed threshold mold ratio
obtained represents a condition where the lateral wetting front does not interact with the mold.
This would cause increased infiltration for a given time as compared to the case where lateral
spreading of water is restricted. Based on the above discussion, it can be summarized that for any
two successive mold ratios, if there is no considerable variation in the “kh0” value (refer values in
red ellipse for Figs. 3.11) then there is no effect of mold boundary on the infiltrated soil. Except
construction sand (Fig. 3.11a), all other soils considered in this study achieved constant “k h0” for
mold ratio ≥ 2.2. For construction sand, “kh0” value remained constant for mold ratio ≥ 3.3. This
may be due to the higher infiltration and re-distribution of water in sand as compared to other soils.
The relatively less capillary forces in sand result in higher hydraulic conductivity and lateral
spreading as compared to other soils. This aspect was visually examined while dismantling the set
up. The equilibrium or threshold mold ratio for any soil type was considered as the least mold ratio
beyond which there was no appreciable variation in “kh0” and is tabulated in Table 3.6. As a general
guideline, this study recommends a mold ratio ≥ 3.5 corresponding to axisymmetric flow condition
while determining “kh0” using MDI in the laboratory. The variation of kh0 value from onedimensional restricted flow to three-dimensional undisturbed flow was observed to be of the order
of one for most of the soil (7 out of 10). All pure sands (CS and BS) showed variation of k h0 less
than the order of one as the effect of capillary lateral flow is less in case of sand.
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Fig. 3.11 Variation of hydraulic conductivity with change in mold ratio for ten different soils
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3.3.4 Microbial activity measurement by fluorescein diacetate analysis
Background of fluorescein diacetate analysis
Soil microbial activity indirectly reflects the microbial processes of soil microorganisms
and is basically described as enzymatic activities in soil that are primarily the expression of
bacteria, fungi and plant roots (Schnürer 1982). So, measuring the enzymatic catalysis
characterizes soil fertility and quality as well as guide to the suitability of the soil for microbial
growth. There are various methods for studying this enzymatic activity or soil microbial activity
such as Dehydrogenase, Protease, Histidase, Acid phosphatase, Arylsulphatase etc (Burns 1982).
But these methods are specific to an enzyme. One of the most rapid and easiest method is FDA
hydrolysis or Fluorescein Diacetate hydrolysis (Meriles et al. 2009) which gives an overall
estimation of this enzymatic activity of microbial population.
Fluorescein diacetae assay (FDA) hydrolysis measures the enzymatic activity of microbial
populations and can provide an estimate of overall microbial activity in an environmental sample.
The assay is considered non-specific because it is sensitive to activity of several enzyme classes
including lipases, esterases and proteases. Fluorescein diacetate (FDA) is a relatively non-polar
compound. As a result of this it is assumed that it diffuses easily through cell membrane, where it
is hydrolyzed by non-specific enzymes to the fluorescent compound. In addition, FDA can also be
hydrolyzed by extracellular enzymes produced by the soil microflora.
Fluorescein diacetate (3´6´-diacetyl-fluorescein) is a fluorescein conjugated to two acetate
radicals. This colorless compound is hydrolyzed by both free (exo-enzymes) and membrane bound
enzymes releasing a colored end product-fluorescein, and absorbs strongly in the visible
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wavelength (490 nm) and can be measured by spectrophotometry. Non-specific esterase, proteases
and lipases, which have been shown to hydrolyze FDA, are involved in the decomposition of many
types of lignocellulose tissue. The ability to hydrolyze FDA thus seems widespread, especially
among the major decomposers- bacteria and fungi.

Reagents and procedure for FDA analysis
The following five reagents were prepared for conducting the FDA analysis as per instruction
given by Adam and Duncan (2001).
1) Potassium phosphate buffer (60 mM), pH 7.6: Amounts of 8.7 g K2HPO4 and 1.3 g
KH2PO4 were dissolved in approximately 800 ml deionized water. The contents were made
up to 1 L with deionized water. The buffer was stored in the fridge (48ºC) and pH checked
on day of use.
2) Chloroform/methanol (2:1): Chloroform (666 ml) was added to a 1L volumetric flask.
The flask was made up to 1L with methanol and the contents mixed thoroughly.
3) FDA stock solution (1000 mg): Fluorescein diacetate (0.1 g) (3´6´-diacetyl-fluorescein
was dissolved in approximately 80 ml of acetone and the contents of the flask made up to
100 ml with acetone. The solution was stored at -20ºC.

4) Fluorescein stock solution (2000µg): Fluorescein sodium salt (0.2265 g) was dissolved
in approximately 80 ml of 60 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.6 and the contents
made up to 100 ml with buffer.

5) Fluorescein standard solution (20µg): Stock solution (1ml of 2000 µg fluorescein mlˉ1)
was added to a 100 ml of volumetric flask and the contents made up to the mark with 60mM
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potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.6. 1-5µg mlˉ1 standards were prepared from this standard
solution by appropriate dilution in 60 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.6.

Fig.3.12 Microbial activity determination stages by FDA analysis
Two grams of soil (2 mm sieved) was collected from soil location, placed in a 50 ml conical
flask and 15 ml of 60 mM potassium phosphate buffer pH 7.6 was added to it (Fig.3.12). Stock
solution (0.2 ml 1000 mg FDA ml-1) was added to start the reaction. Blanks were prepared without
the addition of FDA substrate along with a 5 number of sample replicates. The flasks were
stoppered and the contents shaken by hand. The flasks were then placed in an orbital incubator
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(Jiotech Orbital Incubator, 100 rev minˉ1) at 30ºC for 20 min (Fig.3.12). The following steps
involving chloroform/methanol were carried out in a fume hood. Once removed from the
incubator, 15 ml of chloroform/methanol (2:1 v/v) was added immediately to terminate the
reaction. Stoppers were replaced on the flasks and the contents shaken thoroughly by hand. The
contents of the conical flasks were then transferred to 50 ml centrifuge tubes and centrifuged at
2000 rev minˉ1 for approximately 3 min (Eppendorf, centrifuge 5430R). The supernatant from
each sample was then filtered (Whatman-No 2) into 50 ml conical flasks and the filtrates measured
at 490 nm on a spectrophotometer (Backman Coulter spectrophotometer; Fig.3.12). The
concentration of fluorescein released during the assay was calculated using the calibration graph
produced from 0 to 5 mg Fluorescein mlˉ1 standards which were prepared from a 20 mg fluorescein
mlˉ1 standard solution. The 0 mg mlˉ1 fluorescein standard was used to zero the spectrophotometer
before each set of blanks and samples were read.
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Chapter 4
Mechanical characteristics of soil-WH biomaterial composite
4.1 General
The mechanical strength of water hyacinth (WH) biomaterial for cover material and
subgrade reinforcement was investigated in this chapter and strength characteristics were
juxtaposed with that of the conventionally used biomaterial. A series of unconfined compression
strength (UCS) tests was conducted on soil reinforced with randomly distributed bio-fibers of WH,
coir and jute fibers. The influence of different fiber percentages, soil-fiber composite density and
moisture content on the strength parameters of the soil-fiber composite was assessed. Further,
geotextiles made from WH were assessed for their tensile strength corresponding to different
filament type. The geotextiles, thus developed, were tested using CBR apparatus to have an initial
assessment in subgrade layer. In-house developed WH-biochar was juxtaposed against peanut
shell (PE) biochar as a soil-biochar composite in terms of mechanical strength by conducting UCS
test.

4.2 Strength characteristics of soil-WH fiber composite
UCS tests were conducted on both unreinforced and reinforced soil-fiber composites (WH,
jute and coir) at nine different compaction states corresponding to three moisture contents (OMC,
OMC −5% and OMC +5%) and three soil densities (0.95 MDD, MDD and 1.05 MDD). The
philosophy of selecting nine compaction states in the current study is twofold: (i) to understand
the variability in properties associated with the variability in compaction states with unforeseen
factors inclusive of the changes in compaction energy; (ii) to study the variation in properties when
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the density changes for a given moisture content and when the moisture content changes for a
given density. The influence of variation in percentage fiber content (at 0.50%, 0.75% and 1% by
dry weight of soil) on UCS was also investigated for each type of fiber (WH, jute and coir). The
fiber addition was restricted to 1%, as the fibers tend to form pockets of low density (weak zone)
within the soil sample. Tests were repeated thrice for each compaction states (total 108 tests for
one fiber type) to check any variability in observed UCS. In total, 270 tests were carried out for
unreinforced or bare (27) and reinforced soil (243). All UCS tests were conducted at a constant
strain rate of 1.25 mm/min as suggested by IS-2720 part-10 (1991).
In this study, it was ensured that there is minimal variability in the fiber used for soil
reinforcement. The WH plants used in the study were selected from the same water body, thus
avoiding uncertainties related to genetic variation. The jute and coir fibers used in this study were
also derived from common sources. All selected plants were air dried for three days, until there
was no significant change in moisture content (Prabakar and Sridhar 2002). The stem of dried WH
plants were separated from their roots and cut into fibers of required dimension (length 28 mm and
mean diameter of 0.4 mm). Aspect ratio (Length/Diameter) of 70 was targeted for all types of
fibers used. Thus jute and coir fibers with same dimensions (length 14 mm and mean diameter of
0.2 mm) were cut for mixing. It is to be mentioned that coir and jute being multifilament fibers
(refer Fig. 4.1), upon mixing, further segregates into even finer fibers and ultimately forms the soil
fiber matrix. WH, being a monofilament fiber (refer Fig. 4.1) did not exhibit such further
separation on mixing. Amount of fibers to be added were initially weighed and dry mixed
uniformly in an oven dried soil sample. Following this mixing process, the required amount of
water (according to test program) was added to the soil–fiber mixture. These mixtures were sealed
inside plastic bags and kept inside a desiccator for 24 hours for uniform distribution of water. After
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that, the UCS samples were prepared by static compaction in a specially prepared mold, which
facilitates uniform compaction from both ends.

4.2.1 Stress-strain response of fiber reinforced sample as compared to bare soil
Fig. 4.2 portrays the stress–strain response of bare and fiber reinforced soil (compacted at
0.95 MDD and OMC -5%). The stress-strain response of bare soil is highlighted by an increase in
stress up to peak strength, followed by a sharp reduction in stress on further straining. The sharp
reduction in stress is corresponding to failure along the shear plane, as represented by the sample
in Fig. 4.2. The fiber reinforced soil (coir fiber) attains higher peak strength at strains greater than
that of bare soil. The post peak reduction is found to be considerably less for fiber reinforced soil
as compared to bare soil. This behavior is attributed to rearrangement of soil particles and its
interaction with adjoining fiber, along the plane of failure. After attaining peak stress, the
rearrangement or rotation of particles mobilizes the tensile strength of the interlocked fibers
gradually. This mobilization of tensile strength throughout the individual fibers, in turn can resist
the applied shear forces along the failure plane (Li et al. 2005). Furthermore, as shown by Tang et
al. (2007), the “bridge effect” of fibers in the soil-fiber matrix, resist the sliding of soil mass along
the shear plane. The fibers develop tensile stresses in it in the process of resisting the sliding of the
soil, as shown by the coir reinforced sample in Fig. 4.2. The difference between peak strength and
post peak strength is quite less for reinforced soil as compared to unreinforced soil, indicating that
the post peak ductility of the soil has increased with fiber inclusion. Similar behavior of fiber
reinforced soil in the case of sand reinforced with polypropylene fibers has been reported
(Yetimoglu and Salbas 2003). For the sake of brevity, the results of other fibers are not presented
as they exhibited similar behavior.
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Fig. 4.1 Pictorial description and FESEM image (at 100X and 500X) of natural fibers used for
soil reinforcement

Bare Soil
Soil+WH(0.5%)

Fig. 4.2 Stress-strain response of WH fiber reinforced sample as compared to bare soil (at 0.95
MDD and OMC -5%)
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4.2.2 Effect of density and moisture content on the UCS of fiber reinforced soil
Figure 4.3 shows the UCS variation with the change in density of soil samples at the
selected compaction states for 1% coir fiber content. Both unreinforced and reinforced strength
(mean along with the error bar from the three test trials) are presented in the figure. The results
portray an increase in UCS with a corresponding increase in density for both soil-fiber composite
as well as for unreinforced soil. This increase in soil strength is due to higher interlocking between
soil-soil and soil-fiber at a denser state. As observed in the figure; with decrease in moisture
content at a particular density, both bare and reinforced soil exhibited higher strength. This increase
in unconfined compressive strength can be attributed to increase in soil suction corresponding to

Unconfined compressive stress (kPa)

lower moisture content (Chae et al. 2010; Khan et al. 2014).

3000

(OMC-5%) Soil + (1% Coir)
(OMC) Soil + (1% Coir)
(OMC +5%) Soil + (1% Coir)

(OMC - 5%) Unreinforced Soil
(OMC) Unreinforced Soil
(OMC +5%) Unreinforced Soil

2500
2000
1500

1000
500
0
1.60

1.65
1.70
1.75
Density of soil-fiber composite (g/cc)

1.80

Fig. 4.3 UCS variation with the change in density of soil samples at different moisture contents
(for 1% coir fiber content)
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Fiber reinforced soil exhibited higher UCS for all the nine compaction state considered in
this study with respect to bare soil. Significant UCS increase (1070 kPa at OMC -5% for 17 kN/m3)
on the inclusion of fibers is observed at lower moisture content. With increase in moisture, UCS
decreases (580 kPa at OMC and 360 kPa at OMC +5% for 17 kN/m3) due to decrease in soil
suction and frictional resistance attributed to higher lubrication along the soil-fiber interface.
During loading, this lubrication effect of water can cause less load transfer between the soil
particles and fibers as reported in the case of polypropylene fiber (Maher and Ho 1994). This trend
as seen in Fig.4.3 was observed for all three fiber type and fiber percentage.

4.2.3 Effect of fiber inclusion on the strength and ductility of the soil-fiber composite
Figure 4.4 shows a typical stress-strain response of bare and fiber reinforced soil and the
important parameters used in this study which include peak stress, peak strain and ultimate stress.
For comparison, the ultimate stress here is considered at 1.5% after peak strain. The inclusion of
fiber in soil resulted in the increase in soil strength and affected the ductility of the soil-fiber
composite. There are various parameters used to measure and quantify; the strength and ductility
of fiber reinforced soil (Maher and Ho 1994; Kaniraj and Havanagi 2001; Kaniraj and Gayathri
2003; Anagnostopoulos et al. 2013). The peak strength improvement factor (PSF) has been used
to indicate relative gain in UCS for fiber reinforced soil (Anagnostopoulos et al. 2013) as given by
Eq. 4.1.
PSF (%) = [

(σpr −σpb )
(σpb )

∗ 100]

(4.1)

Where, σpr, σpb are peak stress for reinforced and bare soil, respectively as shown in Fig. 4.4.
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Another approach to indicate the actual improvement in strength is expressed by the ratio
of peak strength of fiber reinforced soil to the peak strength of bare soil (Maher and Ho 1994).
This ratio is termed as strength improvement factor (SIF) for a reinforced soil, with values higher
than 1 indicating an improvement in soil compressive strength with that of bare soil. In this work,
the SIF parameter (Eq. 4.2) is adopted for measuring the strength improvement due to fiber
inclusion.
SIF =

σpr

(4.2)

σpb

The ductility of a soil is improved by the inclusion of fiber, as it can take higher load stress
corresponding to larger strains as compared to bare soil (refer Fig. 4.4). The consideration of strain
corresponding to peak stress also gives an understanding of its relative ductility as compared to
bare soil. Thus, a factor termed as mobilized peak strain ratio (MPSF) for soil-fiber composite is
defined to understand the change in mobilized ductility at peak strengths (refer Fig. 4.4) as
compared to that of bare soil. MPSF is defined as the ratio of peak strain of reinforced soil to that
of the peak strain of bare soil for the same compaction state. MPSF values greater than 1 indicate
an improvement in ductility and higher the value, more ductility is observed for the soil-fiber
composite. MPSF is defined mathematically as in Eq. 4.3.
MPSF =

εpr

(4.3)

εpb

Where, Ɛpr, Ɛpb are peak strain corresponding to peak stress for reinforced and bare soil (refer Fig.
4.4).
For shearing stage after peak strength is achieved, the ductility of the soil is also measured
by the brittleness index, Ib (Consoli et al. 1998; Hamidi and Hooresfand 2013). Ib (Eq. 4.4) is
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defined as the ratio of fall in post peak strength to that of the ultimate stress for a certain strain
rate. The fall in post peak strength is the difference between peak stress and ultimate stress. As the
index value decreases towards zero, the stress-strain response becomes increasingly ductile.

Ib =

(σpr − σultr )
(σultr )

or Ib =

(σpb − σultb )
(σultb )

(4.4)

σultr, σultb – Ultimate stress for reinforced and bare soil respectively (refer Fig. 4.4).

Fig. 4.4 Description of parameters in stress strain response of bare and fiber reinforced soil for
calculating SIF, PSF and NDI
However, this parameter does not represent the absolute brittleness of the material. Thus,
a new normalized ductility index (NDI) is proposed to represent soil ductility during shearing. NDI
in Eq. 4.5 is defined as the ratio of fall in post peak strength to that of the peak stress. Thus, 1 is
the limiting value of this index which indicates complete brittle failure (where σultr or σultb is taken
as 0 at same strain). NDI equal to 0 represents purely ductile behavior with no change in stress on
further straining (peak and ultimate values are same). In this study, the ultimate stress is considered
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at 1.5% strain greater than peak strength for the sake of uniformity. This value of 1.5 % is taken
corresponding to the minimum post peak strain possible for the bare soil that can facilitate
comparison of UCS for reinforced and bare soil.

NDI =

(σpr −σultr )
(σpr )

or

(σpb −σultb )

(4.5)

(σpb )

4.2.4 Strength improvement factor (SIF)
Figure 4.5 indicates the SIF variation for the natural fibers at various compaction states.
For a particular density, SIF is significant with increase in moisture content. The inclusion of fiber
at higher moisture content increases the strength of the soil-fiber composite in comparison to bare
soil by increasing the adhesive forces along the soil-fiber interface. This is due to higher surface
roughness and adhesive bonds developed between free hydroxyl groups of cellulose and
hemicellulose, Methacanon et al. 2010). Although, the stress increment at higher moisture content
is relatively less than that of drier state (refer Fig. 4.3), the fiber inclusion significantly improves
the ratio of stress resisted as compared to bare soil. No significant trend in SIF change with increase
in density is observed, for a particular moisture content. With increment in coir and jute fiber
content, SIF is found to increase for all compaction states. With higher fiber content, imposed load
is transferred more to the fibers rather than only being resisted by soil particles, thus increasing
the UCS of the soil-fiber composite. However, for WH fibers the highest SIF values were observed
at 0.75% fiber content after which it remains relatively constant. Among the three fibers tested,
jute showcased the highest soil-fiber composite strength in majority of the tested conditions (19
out of 27 for all possible combinations of fiber content, density and moisture content), due to its
inherent tensile strength corresponding to its highest cellulose content. However, coir and WH
inclusion also improved the compressive strength of the soil by at least 50%.
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Fig. 4.5 Strength improvement factor for different compaction states and types of fiber
reinforcement

4.2.5 Mobilized peak strain factor (MPSF)
Figure 4.6 represents the variation of MPSF parameter at the selected compaction states.
For all types of fibers constituting 0.5%, there is no significant improvement in ductility for all the
compaction states. The amount of fibers in the composite is probably not enough to resist the
deformation before reaching peak strength, as compared to bare soil. However, with further
increase in fiber content there is a gradual increase in the MPSF, thus indicating improvement in
the ductility of the composite during loading. At lower moisture contents (OMC, OMC -5%) the
effect of fiber inclusion on MPSF is relatively higher than that at relatively wet condition (OMC
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+5%). At higher water content, the MPSF values are comparatively less as compared to dry
condition. This is due to bare soil undergoing high strains at that state, and consequently the MPSF
ratio is less, even though there is an increase in strain for reinforced soil. Coir showed relatively
higher values for MPSF among all the fibers, at the tested combinations. This is probably due to
the highest value of elongation at break for coir fibers, among the tested fibers. Coir, being a more
extensible filament among the tested fibers, can undergo high amount of deformation under
loading, thus resulting in higher values of MPSF for the soil-fiber composite. The effect of density
for particular moisture content did not have a pronounced effect on MPSF.

Fig. 4.6 MPSF variation for different compaction states and types of fiber reinforcement

4.2.6 Normalized ductility index (NDI)
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Figure 4.7 depicts the normalized ductility of the soil-fiber composite at different
compaction states. It can be noted that bare soil ductility is improved with increase in density for
particular water content as indicated by decreasing value of NDI. This is due to higher amount of
soil particles resisting the developed shear band at higher density, as compared to loose soil.

Fig. 4.7 Normalized ductile index variation at different compaction states for different types of
fiber reinforcement
At a particular density, increment in moisture content results in increased ductility due to increase
in adhesive and cohesive forces between particle interfaces (soil-soil, soil-water, fiber-water and
soil-fiber). At higher moisture content, it is seen that the inclusion of fiber does not significantly
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increase the ductility of the soil. On the other hand, for lower moisture content, the ductility is
significantly improved by the inclusion of fibers.
This improvement at relatively lower moisture content is due to the formation of active
fiber bridges along the shear plane (refer Fig. 4.2). As the moisture content increases, the inclusion
of fiber does not significantly improve the ductility of the soil-fiber composite, owing to
lubrication along the soil-fiber interface, which probably increases the chance of slippage along
the shear plane. Regardless of fiber type and compaction state, the NDI value decreases with
increase in fiber content, thus making the soil-fiber composite more ductile. With increase in fiber
content, the amount of fibers along the shear plane increases, thus amplifying the “bridging” effect.
The incremental bridge effect decreases the drop in post peak strength as the fiber content
increases.

4.3 Strength characteristics of soil-WH geotextile composite
A series of tensile strength tests were conducted on WH filament and woven geotextiles.
This was followed by California bearing ratio (CBR) test to demonstrate the soil strength
improvement attributed to the inclusion of WH limited life geotextile (LLG). CBR tests are widely
adopted to investigate the feasibility of natural as well as synthetic geotextile as soil reinforcement
especially for road pavement (Holtz and Sivakugan 1987, Bergado et al. 2001, Yetimoglu et al.
2005). Increase in CBR value indicates improvement in soil subgrade strength and decrease in
design pavement thickness, thus economizing road construction (IRC, 37- 2012). Test results from
this study were compared with those reported in the literature for other natural filaments.

4.3.1 Water hyacinth filament and geotextile
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WH plants of similar length (45 ± 3.4 cm) and girth were selected from the same location
for making filament and geotextiles, so as to avoid any genetic variation. All the selected WH
stems were initially sun dried until there was no change in the weight due to moisture variation.
The dried stem was further used for making filament and geotextiles. The designation of the
filaments is given as in Table 4.1 where the first two alphabets represent the type of manufacture
(WP= Woven pattern, FP= Flattened pattern), the number represent the mean breadth of the
filament and the last two alphabets represent plant type. The FP13 filament is obtained by
flattening the WH plant stem. The woven filaments were fabricated from FP13 WH filament.
WP2.5 filaments was obtained by slitting the FP13 filament into four parts along its longitudinal
axis. Two such slitted parts was woven to obtain WP2.5 filaments. The WP6 filament was obtained
by weaving two parts of the FP13 filament, where each part was obtained by axially splitting the
FP13 filament. The WP11 filament was obtained by weaving two intact FP13 WH filaments
together. All the filaments as shown in Fig. 4.8 were tested to obtain its tensile strength and
elongation at break, the results of which are discussed later. One particular filament was used to
weave geotextiles of two different patterns as shown in Fig. 4.9. The warp and weft pattern (WWGT; Fig. 4.9 (a)) was chosen to weave one such geotextile. A circular pattern of weaving which is
quite common among the handicraft industry in North East region of India was also adopted to
weave the other geotextile (C-GT; Fig. 4.9 (b)).
Table 4.1 Specification of WH filaments
Type of manufacture

Flattened

Woven

Woven

Woven

Filament Designation
Mean Breadth (mm)
Mean Thickness (mm)
Breaking tensile stress (MPa)
Elongation at break (mm)

FP13 WH
13 ± 0.34
1.5 ± 0.13
17 ± 1.23
60 ± 2.31

WP2.5 WH
2 ± 0.45
2 ± 0.08
18 ± 1.65
39.5 ± 3.06

WP6 WH
6 ± 0.49
2.2 ± 0.21
20.65 ± 1.8
44.50 ± 1.36

WP11 WH
11 ± 0.42
2.3 ± 0.12
32.50 ± 2.03
61 ± 1.49
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Fig. 4.8 Overview of 4 types of WH filaments (with reference to table 4.1).

Fig. 4.9 Overview of woven geotextiles (a) WW-GT (b) C-GT

4.3.2 Test program and specimen preparation
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The experimental study included a series of tensile strength test on filaments and geotextiles. The
tensile test for the WH filaments was done according to the procedure given in IS-1670- (1991)
(IS-1670-1991) where the gauge length was maintained at 200 mm and strain rate equal to 300
mm/min. The procedure given in ASTM D4595-11 was adopted to obtain the tensile strength and
elongation at break of the geotextiles. The gauge length and the strain rate adopted for the
geotextile testing was 100 mm and 300 mm/min, respectively.
This study adopted laboratory CBR test for the initial assessment of reinforcing capability
of WH geotextile. The soil sample was mixed with water content corresponding to OMC, packed
in a polythene cover and kept in a desiccator for 24 hours to achieve uniform distribution of water
throughout the soil. The mold used for CBR testing was a rigid metal cylinder with an inside
diameter of 150 mm and a height of 175 mm as shown in Fig.4.10. The matured soil was statically
compacted into the CBR mold at MDD using a circular spacer disc as per the specification given
in IS-9669 - (1980) for both unreinforced and reinforced soil.

Fig. 4.10 Schematic illustration of soil-WH geotextile arrangement in the CBR setup
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The tests for measuring CBR were carried out as per provisions of IS-2720-Part 16, (1987). An
automatic loading machine equipped with a movable base at a rate of 1.25 mm per minute
vertically was used for static compaction. A calibrated device with load measurement was used to
penetrate the piston of diameter 50 mm into the soil. The loads were calculated for a penetration
up to 20 mm, to observe its peak and post peak failure. The WH geotextiles were placed in one
and two layers as shown in Fig. 4.10 in the CBR mold. The position of single geotextile was placed
at a depth of 50 mm below the soil surface (Yetimoglu et al. 2005). The second geotextile was
placed 50 mm below the initial geotextile layer. Each experiment was repeated at least three times
for ensuring repeatability of trends. Those test results with variation more than 5% variability was
discarded and additional tests were conducted.

4.3.3 Mechanical property of water hyacinth filaments and geotextiles
Figure 4.11 shows the comparison of tensile stress variation with elongation for WH
filament stems of different diameter. For 11 mm diameter (WP11 WH filament), elongation at
break was found to be 60 mm, which is around 30% and 38% higher than filament with 6 mm and
2.5 mm diameter. For the woven filament, it was observed that with increase in the breadth there
was a gradual increase in the breaking tensile stress. This is probably due to increase in contact
area between individual units of the filament with increasing breadth. The tensile strength of WH
filaments is comparable with the maximum strength of coir filaments (Subaida et al. 2008), reed
filament (Methacanon et al. 2010) and sisal filament (Vadivambal et al. 2015) as shown in Fig.
4.11 with colored reference lines. The FP13 filament showed comparatively low tensile stress at
failure with respect to the woven filaments. The elongation at break for all type of filaments
increased with increasing breadth of the specimen. The results are summarized in Table 4.1.
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Among all the fibers compared in Fig. 4.11, WP11 WH filament exhibited maximum tensile
strength. This clearly proves the potential of WH filament as LLG.
Based on the measured tensile strength and elongation at break, the WP11 WH filament
was chosen as the weaving material for the geotextiles. The tensile strength results for the
geotextiles are presented in Fig. 4.12. The mean tensile strength of WW-GT and C-GT was found
to be 26.5 kN/m and 22 kN/m, respectively. The possible increase in tensile strength of WW-GT
over C-GT can be attributed to the difference in yarn tenacity, which is specific to the weaving
pattern. Yarn tenacity is defined as the ultimate (breaking) force of the fiber (in gram-force units)
divided by the linear density. The weaving pattern is found to be an important variable affecting
yarn tenacity of geotextiles (Subaida et al. 2008). The tensile strength of the WH geotextiles is
attributed to the presence of higher percentage of cellulose in the plant stem (Methacanon et al.
2010).

Fig. 4.11 Tensile stress variation with elongation for four types of WH filaments
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Fig. 4.12 Tensile load variation with strain for WH geotextiles
The tensile strength results of WH geotextiles are higher by approximately 176.67% to
331.25% compared to some of the conventionally used coir geotextiles (Subaida et al. 2008).
However, for fair comparison, it requires an in depth understanding of the bio-chemical
composition of the coir geotextiles, which is not reported in the above referred study. In addition,
the aperture size needs to be uniform with referred coir geotextiles, which is not known.

4.3.4 Effect of water hyacinth geotextile reinforcement on CBR
Figure 4.13 shows the comparison of load versus piston penetration for both unreinforced
and reinforced soil specimens. From the results, it is evident that the two layered geotextile-soil
exhibited peak piston load marginally higher than single layered geotextile-soil. Accordingly, the
CBR values were computed from the load-penetration results and summarized in Fig. 4.14. The
mean CBR value of unreinforced soil was found to be 6.13 (±0.07) %. For a single layered
geotextile-soil arrangement (Fig. 4.10), the CBR values increased to 8.43 (±0.2) % for WW-GT
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and 7.20 (±0.1) % for C-GT. With inclusion of two layered geotextile-soil arrangement (Fig. 4.10),
the CBR values further increased to 8.48 (±0.17) % and 7.68 (±0.1) % for WW-GT and C-GT,
respectively. However, the increase in CBR value for two layered geotextile compared to one
layered geotextile is not significant. Figure 4.14 also indicates that the weaving pattern influences
the CBR value of reinforced soil. The WW-GT single layer reinforcement was found to exhibit
higher CBR than C-GT two layered reinforcement. The increase in reinforced CBR values with
respect to unreinforced soil, indicate an improvement in the subgrade soil strength, which in turn
helps decreasing the pavement thickness as suggested in road design provisions for specific design
traffic (IRC 37-2012).

Fig. 4.13 Load variation with penetration of CBR plunger for the tested conditions
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Fig. 4.14 Increase of CBR values with addition of WH geotextiles
A CBR value is an index property and an established parameter for pavement design.
However, to represent the peak load property of the soil-geotextile systems tested, the peak load
ratio (PLR) as adopted in the previous literature (Bergado et al. 2001) was used. The PLR is
defined as
Lr

PLR = Lu

------------- (4.6)

Where, Lr is the peak load for geotextile reinforced soil and Lu is the peak load for unreinforced
soil. The PLR values for the tested conditions are presented in Fig. 4.15. The mean peak load ratio
for WW-GT and C-GT is found to be 1.86 and 1.42 for one layered geotextile system, respectively.
In case of two layered geotextile system, the mean PLR further improved to 2.04 and 1.62 for
WW-GT and C-GT, respectively. This increase in PLR value directly indicates the efficacy of
using WH geotextile in resisting compressive load.
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Fig. 4.15 Increase of PLR values with addition of WH geotextiles

4.4 Strength characteristics of soil-WH biochar composite
The unconfined compressive strength of biochar produced from WH was compared with
that of peanut shell (PE) biochar. Soil-PE biochar composite has been advocated as a cover
material for landfill systems due to its efficacy in methane gas oxidation, vegetation growth and
in increasing the water holding capacity of surface layer (Wong et al. 2016, 2017, 2018, Ni et al.
2018). The UCS was obtained for both WH and PE biochar at same compaction energy along the
compaction curve corresponding to OMC, OMC-5% and OMC+5% conditions. The OMC and
MDD shift with the addition of biochar was significant for soil-biochar composites at 5% and 10%
as shown in Fig 4.16. Hence, all the tests were conducted at same compaction energy for
comparing their UCS.
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Fig. 4.16 Compaction curve for soil-biochar composites at 5% and 10%
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Fig. 4.17 UCS of soil-biochar composite (WH, PE) and bare soil (a, b) along with biochar
morphology (c,d)
It was seen that with respect to bare soil, the UCS decreased for WH-biochar and can be
attributed to the porous structure of individual biochar material (Fig. 4.17). Furthermore, WH
biochar is a cohesion less material and thus the undrained cohesion will definitely decrease. The,
peanut shell biochar did not show a rapid decrease of strength as compared to bare soil. However,
peanut shell is relatively dense and has a coarser surface (Fig. 4.17) which can increase the
interface friction. The surface roughness was investigated by Occhio 500nanoXY particle shape
and size analyzer (Cabanettes et al., 2018) which is used for precision measurement of powdered
materials (refer Fig. 4.18a). The instrument consists of an integrated computer with an in-built
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imaging software and a particle dispersion device that facilitates capturing of powdered material
(Fig.4.18 a-b). The software can measure particle and its morphology ranging from 0.2µm to
2000µm. The instrument and the in-built software have been certified by ISO 13322-1 and ISO
9276-6 respectively. The shape parameters obtained and their definition have been reported in
Table 4.2. However, three major parameters i.e. roundness (waddel’s concept in Fig. 4.18c),
circularity and Occhio roughness has been discussed majorly to explain the mechanical parameters
tested in results section. PE biochar has a rougher surface and low roundness which can facilitate
greater soil-biochar and biochar-biochar interface friction as compared to WH biochar. This
observation on particle roughness of PE biochar can also be observed in the FE-SEM images in
Fig. 4.17.

Fig. 4.18 Description of a) 500nano XY particle shape analyzer, b) resultant image obtained for a
biochar type and c) concept of particle roundness (after Wadell 1935)
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Table 4.2 Mean shape parameters measured from Particle characteristic analyzer
Parameter

Definition

Mean value
PE
WHB

Volume-equivalent
diameter

The diameter of a sphere having the same
volume as the particle

8.8.0 (μm)

3.8 (μm)

Area-equivalent
diameter

The diameter of a sphere having the same
projection area as particle

12.6 (μm)

8.6 (μm)

Inner diameter

The biggest circle inscribed into the
projection area of the particle.

8.4 (μm)

7.1 (μm)

Thickness

Approximation of the particle width for
very long and concave particle
The degree to which the projection area of
the particle is similar to a circle. The ration
of the area-equivalent diameter to Feret
diameter maximum
The degree to which the projection area of
the particle is similar to a circle,
considering the smoothness of the
perimeter.

4.3 (μm)

4.3 (μm)

52.4 (%)

76.4 (%)

73.7 (%)

83.6 (%)

25.5 (%)

14.8 (%)

Roundness

Circularity

Occhio roughness
80%

The ratio of smooth reference to the
particle projection area. The smooth
reference is defined by inscribed circles
tangent to each point of the particle
projection outline with a radius greater
than 80% of the maximum inscribed circle

4.5 Summary
The summary from this chapter can be discussed for the three soil-WH biomaterial tested
as follows
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1) Soil-WH fiber composite
To explain the soil-fiber composite ductility, two new physical parameters has been identified.
Among the three fibers tested (WH, coir and jute), jute showcased the highest strength in
majority of the tested conditions. However, coir and WH fibers are equally competent for
increasing SIF at least by 50%. Among the tested soil-fiber composite, coir reinforced soil
showcased highest ductility at the tested conditions, which is attributed to its high elongation
at break. The post peak ductility of soil-fiber composite is dependent mainly on the fiber
percentage and the compaction state. This is mainly governed by the development of fiber
bridges in the shear band and also due to “lubrication” effect.

2) Soil-WH geotextile composite
The tensile strength properties of both filaments and geotextiles manufactured from WH
demonstrates that it is a potential material for manufacturing LLGs. The weaving pattern of
WH geotextile was found to influence its tensile strength with WW-GT geotextile exhibiting
higher tensile strength as compared to C-GT. The observed biochemical characteristics
(significant amount of cellulose present in the WH stem) of WH filament clearly justify its
high tensile strength.
The CBR of unreinforced soil increased significantly with the inclusion of WH geotextile.
This clearly indicates its efficacy as subgrade reinforcement for short term strength of
pavements. The use of two layered geotextile-soil system resulted in higher peak load ratio
compared to that of single layered geotextile- soil system. However, the increase in CBR
value for two layered geotextiles with respect to one layered geotextile is not significant.
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3) Soil-WH biochar composite
The compressive strength of soil-WH biochar composite is less than bare soil at all moisture
contents. In contrast to soil-PE biochar composite, the UCS for soil-WH biochar composite was
lower and can be attributed to high intra pores seen in individual WH biochar particle.
Furthermore, the surface roughness of PE biochar is higher than WH biochar as seen from shape
parameters measured from Particle characteristic analyzer.
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Chapter 5
Hydraulic characteristics of soil-WH composite
5.1 General
The major objective of this chapter is to investigate the hydraulic characteristics of soilWH biomaterial. This is done by assessing three major hydraulic properties- infiltration rate, soil
water retention and desiccation potential. For soil-WH fiber, all three properties have been
measured using reduced scale column experiments and juxtaposed against conventional fibers (jute
and coir). For soil-WH biochar, the desiccation and retention characteristics have been measured.
The effect of drying-wetting phenomenon on retention and desiccation potential have been
explored in the chapter.

5.2 Soil-water retention and desiccation characteristics of soil-WH fiber composite
The objective of this work is to investigate the effects of three different natural
lignocellulose fibers (Fig. 3.1) on the water retention and desiccation potential of compacted
clayey silt soil. Water retention and desiccation are important parameters in surface layers as they
determine the amount of water that can be stored in the medium and the possibility of preferential
flow through cracks. Compacted soil-lignocellulose fiber composite samples were exposed to
uncontrolled ambient environmental conditions and subjected to 15 controlled wetting/drying
cycles for 105 days. In each cycle, any surface crack formation, matric suction induced and
moisture content near the soil surface of each sample were monitored.
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5.2.1 Test Setup and Procedures
Schematic test setup used in the current study is depicted in Fig. 5.1. All soil types (bare
and soil-fiber composite) were compacted in a Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC) mold, which has an
inner diameter of 290 mm and height of 250 mm. The diameter was chosen to meet the requirement
of preparing a representative elementary volume (137.5 mm in diameter) sample for studying crack
development pattern (Li and Zhang 2010). The mold was placed on a perforated base plate, where
a filter paper was placed to prevent loss of soil particle. All soil samples were statically compacted
to 0.9 MDD by applying a vertical compaction force of 60 kN in the mold (Reddy and Jagadish
1993). The maximum dry density (MDD) of bare soil, coir fiber reinforced soil, jute fiber
reinforced soil and WH fiber reinforced soil are 16.5kN/m3, 15.8 kN/m3, 15.7kN/m3 and 15.6
kN/m3, respectively. The OMC varied by less than 1.2% for all fiber reinforced soil. It was noted
that the difference in standard Proctor compaction states of fiber-reinforced soil and bare soil was
negligible. Hence, the compaction parameters of bare was used for fiber reinforced soils. The
compaction level of 0.9 MDD is commonly used in embankment soil (Li et al. 2016). Before
compaction, a thin layer of lubricant was applied on the inner surface of the mold to reduce soilPVC interface friction. To achieve uniform soil density, the compaction procedure was divided
into three layers with equal thickness. Initially, the soil was oven dried and fibers of 0.75% (by
mass; typically used in soil-fiber composite applications) were dry-mixed to create a soil-fiber
mixture. Initial water content of 17% (w/w) was sprayed on the soil-fiber mixture and the mix was
placed in the mold for compaction. Despite of thorough mixing between the soil and the fibers, it
is acknowledged that compacting the specimen vertically in the confined mold would make the
fibers in the composite orientated predominantly sub-horizontally (Ibraim et al. 2012). The final
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height of each sample was 170 mm. For each soil type (unreinforced; reinforced by coir, jute and
WH), three replicates (in three separate molds) were prepared (i.e., 12 molds in total).
After soil compaction, the specimens were kept outdoor (exposed to natural environment),
inside an open steel frame with a transparent roof for the entire monitoring period. This
arrangement allows free air circulation over the specimen and the environment. The purpose of
transparent roof was to eliminate direct precipitation while allowing sunlight to pass through it. A
sprinkler system was attached on top of the soil column for applying controlled wetting. The
system was connected to a Mariotte’s bottle so that a constant water head can be maintained during
testing for producing controlled intensity and duration of wetting. Wetting events are not intended
to relate with natural precipitation events but rather to stimulate crack closure and surface wetting
of the soil types. A digital camera (model: Canon EOS 700d) with an adjustable frame was also
mounted on top of the soil column to obtain periodic time-lapse images (method described in next
section) of the soil surface for studying the crack development patterns during drying cycles. All
suction and moisture sensors were installed diametrically at opposite ends at 40 mm soil depth,
where cracks were expected to be developed. Although the exact crack propagation path and
cracking depth were unknown prior to testing, the choice of sensors’ depth was based on laboratory
observation from previous desiccation research on compacted silt (Cui et al. 2014, Song et al.
2016). It is recognized that it is not easy to use discrete sensors, like TEROS21 sensors in this
study or tensiometers, for measuring suction at the air-soil surface due to stringent boundary
conditions required. However, for better understanding of the behavior of crack evolution in
relation to soil moisture regime, it is not uncommon to assume the soil suction and water content
in the crack zone to be uniform during data interpretation (Trabelsi et al. 2012; Cui et al. 2014).
To prevent water leakage during each wetting event, a layer of anabond adhesive was applied to
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gaps around the sensor installation holes. Both TEROS 21 (formerly known as MPS6) and EC-5
sensors were connected to an EM-50 data logger system (Decagon Devices 2016a) for data
logging. The SWRC of each soil specimen was obtained by relating the suction and moisture
content measured during the monitoring period.
After compaction, all the soil columns were wetted immediately. A total water volume of
1500 ml was applied, and it is equivalent to a rate of 6 mm/min and a return period of 100 years
of rainfall in India (Guhathakurta et al. 2011) and Hong Kong (Lam and Leung, 1995). After
wetting, suction ranges between 9 and 12 kPa in all specimens. During this wetting process,
negligible soil volume change (less than 2% reduction of plane specimen area) was observed.
Subsequently, the columns were subjected to a continuous drying period of 7 days, when suction
reached the range of wilting point (i.e. around 1500-3000 kPa; Feddes 1982, Cassel and Nielsen
1986, Lazarovitch et al. 2018) beyond which the natural fibers would have lost their mechanical
strength against crack formation (Mesbah et al. 2004). After the drying event, all columns were
wetted again, following the identical procedures described above. This wetting/drying cycle was
repeated by 15 times for all soil columns. During the entire monitoring period, minimal soil volume
change (both radially and vertically in the mold) was observed. The meteorological data, including
solar radiation, air temperature and air relative humidity were monitored by a microclimate
monitoring station (Decagon Devices 2016a). The climate monitoring station was placed next to
the specimens at a distance of only 1.5 m. Since the steel frame where the specimens were tested
was open to the natural environment, the climate data measured is thus representative of the
conditions experienced by the specimen. Fig. 5.2 shows the variation of weather parameter during
the 105-day monitoring period. The average relative humidity and temperature along with the error
in mean were 82.6 ± 11% and 27.8 ± 6.80C, respectively, while the solar radiation varied from 10
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to 20 MJ/m2/day. Camera images of the soil surface were captured daily to analyze the desiccation
crack formed during all drying cycles.

Fig. 5.1. Schematic representation of soil column setup

Fig. 5.2. Weather conditions under which the soil columns are exposed
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5.2.2 Measurement of crack intensity factor (CIF)
Non-intrusive imaging approach was used to quantify crack development pattern in this
study. A non-dimensional parameter, CIF, is defined as the ratio of crack area (Ac) to the total soil
surface area considered (At). This parameter has been used extensively in many studies to quantify
soil cracking pattern (Miller et al. 1998; Li et al. 2016; Jayanthi et al. 2017; Chaduvula et al. 2017,
Gadi et al. 2017). After taking the soil surface images using the camera, an image processing
algorithm was developed in Python language (Van der et al. 2014) to analyze the images for
determining CIF. The Python code is given in the appendix. During desiccation, cracks display a
darker color than the surrounding intact soil in an image (Yesiller et al. 2000). This
contradistinction in color between cracks and intact soil in the same image helps to quantify CIF.

Fig. 5.3. Procedure for measuring pixels of soil and cracks to estimate CIF
Fig. 5.3 depicts the step-by-step procedures for measuring area (pixels) of soil and cracks to
estimate CIF. Initially, the captured image is cropped to remove any boundary shrinkage (sample
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area shrinks by at max 2% which is quite negligible) and account for only soil surface. Thereafter,
the original colored image is converted to grayscale to easily distinguish between cracks and soil
due to the color distinction. Thereafter the image is analyzed based on different threshold levels
which clearly delineate the cracks from the soil. Finally, erosion and noise reduction filters are
applied to only account for cracks developed whose pixels are calculated. The ratio of area (pixels)
of the cracks (black portion; Ac) to the total soil surface (both white and black; At) were determined
as CIF for each soil type.

5.2.3 Soil water retention of soil-WH Fiber composite
Fig. 5.4 shows the drying soil water retention curve of the bare soil and the three soil-fiber
composites. The measured SWRC was fitted with equation proposed by van Genuchten (1980),
and the fitting parameters are summarized in Table 5.1. It can be observed from the figure that the
addition of nature fibers increases the water retention capacity of the parent soil, approximately
from 34.5% to 36% - 38%, depending on the fiber type (see the parameter s in Table 5.1). The
marginal increase in water holding capacity is because the bio-polymer in each type of fiber has
free hydroxyl groups, and the water molecules could be adsorbed into the fiber by hydrogen bonds
(Pejic et al. 2008). The highest water retention is displayed by jute and WH, both of which have
relatively high hemicellulose biopolymer content and hence free hydroxyl groups (Methacanon et
al. 2010). However, the presence of lignocellulose does not seem to significantly alter the rate of
desaturation (as quantified by the parameter n in Table 5.1). Hence, the inclusion of lignocellulose
fibers alters the SWRC of the soil by only moderately increasing the saturated water content.
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Table 5.1. Fitting parameters for SWRC and CIF vs suction curves for soil-fiber composites and
bare soil
∝
Bare Soil
Coir + Soil
Jute + Soil
WH + Soil

0.0040
0.0063
0.0070
0.0070

Bare Soil

∝
0.0020

Coir + Soil
Jute + Soil
WH + Soil

0.0026
0.0012
0.0021

n
SWRC
1.3
1.35
1.47
1.45
CIF vs Suction
n
1.30
1.24
1.60
1.53

θs

θr

0.345
0.365
0.37
0.38

0.04
0.065
0.070
0.070

CIFb
0

CIFp
6.7

0
0
0

1.2
3
3.3

Fig. 5.4. Measured and fitted (vG) drying SWRC for all selected soil types
5.2.4 CIF variation with time and drying cycles
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Progressive crack propagation of the four different soil types with time (at 2, 5, 7 and 35
days) is shown in Fig. 5.5. Careful visual inspection of the images suggests that the unreinforced
or bare soil (denoted as B) exhibited the greatest intensity of desiccation, whereas coir-reinforced
soil (C) was subjected to the least for the same monitoring period. Jute (J) and WH-reinforced soil
have intermediate intensity of desiccation. Apparently, the natural fibers, regardless of the types,
were in tensile action (i.e., “bridge effect”; Tang et al. 2010, 2016) to reduce crack widening (Fig.
5.5). In general, the CIF increased with time for all soil types for a particular drying cycle.

Fig. 5.5. Progressive crack propagation with time (at 2,5,7 and 35 days) for the selected soils and
bridge effect of fibers
Fig. 5.6 depicts the variation of mean CIF with standard error (taking into consideration of
all three replicates) of all soil types during the entire 105 days of monitoring. For simplicity the
first 5 DCs (35 days) are discussed in detail at first. For the bare soil, the mean CIF increased
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almost exponentially during all five cycles, meaning that cracks were always formed as the soil
continued drying. This was associated with the development of soil matric suction upon
evaporation (Fig. 5.7), which induced tensile stress (disequilibrium) within the soil matrix and
initiated crack formation from the weakest point of the soil. During wetting, the mean CIF dropped
abruptly implying closure of cracks. Crack closure occurs in low or moderate plastic soils due to
soil swelling or possibly because of clogging of cracks by particles eroded from the crack fracture
surfaces during permeation (Li et al. 2011). Interestingly, although similar drying and crack
formation patterns are found in the subsequent cycles, apparently there is a progressive increase in
the mean peak CIF. Based on the weather data obtained during the monitoring period, soil
evaporation rate Ep can be estimated by the Penman’s equation (Penman 1948).
Ep

=

∆Rn+ρacp(es−ea)/ra
(∆+γ)λ

(5.1)

where Ep (mm/day) is evaporation rate, ∆ (kPa K−1) is slope of the saturation vapor pressure curve,
Rn (MJ m−2 day−1) is net irradiance, γ (≈ 66 Pa K−1) is psychometric constant, 𝜌𝑎 = Air density (kg
m-3), 𝑐𝑝 = Specific heat capacity of air (≈ 0.00101 MJ kg-1 K-1), U2 (m/s) is wind speed, es-ea = δe
=Vapour pressure deficit (kPa), λ (≈ 2.26 MJ kg−1) is the latent heat of vaporization, Ta is
temperature in Kelvin, es (kPa) is saturated vapor pressure of air, P is air pressure (Pa) (≈ 101.3
kPa). These parameters were obtained from the measured meteorological data by the following
equations (Allen et al. (1998) and Shuttleworth (2007))
P

ρa = R𝑇 ;

(5.2)

𝑎

5336

Δ = 0.133 ∗ [ 𝑇

𝑎

2

∗𝑒

(21.07−

5336
)
𝑇𝑎

𝛿𝑒 = (1 − RH) ∗ 𝑒𝑠 ;
𝑒𝑠 = 0.133 ∗ [𝑒
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5336
)
𝑇𝑎

(21.07−

];

(5.3)
(5.4)

]

(5.5)

Fig. 5.6. CIF variation for the selected soils for the monitoring period of 105 days

Fig. 5.7. Suction variation for the selected soils for the initial 35 days of monitoring
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The calculated evaporation rate during the 35-day monitoring period is in Fig. 5.6. It is
clear that the change of CIF during the five drying cycles did not correspond to that of evaporation
rate, especially in the 1st, 4th and 5th cycles. Song et al. (2016) studied the evolution of desiccation
cracks of highly expansive clay (CH) soil under controlled environmental conditions in the
laboratory. They found that as cracks propagated, the evaporation rate changes in three stages
where evaporation rate gradually decrease for a particular drying cycle. The current evaluation in
Fig 5.6 implies that CIF change is not only sensitive to the evaporation rate due to the uncontrolled
environment adopted in the current work. The observed trend of CIF might be explained from the
soil microscopic point of view. Soils subjected to the first drying cycle after compaction should
shrink and this process might cause irreversible fabric changes (Yong and Warkentin 1975).
Delage et al. (1995) who tested desiccation of compacted silt also observed this kind of soil
microstructural change due to soil moisture changes. Apparently, the increase in peak CIF ceases
beyond the third drying cycle for the rest of the monitoring period. The mean maximum CIF and
their standard deviation are reported in Table 5.1 for the entire monitoring period. Al Wahab and
El-Kedrah (1995) who tested the desiccation behavior of compacted clays of medium plasticity
also showed that their dimensionless crack index became constant after three drying cycles.
Fig 5.6 also shows that the CIF of soil-lignocellulose fiber composite is always less (at
least by half, except the initial two drying cycles) than that of bare soil. Coir-fiber reinforced soil
has the lowest CIF, followed by WH- and Jute-reinforced soils which have similar CIF. This is
consistent with the measurements of suction shown in Fig 5.7, where the magnitude of suction
induced in all lignocellulose fiber-reinforced soil was always smaller than that in the bare soil.
This is because the presence of hemicellulose biopolymer in the natural fibers enhance water
holding capacity of the soil. Apparently, there is no difference of induced suction among the three
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types. The fiber inclusion reduces cracking potential of soil via two mechanisms – by mobilizing
the tensile strength of the interlocked fiber during drying and by increasing soil-fiber interface
friction; which in turn resists the soil tensile stresses induced during drying (Tang et al. 2012,
Chaduvula et al. 2017). Coir has the greatest ability to reduce crack formation because it is a
multifilament fiber, meaning that more number of fibers could mobilize their tensile strength
simultaneously across a crack plane. Although the coir fiber has smaller tensile strength than jute
and WH, the coir monofilament fiber has higher lignin content and hence a coarser surface,
providing higher soil-fiber interface friction. A study reported by Hathaway and Penny (1975)
show that the effects of lignin content on tensile strength of natural fiber become more significant
when the fiber moisture content is higher. This might be another mechanism that the coir fiber
(which has the highest lignin content among the other two), provides further tensile strength in
resisting soil cracking after wetting.

5.2.5 Effect of fiber inclusion on resisting cracks at varying suction
Fig. 5.8 relates CIF with suction induced in all three soil-fiber composites and bare soil,
assuming that soil suction in all specimens is uniform in the top 40 mm for assisting the
interpretation of soil-fiber interaction on crack evolution. The corresponding fitted SWRC of the
soils are also depicted in the figure for reference. Firstly, when suction is less than the air-entry
value (~60 kPa), CIFs in all soil types are zero and no crack was formed. Thereafter in the second
stage, the CIF of all cases increased as soil moisture content reduced. Apparently, the rate of
increase reduced significantly when fiber was added and is depends on the fiber type. In the final
stage, the CIF in all cases, regardless of the presence of fiber or fiber type, stopped increasing after
a certain moisture content and it seems to attain a maximum peak value. In general, the three-stage
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soil response was consistent with the findings reported by an unreinforced silty clay soil reported
by Li et al. (2011). Both the present study and that presented by Li et al. (2011) show that it is
reasonable to use air-entry value to be a threshold suction, where cracks start to form. While Li et
al. (2011) suggested to use residual water content to demarcate the minimum suction required to
reach the peak CIF, the present study finds suction beyond (~3000) kPa is a more suitable choice
for the soil type studied. Moreover, the shape of the CIF-suction relation in the intermediate second
stage appears to be more closely follow an exponential function for the soil and natural fiber tested
in this study, rather than a linear relation proposed by Li et al. (2011). Exponential relation is
similarly reported by Cui et al. (2014, 2016) who tested desiccation of compacted high swelling
clay (CH). More importantly, it is revealed from Fig. 5.8 that the two threshold suctions associated
with zero and peak CIFs are independent with the presence of fiber and the fiber type used for soil
reinforcement.

Fig. 5.8. CIF Vs Suction plot and corresponding SWRC fit for the selected soil types and maximum
crack reduction index (CRI) for soil-natural fiber composites
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Visual inspection suggests that the CIF-ψ relation mirrors the SWRC. Hence, the following
empirical equation that follows the form of the equation proposed by van Genuchten (1980) may
be used to describe the CIF-suction curve:
CIF(ψ) = CIFp −

CIFp
[1+(∝|ψ|)−n ]m

m = 1+ 1/n

(5.6)

(5.7)

where ψb is suction at air-entry value (AEV) before which CIFb is zero regardless of fiber type;
ψs is suction corresponding to residual moisture content; n is a fitting coefficient associated with
the curvature at the intermediate stage; and CIFp is the peak CIF at suctions beyond ψs , which is
fiber type-dependent. All fitted parameters are listed in Table 5.2 for different soil-fiber
composites. Moreover, there are evident decreases of CIFp when the fiber is present, further
highlighting the effectiveness of using lignocellulose fibers to resist desiccation cracks. This
effectiveness is represented by a dimensionless index called crack reduction index, CRI which is
defined by the ration of maximum CIF of bare soil with respect to that of fiber reinforced soil type.
As seen in Fig. 5.8, an almost six-fold decrease in crack is shown by coir (CRI = 5.93). By
comparing the values of CIFp in Table 5.2 with the fiber biochemical properties, it is apparent that
decrease in CIFp is better explained by the lignin content (contributing to elongation at breakage),
while cellulose content (influencing tensile strength at breakage) does not seem to have a sound
correlation.
Indeed, as soil dries and shrinks, it is unlikely that the tensile stress mobilized in the fibers
within the soil matrix would exceed the peak tensile strength of lignocellulose fiber. This study
shows that it may be mainly the fiber ductility (which is governed by the lignin content), not its
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tensile strength, that governs the CIFp. Nonetheless, it should be mentioned that Eqs. (5.6) and
(5.7) are empirical and should be treated with cautions. These equations were derived based on the
assumption that the transient measurements of matric suction synchronize the dynamic process of
crack propagation, which requires careful examination, if not impossible.

Table 5.2. Maximum CIF variation for the monitoring period (Mean ± standard error of mean)

Maximum CIF at the end of each cycle

Day
7
14
21
28
35
42
49
56
63
70
77
84
91
98
105

Bare
CIF (%)
3.25 ± 0.10
5.02 ± 0.11
6.45 ± 0.13
6.39 ± 0.11
6.52 ± 0.10
6.30 ± 0.12
6.65 ± 0.08
6.69 ± 0.14
6.82 ± 0.20
6.91 ± 0.11
7.06 ± 0.19
6.91 ± 0.18
7.10 ± 0.29
7.21 ± 0.19
7.27 ± 0.28

Coir + Soil
CIF (%)
0.85 ± 0.02
0.90 ± 0.02
1.11 ± 0.16
1.25 ± 0.02
1.20 ± 0.04
1.15 ± 0.07
1.15 ± 0.16
1.20 ± 0.05
1.21 ± 0.06
1.25 ± 0.07
1.25 ± 0.14
1.25 ± 0.12
1.27 ± 0.06
1.25 ± 0.12
1.27 ± 0.16

Jute + Soil
CIF (%)
2.56 ± 0.06
3.11 ± 0.07
3.42 ± 0.09
3.51 ± 0.17
3.35 ± 0.11
3.30 ± 0.15
3.26 ± 0.12
3.34 ± 0.06
3.40 ± 0.16
3.26 ± 0.20
3.35 ± 0.12
3.41 ± 0.22
3.28 ± 0.16
3.33 ± 0.13
3.31 ± 0.17

WH + Soil
CIF (%)
2.32 ± 0.10
2.89 ± 0.07
3.15 ± 0.08
3.11 ± 0.05
3.12 ± 0.08
3.10 ± 0.08
3.05 ± 0.18
3.12 ± 0.12
3.02 ± 0.15
2.98 ± 0.15
2.95 ± 0.13
3.08 ± 0.28
3.10 ± 0.12
3.15 ± 0.08
3.18 ± 0.16

5.3 Infiltration characteristics of soil-WH fiber composite
Randomly distributed fiber reinforced soil (RDFS) using natural fibers has been
extensively studied with respect to their mechanical properties. However, these soil-fiber
composites are exposed to cycles of precipitation in the field when employed for erosion protection
and embankment stabilization. Infiltration rate of a soil-fiber composite consequently becomes an
important parameter to design geotechnical infrastructures (such as road embankments, rural
subgrade, etc.) and predict run-off along with soil erosion behavior. The infiltration process in soil136
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fiber composites has rarely been investigated through a controlled laboratory study. This study
investigates the infiltration rate in compacted natural fiber reinforced soil composite. Laboratory
investigation using mini disk infiltrometer (MDI) was conducted to compare the infiltration rate
in soil-fiber composite reinforced with three natural fibers. Jute, coir and water hyacinth fibers of
same aspect ratio were used to reinforce soil at three different fiber percentages at varying
densities. A series of laboratory infiltration tests were conducted using mini disk tension
infiltrometer (MDI) on three different fibers (jute, coir and WH) at varying soil densities and fiber
compositions. The effect of density on the infiltration rate was analyzed for both bare and fiber
reinforced soil. The individual effect of fiber type has also been discussed with respect to its
surface morphology and filament arrangement. Additionally, image analysis was performed to
inspect probable preferential flow through the fiber reinforced soil.

5.3.1 Measurement of infiltration rate
Tension disk infiltrometers are popularly used for estimation of infiltration rate in soils
(Smettem and Clothier 1989, Reynolds and Elrick 1991, Angulo-Jaramillo et al. 2000). The results
obtained from the tension infiltrometer is useful for determining the soil hydraulic properties such
as near saturated and near surface hydraulic conductivity, sorptivity and soil water repellency
(Zhang et al. 1997, Lewis et al. 2006). Tension disk infiltrometers are designed to maintain
negative (less than atmospheric) water pressure head under which water would infiltrate at the soilatmosphere boundary (Dohnal et al. 2010, Wooding 1968). A major advantage of using such
infiltrometers is that it eliminates flow in macro pores (basically hollow cavities that might be
found in soil) due to induced suction (Wooding 1968). Mini disk infiltrometer (MDI) (Fig. 5.9;
Decagon Devices 2013), is a recent development among the tension disk infiltrometers for
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establishing infiltration characteristics of the soil. The use of MDI is suitable to conduct the
experimental studies with adequate repeatability, as the existing infiltrometers being large in size
are not fit to be used in the laboratory (Moody et al. 2009, Homolák et al. 2009, Beal et al. 2016,
Rezaei et al. 2015, Appels et al. 2016). However, only limited range of pressure heads can be
established on the infiltration surface (Angulo-Jaramillo et al. 2016). In the recent past, several
laboratory column studies (Bhave and Sreeja 2013, Meshesha et al. 2016, Ibrahim et al. 2017)
were conducted to assess infiltration using MDI. Thus, the MDI was chosen to conduct infiltration
experiments as it is easy to use in laboratory and there is no need of auguring which might disturb
the soil-fiber orientation. The infiltration below the MDI is a three dimensional due to capillarity
and gravity (Angulo-Jaramillo et al. 2016); and does not need the soil to be saturated initially for
conducting the experiment. The suction head can be maintained by adjusting the movable suction
control tube affixed to the upper chamber.
Sintered steel disk (4.5 cm diameter) attached at the bottom of lower chamber helps in
transferring suction head to soil surface. Using this approach, the water infiltration is induced at
soil surface and hence there is a development of three dimensional wetting front within subsurface.
The proposed method by Decagon devices (2013) to obtain near-surface hydraulic conductivity
(kh0) has not been followed in this study. This is primarily due to kh0 value being calculated from
empirically determined van Genuchten parameters for bare soil. However, in this case for fiber
reinforced soil, the van Genuchten parameters are unknown as the water retention characteristic of
composite soil will be different due to the moisture absorption capacity of natural fibers. Hence, a
simplified approach of obtaining infiltration rate or flow rate was adopted. Here, infiltration rate
(I) at any time interval (dt), can be determined by equation 5.8 as follows:
1 dV
I(t) = A ( dt )
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(5.8)

Where, (dV) is change of volume of water infiltrated within a given time (dt), and A is cross
sectional area of infiltrometer. The cumulative volume of water infiltrated (V) with time (t) is
obtained for soil-fiber composite as shown in Fig. 5.10. A second degree polynomial equation was
fitted to V-t response and the relevant fitting parameters were obtained. The polynomial equation
was further differentiated with respect to time (t) to obtain (dV/dt) for calculating I(t) as shown in
equation 5.8.

Fig. 5.9 Overview of mini disc infiltrometer and test setup
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Fig. 5.10 Measured cumulative infiltration variation with time for that of WH fiber reinforced soil

5.3.2 Test setup and procedure
The test setup for conducting infiltration experiments is shown in Fig. 5.9. A steel mold
was chosen for enabling compaction at higher densities (0.9 MDD and 1.05MDD). Static
compaction was used to compact the soil at targeted densities. The soil was compacted in three
equal layers (volume). The orientation of fibers is generally along the direction orthogonal to the
axis of compaction in each layer (Diambra et al. 2007, Ibraim et al. 2012). However, the fiber
distribution is assumed to be uniform due to random mixing in all the layers. The samples are
compacted at moisture content (OMC-5%) and three corresponding densities (0.7 MDD, 0.9 MDD
and 1.05 MDD). This moisture content is chosen as initial condition as this corresponds to peak
strength (compressive) of the soil-fiber composite as stated in Chapter 4. The dimensions of the
mold were chosen to mitigate any interaction between the three dimensional wetting front formed
below the infiltrometer disk and the mold boundary, thus preventing preferential flow along the
boundary. The wetting front is checked after completion of MDI test by auguring the soil and then
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observing the wetting front. Furthermore, the surface wetting front due to water saturation (which
has a sharp dark contrast with that of the unsaturated soil) also gives an indication that there is no
disturbance with the test mold. Three fiber percentages (0.5%, 0.75% and 1% by dry weight of
soil) were selected for each fiber type. Fiber percentage was restricted to 1% to avoid formation
of pockets having low densities. The soil densities chosen were 0.7 MDD, 0.9 MDD and 1.05
MDD. The densities were selected as per their use in agricultural soil (0.7 MDD) and in case of
compacted soil for subgrade (0.9 MDD and 1.05 MDD) (Dexter et al. 2004). Equal volume of
water was infiltrated into the soil for all the tested conditions and the suction head of MDI was
kept at 2 cm for all the tests. Such small value of head was applied to minimize any flow of water
through macro-pores. It should be noted that in this study, not many macropores are expected due
to relatively higher degree of compaction. Studies in literature were found to adopt similar suction
head value (around 1-2 cm) for measuring infiltration rates using MDI (Lichner et al. 2007, Fodor
et al. 2011). For each test condition, three trials were done to check the repeatability of results. A
total of 90 tests were performed in this study to account for bare soil (9 tests) and fiber reinforced
soil (81 tests).
Image-processing software ImageJ was used in this study for analyzing the spread of dye
when colored solution was infiltrated (Schneider et al. 2012). The purpose of the experiment was
to delineate the spread of water in the soil-fiber composite during infiltration from MDI. To assess
the spread of infiltrating water in soil-fiber composite, Brilliant Blue FCF dye was added to the
infiltration water at a concentration of 4 grams per liter. This dye is most commonly used dye
tracers for hydrological sub-surface studies (Flury et al. 1994, Cey et al. 2009). Canon EOS 600D
with lens range (18-55 mm), horizontal/vertical resolution of 72 dpi was used to record images by
maintaining the focal length, exposure time and ISO speed as 23 mm, 1/30 sec and ISO-640,
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respectively. Photographs were captured from a fixed position. For the analysis, the captured
image is imported into ImageJ and the digitized image is cropped to only account for the soil
surface. The dyed portion of soil is obtained using color threshold technique using ImageJ, where
the concentration of dye is accounted by selecting individual pixels with dye color.

5.3.3 Effect of fiber reinforcement on the infiltration rate of the soil-fiber composite

Fig. 5.11 Measured average infiltration rate for (a) Coir fiber (b) Jute fiber and (c) WH fiber
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Figure 5.11 depicts the measure of average infiltration rate of the soil-fiber composite for
all the selected fiber type. There is a gradual rise in the infiltration rate observed with increase in
fiber percentage. This increase is more pronounced at lower densities due to relatively low packing
at 0.7 MDD and 0.9 MDD. At lower densities, the space between particles (soil-soil, soil-fiber) is
relatively loosely packed, and it is easier for water to flow within the composite. At 1.05 MDD,
the increase in infiltration is not significant as the void spaces between individual particles are very
less for water flow. The increase in infiltration due to the inclusion of fibers is probably due to the
formation of preferential flow path along the soil-fiber interface. This preferential flow of water is
similar to that of flow in rooted soil (Zhan et al. 2007, Bartens et al. 2008).

5.3.4 Dye tracer experiment to investigate preferential flow path in soil-fiber composite

Fig. 5.12 Representation of (a-b) infiltration in bare and reinforced soil (c) preferential flow along
soil-fiber interface; (d) sectional view of dye tracer experiment mold; (e) original sample and (f)
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analyzed sample of soil-fiber composite (WH reinforced) after dye tracer experiment at 4 cm depth
from surface
To test the hypothesis of water flow along the soil-fiber interface (Fig. 5.12 (a-c)), dye
tracer experiment on the soil-fiber composites were carried out. The size of the sample was 200
mm (diameter) and 250 mm (length). Samples were uniformly compacted and mixed (Fig. 5.12
(d)). The dye solution of equal volume was allowed to infiltrate in the sample. After infiltration
tests, each sample was carefully cut to investigate its section. On visual inspection of sample, it is
observed that high concentration of dye accumulated along the fiber surface. Fig. 5.12 (d)
represents a random sample extracted from 4cm depth of the soil-WH fiber composite after dye
tracer test. On analyzing the sample using image analysis, it is seen that highest blue color
concentration is observed along the fiber surface (refer black color representing dye color in Fig.
5.12 (e)). This is due to dye solution additionally flowing along the soil-fiber interface in case of
the composite as against the movement of water along soil pores for bare soil.

5.3.5 Effect of fiber type on infiltration rate
To discuss the effect of fiber type on the infiltration rate, an infiltration improvement factor
(IIF) is defined in this study as the ratio (dimensionless) of average infiltration of fiber reinforced
soil to that of average infiltration of bare soil. Infiltration increase is showcased if the IIF value is
greater than 1. Figure 5.13 depicts the change in IIF at the selected densities for all the three fiber
type. Among the three fibers, WH fiber reinforced composite showcased the highest IIF values for
all densities. Coir and jute exhibited relatively less IIF as compared to WH. This may be attributed
to the surface roughness of the fiber type and also due to induced tortuosity by the fibers. The
surface roughness of WH is comparably higher than that of coir and jute. Due to this rough surface
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morphology observed in WH, water can flow with relative ease along the soil-fiber interface voids,
as that compared to the other two fibers. Moreover, WH is a monofilament fiber, whereas coir and
jute are highly multifilament fibers. Coir and jute fibers, being multifilament in nature, these fibers
have a higher tendency to intermingle in the composite as compared to monofilament WH. Due to
this intermingling for jute and coir fibers, there is a high probability of water flow being
excessively tortuous along the soil-fiber interface. This tortuosity of water flow in coir and jute
might further decrease infiltration rate within the soil-fiber composite.

Fig. 5.13 Infiltration improvement factor of selected fibers at (a) 0.7 MDD (b) 0.9 MDD and (c)
1.05 MDD

5.4 Soil water retention and desiccation characteristics of soil-WH biochar composite
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Recent studies explored the efficacy lignocellulose species as a biochar (BC) in improving
soil fertility and metal adsorption. However, the soil water retention (SWR) property and crack
potential of soil-WH biochar composite was not studied. The major objective of this work is to
investigate the SWR property and corresponding crack intensity factor (CIF) for compacted soilWH BC composites. Soil-WH BC composites at five percentages (0, 2, 5, 10 and 15) was
compacted and soil parameters such as suction (ψ), water content (θ) and CIF were simultaneously
monitored for 63 days (including 9 drying-wetting cycles).

5.4.1 Test plan and preparation of soil column tests
The schematic test arrangement used in the study is shown in Fig. 5.14. All the tests were
done in a transparent enclosure with openings on opposite ends. The test series were divided into
five sets- one bare soil (BS) and four soil-WH BC composites. In the current study, the four
composites are designated as SXBC where X represents the BC weight percentage (at 2, 5, 10 and
15) with respect to dry soil. The motive of investigating the biochar percentage from 2% to 15%
is to quantitatively gauge its effect on water retention and desiccation cracking of soil-biochar
composite. The range was explored based on previous work (Reddy et al. 2015, Wong et al. 2017)
on geo-environmental application. Both BS and SXBC soil was compacted in a cylindrical column
made of Poly Vinyl Chloride (PVC) with a diameter of 300 mm and height of 250 mm. The column
dimensions are selected as per the requisite representative elementary diameter (137.5 mm) for
studying crack development pattern (Li and Zhang 2010). The column was provided with a
perforated base plate, where a filter paper was placed to prevent soil particle loss but allowing free
any drainage of water. Three replicates were provided for each series and thus a total 15 columns
were monitored in the study. All test series were statically compacted in three layers up to 170 mm
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at 0.9 MDD and OMC, as per compaction conditions in engineering projects (Li.et al. 2016). A
thin layer of grease was applied on the inner surface of the cylinder to minimize soil-PVC friction
before the compaction process. Initially, the soil was oven dried and biochar percentage (by mass)
were dry-mixed to create a soil-biochar mixture. It is important to note that biochar added was air
dried before mixing. The soil-BC mixture is sprayed with requisite distilled water to minimize
lumps during mixing. Distilled water was used throughout the experimentation tenure to minimize
the effect of any salts on suction measurements.

Fig. 5.14 Schematic representation of (a) setup for conducting tests on soil columns; (b) Local
daily environmental conditions of test for 62 days; and (c) Procedure for measuring cracks from
original image as per developed algorithm to calculate CIF

Each column was kept in the transparent enclosure, after preparing the compacted sample,
where the specimen was exposed to natural environment and controlled irrigation applied during
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monitoring period. A sprinkler system was attached on top of the soil columns for applying
controlled irrigation (1000 ml) at an interval of 7 days from start of the experiment as shown in
Fig. 5.14 (a-b). This results in 9 drying-wetting cycles which encapsulates crack opening due to
repeated wetting events. A digital camera (model: Canon SX 60HS) at the same height was used
to obtain periodic time-lapse images of the soil surface during drying cycles. Two suction sensors
(TEROS21 formerly known as MPS-6) and two volumetric water content sensors ((EC-5) were
installed at diametrically opposite ends during compaction at 30 mm soil depth as referred in Fig.
5.14 (a-b). All sensors were connected to an EM-50 data logger system for monitoring continuous
change in these parameters (Decagon Devices 2016).
The monitoring period for all the 15 columns were done for 63 days. The meteorological
parameters subjected on the columns, such as solar radiation, temperature and relative humidity
were measured by a weather monitoring system as shown in Fig. 5.14a. The daily weather
condition and irrigation patterns during the monitoring period is consequently shown in Fig. 5.14b.
The irrigation pattern resulted in 9 drying cycles for the monitoring period. The average relative
humidity and temperature during the monitoring period was 83.7 ± 9% and 22.48 ± 6.80,
respectively. Average solar radiation during this period varied from 10.12 to 16.10 MJ/m2/day.

5.4.2 Effect of WH biochar on soil water retention curve
It is seen in Fig.5.15 that the saturated water content or the water retention capacity of soil
increases with addition of WH BC. The water retention capacity of BS is (29.5± 0.89) %, and with
addition of 15%WH BC to soil it increases to (48.45± 0.59) %. This increase of water retention
capacity is proportional to the WH BC percentage added to the soil (Fig.5.16). Evaporation of
water from soil results in the water content decrease with increasing suction and this phase
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represents the unsaturated phase of soil. The tension in the air-water menisci induces tensile
stresses on the soil particles which is represented by the suction forces (Li et al. 2011). The soil
ultimately reaches a residual water content for very high suction beyond which there is no change
in water content due to drying (Leong and Rahardjo 1997). In the current study, the soil cannot be
said to have reached that stage as the drying period (7 day) may not be enough to evaporate all the
water for all series. Hence, the minimum available water content (Fig. 5.15) is used to indicate and
compare the water available at the current drought conditions for all test series. The minimum
available water content increases from 9.97% to 21.48% for BS and S15BC respectively. For WH
BC inclusion from 2% to 10%, the minimum available water content ranges from 16.5% to 18%.
This increases in minimum available water content (by at least 6.53%) is particularly crucial during
critical drought period expected for agricultural fields (de Melo Carvalho et al. 2014). The increase
in water retention by SXBC as compared to BS at both saturated and drought range can be
discussed in three aspects. The particle size distribution of soil and FESEM images (Chapter 3)
clearly show that WH BC is fine grained as compared to the coarse grained particles of BS. The
inclusion of WH BC particles decreases the inter-particle void spaces. The decrease in interparticle spaces by fine grained BC increases the capillary action as compared to BS (Ng and
Menzies 2007). Another aspect that is widely known for biochar’s ability to retain water is because
of its porous structure (de Melo Carvalho et al. 2014, Ulyett et al. 2014, Ajayi, and Rainer 2017).
The WH BC also showcased this highly porous structure which makes the material conducive to
store and retain water. FTIR analysis (Chapter 3) further indicate that WH biochar has hydrophilic
surface functional groups which attract water molecules increasing the retention capacity of the
composite.
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Fig. 5.15 Measured soil water retention (SWR) and soil desiccation characteristics (SDCC) for
bare soil and soil-BC composites

5.4.3 Effect of WH biochar on crack intensity factor
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The CIF variation with corresponding suction and water content along with mean and
standard error from three replicates are presented in Fig. 5. 15. Cracks form on the surface when
the tensile forces generated by air-water menisci increases than the soil tensile strength (Shin and
Santamarina 2011). The CIF variation with the SWR property of soil is generally divided in to
three stages (Li and Zhang 2010). Firstly, the soil surface does not showcase any cracks when it is
saturated at the surface. This behavior is shown in all test series tested in the current study (refer
Fig. 5.15). In the second stage, cracks start to appear on the surface due to evaporation of water
and increases in size when the air-water interface develops in the unsaturated phase during drying.
This increase in crack aperture is accompanied by soil contraction which is inherent to the cohesive
nature of the soil (Cordero et al. 2017). Cracks ultimately increases and becomes constant in the
third stage at very high suctions as the tensile forces cannot induce further contraction of particles
due to drying (Yesiller et al. 2000). This is the maximum crack potential of the soil and shown by
the peak CIF in the current study (Fig. 5.15). The inclusion of WH BC, the peak CIF decreases
from 7% to 2.8% for BS and S15BC respectively as seen in Fig. 5.16a. The WH BC inclusions
even at 5% reduces the peak CIF by half as compared to BS. This decreases in surface cracks can
be explained by two reasons. First, as the SXBC composites retain more water than BS, thereby
decreasing cracking. Secondly, even though inclusion of BC increases the finer content in soil, but
these particles possess less cohesion than BS particles as reported in previous literature (Zong et
al. 2014). Hence, the SXBC composites shrink less than BS resulting in reduced CIF values.
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Fig. 5.16 Variation of (a) maximum, minimum water retention and (a-b) peak CIF with percentage
weight inclusion of WH Biochar.

5.6 Summary
The summary from the chapter can be discussed with regard to infiltration, soil water retention
characteristics and desiccation cracking potential as follows.
1) Soil-water retention and desiccation characteristics of soil-WH fiber composite
Among the three fibers tested, jute and WH showcased the highest water retention ability
because they have the highest hemicellulose biopolymer content. However, the inclusion of
lignocellulose does not significantly alter the rate of desaturation of the soil. It is shown that
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the nonlinear relation between peak CIF and induced suction for all fiber-reinforced soils
mirrors the shape of the corresponding SWRC.
Cracks formed when suction is higher than the air-entry value of the soil. Compared to the
unreinforced soil, the crack development due to the increase in suction for all fibre-reinforced
soils (regardless the type considered) and the peak CIF were both smaller. Among the fibers
tested, coir has the lowest CIF, hence greatest ability in resisting crack formation (six-fold
reduction of soil cracking potential). This is attributed to the fact that coir is multifilament
nature and has higher lignin content than other two fibers. These features make the coir fiber
coarser (hence higher interface friction with soil) on its surface and makes the fiber more
ductile when tensile stress is mobilized upon soil drying and shrinkage.

2) Infiltration characteristics of soil-WH fiber composite
Inclusion of fibers in soil resulted in an increase in infiltration rate for all the cases. This is
due to water flowing along the soil-fiber interface along with flow through the soil pores. This
increase in infiltration is more pronounced at lower densities as compared to higher densities.
This is due to less inter particle void present in high density conditions as compared to low
density.
Dye tracer experiment on soil-fiber composite was conducted to affirm the hypothesis of
higher water flow along the soil-fiber interface in case of soil-fiber composite. Among the
natural fibers, WH showcased the highest increase in infiltration as compared to jute and coir.
This is due to WH having higher surface roughness as compared to jute and coir, which
facilitates higher inter particle void along the soil-fiber interface. Additionally, higher
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tortuosity in case of jute and coir can result in obstruction in the water flow thus decreasing
infiltration rate as compared to that in the case of WH.

3) Soil water retention and desiccation characteristics of soil-WH biochar composite
The results show that water retention capacity increases from 29.5± 0.89 % to 48.45± 0.59 %
for BS and S15BC respectively and the increase is proportional with WH BC percentage.
Minimum available water content increases from 9.97% to 21.48% for BS and S15BC
respectively. This hydrophilic nature of WH BC amended soils can be attributed to the fine
grained nature of WH BC, surface functional groups and also due to its porous structure as
seen from the particle size distribution and FE-SEM images. Inclusion of WH BC results in a
gradual decrease of CIF from 7% to 2.8%.
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Chapter 6
Hydraulic characteristics of Vegetated soil-WH composite
6.1 General
This chapter investigates the vegetation potential of compacted soil-WH biomaterial in the
form of natural fibers. Vegetation cover is not favored in compacted soil due to unfavorable
conditions for root growth. The early plant establishment period is essential for mitigating
progressive failures triggered by erosion and desiccation cracks. During this period, the soil is
highly susceptible to progressive erosion failure due to formation of desiccation cracks. In tropical
regions, green infrastructures have to undergo multiple drought cycles which induces desiccation
cracks and also lead to water stressed condition of plants. The use of organic materials is thus
advocated in green infrastructure for increasing water retention and favoring vegetation growth.
The water retention curve, vegetation growth and other allied shoot parameters were measured.
Vegetation growth was monitored under natural conditions with controlled precipitation for bare
soil juxtaposed with soil-WH fiber composite.

6.2 Hydraulic characteristics of Vegetated soil-WH composite
The main objective of this study is to explore the influence of inclusion of natural fibers
from waste weed (WH) on hydraulic characteristics (water retention and cracking) of vegetated
soil. This will provide an insight on the feasibility of such waste for use as addition in cover
materials of green infrastructure. Three series considered in this study include control bare soil
(BS), (soil + grass (SG)) and (soil + grass + WH (SGWH)). Grass parameters (Stomatal
conductance-SC, Evapotranspiration-Etr, grass density-GD, shoot length-SL) and soil parameters
(suction- ψ, volumetric moisture content-θ, crack intensity factor-CIF, Evaporation-Er) were
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monitored for all series. A monitoring period of 73 days starting from rhizome transplantation was
conducted to mimic early plant establishment (critical period in soil bio-engineering applications
against erosion resistance; Schmidt et al. 2001). All three series of experiment undergo eight
drying cycles in compacted soil under natural environmental conditions and controlled irrigation
scheduling.

6.2.1 Test plan, setup and instrumentation
Three test series (BS, SG, SGWH) were conducted in compacted soil where plant
characteristics (Etr, SC, GD and SL) and soil properties (ψ, θ, CIF) were measured. Two grass
species (Axonopus Compressus and Cynaodon Dactylon) were selected based on their easy
availability, drought tolerance and use in green infrastructure application (Ng et al. 2014, Garg et
al. 2015a, Avilés-Nova et al. 2008). Figure 6.1 shows the vegetated soil column and bare column.
A total of 51 columns (24 each for SG and SGWH, 3 for BS) with diameter 300 mm adhering to
minimum representative elementary volume requirement (REV) (Li and Zhang 2010) for surfacecracks and height 250 mm were constructed in-house for installing (ψ; MPS-6) and (θ; EC-5)
sensors. Li and Zhang (2010) determined minimum REV by analysing the crack features from
small to larger area of a cracked sample and found a minimum diameter (137.5 mm) above which
the variation in crack intensity factor in relation to domain size was negligible. The slender WH
stems were separated from the plant and fragmented in to uniform fiber pieces (length 28 mm and
mean diameter of 0.4 mm). Initially, the soil was oven dried and fibers of 0.75% (by mass) were
dry-mixed to create a uniform soil-fiber mixture. Requisite amount of water (15% by mass) is
sprayed on the soil-fiber mixture to prevent any formation of lumps during mixing. The soil-fiber
composite was compacted up-to 170 mm height in 3 layers corresponding to 0.9MDD as practiced
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for grass species (Ng et al. 2014, Li et al. 2016). Three rhizomes for both species were transplanted
into the middle of soil column at 20 mm depth for enabling equal distribution of growth.
Thereafter, all columns were exposed to atmospheric conditions by keeping it inside a transparent
roof (on steel frame), which allows natural daily sunlight and wind but restricts precipitation. The
steel frame is provided with a sprinkler system for controlled irrigation and digital camera. The
captured time-lapse images were used to evaluate the CIF and GD. The CIF and GD represents
the area of cracks and grass seen respectively from top to the total area of soil. SC was measured
using leaf Porometer (Decagon Devices 2006). A micro-climate monitoring system (DecagonDevices) was placed just next to the columns for measuring meteorological parameters. Based on
the weather data obtained during the monitoring period, soil evaporation rate Ep and potential
evapotranspiration (Etr) of vegetated soil was estimated by the Penman equation (Penman 1948)
and Penman- Monteith equation (Monteith 1965, Allen 1998) respectively as shown below in
Eq.6.1 and Eq.6.2. The overall parameters tested are summarized in Table 6.1.
Ep

=

∆Rn+ρacp(es−ea)/ra
(∆+γ)λ

Etr =

∆(Rn−G)+ρacp(es−ea)/ra
rs
ra

{∆+γ(1+ )}λ

(6.1)

(6.2)

Where,
∆ = Slope of saturation vapor pressure curve (kPa k-1); Rn = Radiant energy (MJ m-2d-1); G
= Soil heat flux (MJ m-2d-1) (assumed negligible as the amount is minimal as compared to Rn);
ρa = Air density (kg m-3); cp = Specific heat capacity of air (1.013×10-3 MJ kg-1 K-1); es-ea = Vapor
pressure deficit (kPa); es = Saturated vapor pressure (kPa); ea = Actual vapor pressure (kPa); ra =
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Aerodynamic resistance (sm-1); rs = Surface/canopy resistance (sm-1); γ = Psychometric
constant, (γ ≈ 66 Pa K−1); λ = Latent heat of vaporization (2.257 MJ kg-1)
The parameter ra and rs were estimated based on the correlation provided in Allen (1998).
While calculating ra and rs, the average height of the grass and stomatal conductance from grass
leafs were measured using measuring scale and leaf Porometer (Decagon devices)

Fig. 6.1 Schematic representation of experimental setup used to measure CIF, VD, suction and
stomatal conductance.
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Table 6.1 Number of columns taken in consideration during the experimental period to measure
various parameters

Time Period (days)

Drying cycle

1725

2532

3239

3946

4653

5360

6067

6773

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

(Bare Soil)
BS

Number
of
columns

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

Parameters
Investigated

CIF, ψ, θ,
Er

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

(Soil + Grass)
SG

Number
of
columns

24

21

18

15

12

9

6

3

Parameters
Investigated

CIF, ψ, θ
GD, SL,
Etr,
Number
of
columns

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

24

21

18

15

12

9

6

3

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

(Soil + Grass
+ WH fiber)
SGWH
Parameters
Investigated

CIF, ψ, θ,
GD, SL,
Etr,

6.2.2 Test procedure
The parameters (Table 6.1) were monitored for a period of 73 days after transplantation.
An initial period of 18 days was taken by the rhizomes to grow into grass leaves (3-4 in number
for each species) under daily irrigation (500 ml). Thereafter, the plants were water stressed for a
period of 7 days and then irrigated on the 7th day consecutively. The irrigation period was kept at
7-day interval based on the observed suction near wilting point (around 1500 kPa; Feddes et al.
1982) generated in the root zone. This is also to ensure survival of grass species during the testing
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period. The depth of the suction sensors from soil surface is 40 mm (Fig. 6.1) which is well within
the root zone (Ng et al. 2014) of the grass species (Cynadon dactylon (50 mm), Axonopus
compressus (80 mm)). The maximum crack generated in each drying cycle and corresponding
grass growth was quantified by CIF and GD respectively by developing an image analysis
algorithm in Python Programming Language (Fig. 6.2).

Fig. 6.2 Steps to measure cracks and vegetation to ultimately quantify CIF and GD respectively
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To obtain CIF data of vegetated soil column, images were captured by cutting off the
vegetation shoot entirely from 3 vegetated columns for each series at the end of each drying cycle
(refer Table 6.1). In all vegetated test columns, two grass species (Cynadon dactylon, Axonopus
compressus) were grown combined and hence the GD incorporates both grass type. The CIF in
vegetated soil was obtained by cutting off both the grass species at the measurement time.
Evapotranspiration (Etr) and evaporation (Er) rate was measured by change in weight of vegetated
and bare column over a drying cycle (Leung et al. 2015).

6.2.3 Interpretation of monitoring results
Figure 6.3 shows the evolution of desiccation cracks at the end of each drying cycles in the
form of average CIF for both bare (BS) and vegetated soil (SG, SGWH). The corresponding GD
for SG and SGWH are also reported. In the current study, all parameters except SC and SL are
measured at the end of each drying cycle-DC. Based on the comparison of CIF for both BS and
SG, it can be seen that both exhibit similar cracking for the first two DCs corresponding to initial
GD (10%). Beyond this, CIF for bare soil increases up to 2.65% ± 0.56% at the end of the 6th cycle
and becomes constant thereafter. Peak CIF for the same soil compacted at 0.8 MDD and similar
irrigation patterns previously reports a CIF of 3.15 (Gadi et al. 2017). SG showcases barely any
increase in CIF after GD of 40% and 6th DC. The CIF was found to actually decrease in last two
cycles for SG. This is noteworthy, as even though initial grass growth (40%) induces CIF up to
2.1 ±0.26 (not as much as BS) but thereafter, it reduces crack formation. This behaviour of CIF in
SG for last 5 cycles may be attributed to two factors; (i) the root bridge effect which restricts crack
growth (Zhou et al. 2009); and (ii) intercepted radiant energy due to growing grass cover reduces
suction on the surface (Garg et al. 2015b). On the contrary to both BS and SG, WH fiber inclusions
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in SGWH resulted in lower CIF throughout the monitoring period. As compared to maximum CIF
in BS and SG, WH-fiber inclusion lowers the desiccation potential by 55.5% and 25% respectively.
This reduction in CIF for SGWH throughout monitoring period can be attributed to “bridge effect”
of WH-fibers.

Fig. 6.3 Variation of CIF (bare and vegetated) and GD measured during the monitoring period
The vegetation growth for SG and SGWH is discussed by GD observed in the monitoring
period. It is clearly seen that SGWH showcases a higher GD, especially after the 3rd cycle. The
possible reasoning is discussed with the water retention behaviour discussed later. GD only gives
lateral vegetation growth and thus the average SL was also measured manually (Fig. 6.4a) to take
into account for longitudinal growth. It can be observed from figure that SGWH showcases higher
SL than SG which indicates that WH-fiber inclusions aids in the initial establishment of vegetative
layer.
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Fig. 6.4 Variation of measured parameters (a) Stomatal Conductance; (b) Evaporation and
evapotranspiration; and (c) Shoot length during the monitoring period
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Stomatal conductance-SC of both species was further monitored after 35 days of
transplantation in all vegetated columns to the effect on plant growth (i.e., photosynthesis) due to
inclusion of WH-fibers. Fig. 6.4b shows that Cynadon Dactylon has higher SC as compared to
Axonopus Compressus for all test series. However, there is no significant variation observed in SC
values for either species with WH-fiber inclusions. Based on measured SC and atmospheric
conditions, the potential Etr was estimated for both series (SG and SGWH). The measured Etr was
noted to be same for both SG and SGWH. However, the potential Etr of SGWH is seen to be
relatively higher than that of SG.
The measured ψ-θ data points for all three series are shown in Fig. 6.5 and is representative
of the variation observed after 43rd day of monitoring when vegetation growth was adequate. It is
clearly seen that SG showcases higher water retention for most of the suction range (25-1000 kPa)
as compared to BS. Increase in water retention for SG can be related to the change in soil pore size
and distribution which influence water retention (Ng and Leung 2011). The increase in maximum
water retention for SG (35.7%) as compared to BS (32.1%) is attributed to three possible reasons.
They are (i) water retention in roots (Taleisnik et al. 1999); (ii) root reduces overall pore size
(Scanlan and Hinz 2010, Scholl et al. 2014); and (iii) root exudation which secretes enzymes in
the root zone (Traoré et al. 2000). Pore size decrease can thus increase retention capacity.
The highest water retention among the three series is shown by SGWH. Addition of WHfibers increase the composites’ water retention capacity throughout the suction range. This
hydrophilic nature of the composite can be addressed from the surface morphology of WH-fibers
and its inherent bio-chemical composition. FE-SEM images shows the surface morphology of the
fiber and it is stacked with fine pores that is conducive to absorb moisture (Methacanon et al.,
2010). Furthermore, WH has a very high hemicellulose content which is a bio-polymer with
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available hydroxyl groups that attracts water molecules (Rowell and Stout 2002). WH-fibers being
highly hydrophilic, naturally improves the soil’s ability to retain more water and is conducive for
the roots even at drought conditions. This can be a probable reason for high grass growth (GD and
SL) in case of SGWH as compared to SG.

Fig. 6.5 Measured suction and water content relationship of the three series of soil

6.3 Summary
This chapter explores the potential of fiber from waste weed Eichhornia Crassipes for
enhancing the water retention and reducing the crack in vegetated soil through a set of simple tests
in drought condition. Grass parameters (Stomatal conductance (SC), Evapotranspiration rate (Etr),
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Grass density (GD), Shoot length (SL) and soil parameters (matric suction (ψ), volumetric water
content (θ), Crack intensity factor (CIF), Evaporation rate (Er) were monitored in all soil series for
73 days. Image analysis was done to measure the CIF and GD of soil. It is seen that SGWH
decreases the crack potential of soil by 55.5% and 25% as compared to BS and SG respectively.
Inclusion of WH-fibers increases the GD and SL as compared to SG. However, there is no
significant variation in SC values for either species with WH-fiber inclusions. SG showcases
higher water retention for most of the suction range (25-1000 kPa) as compared to BS. The highest
water retention among the three soil series is shown by SGWH. WH-fiber inclusion increases the
composites’ water retention capacity throughout the suction range due to its hydrophilic nature.
The porous surface morphology and high hemicellulose content of WH fiber makes the composite
conducive to retain higher moisture for vegetation growth in drought conditions. This is reflected
in the high grass growth seen in the study. However, there is need to study the long-term effect of
fiber degradation and its effect on vegetation growth. The knowledge from the current study can
be applicable in urban green infrastructure such as green roofs where irrigation scheduling is
generally practiced (Blonquist et al. 2006, Davis and Dukes 2010, Poë et al. 2015). The research
impacts the bio-engineering of slopes. Due to the turf grass species increase in slopes is used for
minimizing surface soil erosion due to raindrop impact, soil reinforcement by roots and increasing
transpiration induced suction that can add to the strength (Vannoppen et al. 2015).
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Chapter 7
Bio-degradation and treatment of WH fiber
7.1 General
Natural fibers are inherently prone to biodegradation. There is no study that reports the biodegradation of natural fibers embedded in highly compacted soil for geo-technical application. The
chapter attempts to explore the effect of fiber bio-degradation on the compressive strength and
microbial activity of soil-fiber composite. The change in fiber bio-chemical composition as a
function of embedded time in soil was also measured. Field monitoring was done for one year on
three natural fibers embedded in compacted soil. A basic understanding of bio-degradation and its
relationship with bio-chemical composition and consequent bio-activity is presented. A nanocoating by chemical precipitation technique was further explored for surface treatment of WH
fibers. This is done to explore the efficacy of the treatment against moisture absorption and
enhancement in strength. Furthermore, the soil-treated WH fiber composite was tested for its
mechanical strength by conducting Unconfined compressive strength (UCS) test, direct shear and
CBR tests.

7.2 Bio-degradation assessment of natural fibers in compacted soil
This section explores the effect of bio-degradation on the compressive strength and
microbial activity of soil-fiber composite. Fiber bio-chemical composition change along with
embedded time was measured and discussed in tandem with the UCS and microbial activity. This
assessment gives an initial understanding of the mechanical performance of natural fibers with
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degradation. The experiment was conducted in field wherein compacted soil-fiber composite was
buried within the soil and exposed to natural environmental conditions.
Natural fibers
(Coir, Jute and WH)

Compacted soil-natural fiber composite
at (OMC, MDD)

t0

UCS, bio-chemical composition,
and microbial activity

Compacted samples were buried underground
at 5 cm below soil surface for 1 year

at t1, t2, t3, t4

Buried fibers were
used to make UCS samples
(OMC, MDD)

Bio-chemical composition
of buried fibers were tested

Microbial activity of soils
adjacent to buried fibers
within the compacted samples

t0 correspond to time just after compacted samples were made.
t1, t2, t3 and t4 corresponds to 3, 6,9 and 12 months, respectively.
Fig.7.1 Flowchart depicting experimental approach for measuring effects of fiber bio-degradation
on UCS, microbial activity and fiber bio-chemical composition

7.2.1 Test plan and setup
The soil used and the fiber dimensions for WH, jute and coir were kept same as discussed
in section 4.2. Fig.7.1 provides the flowchart depicting experimental steps for measuring effects
of fiber bio-degradation on UCS, microbial activity and fiber bio-chemical composition.
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Cylindrical samples (50 mm X 100 mm) of soil-fiber composite were prepared at compaction
condition of OMC and MDD. Thereafter, the UCS of the composite was measured along with the
sample bio-activity by Fluorescence Di-acetate (FDA) analysis. The sample preparation procedure
for making UCS samples as discussed in section 4.2 was adopted and only the sample compacter
mould of bigger dimensions was used. The experimental matrix undertaken is tabulated in Table
7.1. In total, 36 (12 X 3) cylindrical samples were prepared and buried in soil. After the samples
were buried and at different time intervals (as shown in Fig.7.1), the fiber biochemical properties
were measured by taking 3 fibers from top, bottom and middle of each soil-fiber composite (coir,
jute and WH). Thereafter, the soil was tested for bio-activity by FDA analysis (Green et al. 2006,
Adam and Duncan 2001) while the rest of the degraded fibers was used to make samples of
requisite dimension for UCS testing. The details of FDA analysis are given in Chapter 3. The new
UCS samples were compacted at OMC and MDD with the degraded fibers for proper comparison
of UCS regardless of field moisture status. The environmental parameters were measured by
installing a micro-climate monitoring system near the burial site and the data is shown in Fig. 7.2.
Parameters such as daily average solar radiation, rainfall depth, temperature and relative humidity
were measured for the embedded time.

Table 7.1 Experimental matrix for the field bio-degradation test
Time
interval

Soil-degraded fiber composite
Samples tested UCS

1
90
180
270
360

3
3
3
3
3

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

FDA analysis

Cellulose

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
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Fiber properties
Hemicellulose
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Lignin
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

1
11
21
31
41
51
61
71
81
91
101
111
121
131
141
151
161
171
181
191
201
211
221
231
241
251
261
271
281
291
301
311
321
331
341
351

Daily average Radiation
(MJ/m2)
1
11
21
31
41
51
61
71
81
91
101
111
121
131
141
151
161
171
181
191
201
211
221
231
241
251
261
271
281
291
301
311
321
331
341
351

1
11
21
31
41
51
61
71
81
91
101
111
121
131
141
151
161
171
181
191
201
211
221
231
241
251
261
271
281
291
301
311
321
331
341
351

Relative Humidity (%) Daily average Temperature Daily Rainfall Depth (mm)
( C)
40
1
11
21
31
41
51
61
71
81
91
101
111
121
131
141
151
161
171
181
191
201
211
221
231
241
251
261
271
281
291
301
311
321
331
341
351
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Fig. 7.2 Weather data from micro-climate monitoring system

7.2.2 Bio-chemical composition change with bio-degradation
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Fig.7.3 Cellulose, hemicellulose and lignin variation with bio-degradation time
Fig.7.3 showcases the change in cellulose, hemi-cellulose and lignin content of fiber with
buried time. It was seen that hemicellulose decreased the most followed by cellulose and lignin.
The decrease in hemicellulose is due to its highest affinity for moisture absorption which is
conducive for micro-organisms to act on it (Rowell and Stout 2007). The insolubility and
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complexity of the lignin polymer allow it to resist degradation by microorganisms as reported in
the literature (Campbell and Sederoff 1996, Methacanon et al. 2010). Therefore, lignin is
considered to be important for geotechnical purpose as soil reinforcement, as it majorly indicates
resistance to microbial degradation in soils.

Soil+Coir

Soil+WH

Soil+Jute

Unconfined compressive strength
(kPa)

1200

900

600

Bare soil
300
0

50

100

150

200

250

300

350

400

Time (Days)

Fig. 7.4 UCS variation with time for soil-degraded fiber composite

7.2.3 Effect of bio-degradation on UCS of soil-fiber composite
Fig. 7.4 presents the UCS for soil-natural fiber composites with the degraded fibers. All
soil-fiber composite showed a decrease in UCS with respect to initial state (non- degraded). It can
be clearly seen that for the one-year period of embedded time, all soil-natural fiber composite
exhibit UCS greater than at least 1.68 times for bare soil. Thus, its feasibility for short term
reinforcement is not substantially affected by bio-degradation. Among all the soil-fiber
composites, jute reinforced soil showcased the highest drop from its initial state (22.72%). This
can be explained with respect to moisture absorption capacity of the fiber due to its high hemi-
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cellulose content facilitating higher microbial growth. The FDA analysis result (Fig. 7.5) of all
composites and bare soil with time give further evidence that microbial activity was highest in jute
reinforced soil. WH and coir showcased similar drop in UCS from its initial state by 14.75% and
16.08% respectively. It was also seen that inclusion of natural fibers regardless of fiber type greatly
increased the microbial activity in comparison to bare soil. This is due to the fact that the fibers
provide additional food source to various micro-organisms in the soil.

Fig. 7.5 Bio-activity variation with time in terms of fluorescein for the monitored time

7.3 Nano-coating of water hyacinth fiber
This study explores the possibility of using treated WH natural fibers for reinforcing and
improving the subgrade strength of pavements. It is well known that the natural fibers have limited
life when used in soils due to its degradation with time. For improving the longevity of the fiber
and enhance the mechanical performance of the soil-fiber composite, effort was made in this study
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to chemically coat the natural fiber surface with nanoparticles of ferric hydroxide. The chemical
coating can alter the short term as well as long term mechanical and chemical characteristics of
WH fiber impregnated soil, which is not well understood. This study focuses on the short term
behavior of ferric hydroxide coated WH fiber amended soil. The efficacy of coating on WH fiber
was initially analyzed by field emission scanning electron microscopy (FE-SEM) and energy
dispersive X-ray (EDX) analysis. The tensile strength and moisture absorption test was done for
both untreated and treated WH fiber to understand the influence of coating. Unconfined
compressive strength test and direct shear tests were performed to evaluate the improvement in
mechanical characteristics of chemically altered randomly distributed fiber reinforced soil.

7.3.1 Treatment process of WH fibers
Nano modification method proposed by Anggraini et al. (2015) was adopted in this study
to impregnate nanoparticles of ferric hydroxide on the WH fiber surface. Schematic procedure of
fiber treatment using quick precipitation method of impregnating nanoparticles is shown in Fig.7.6
Stems of WH plants of similar length (45 ± 3.4 cm) and girth (4.5 ± 0.5 cm) were selected for
treatment. All the selected WH plants were sun dried until there was no considerable weight change
due to moisture variation. Fiber dimensions of length 20 mm and mean diameter of 0.4 mm was
obtained from the dried plants (Fig.7.7). For nano treatment, 50 g of WH fibers were soaked in
500 mL aqueous solution of 0.5 M FeCl3 in a beaker for a period of 24 hours to ensure absorption
of the solution on the fiber surface and pores. The beaker was left undisturbed under room
temperature (240 C). The soaked WH fibers were separated from the FeCl3 aqueous solution and
were kept in a perforated plate to drain excess FeCl3 solution. 500 mL of 0.5 M Sodium Hydroxide
(NaOH) was then added to it and kept for 24 hours in room temperature. During this treatment,
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Fe(OH)3 quickly precipitates as nanoparticles on the fiber surfaces and in the pores of WH fibers.
The WH fibers were separated from the NaOH solution and washed with distilled water to remove
the unwanted products (NaCl and NaOH) of the reaction. Fibers were then dried at ambient room
temperature. Equation 7.1 shows the reaction of the treatment to impregnate Fe(OH)3 nanoparticle.
FeCl3 + 3NaOH → Fe(OH)3 + 3NaCl

(7.1)

Fig.7.6 Schematic procedure of fiber treatment using quick precipitation method

7.3.2 Morphology and physical properties of untreated and treated fiber
The effectiveness of chemical treatment on the fiber surface is investigated by observing
the surface morphology of both untreated (UF) and treated fiber (TF) using FE-SEM images shown
in Figs.7.7 (a) and (b), respectively. As seen in the figure, FE-SEM images at magnification of 10
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KX and 50 KX depict the fiber surface at micro and nano scale. In both magnifications, there is
visible coating of panicle-like nanoparticles on the TF surface as compared to that of UF. This
indicates that the deposition of nanoparticles on the WH surface has taken place due to the
treatment. To confirm Fe3+ bonding with the hydroxyl group of fibers, further investigation was
done using the results of EDX tests conducted on both UF and TF as shown in Figs. 7.8 (a) and
7.8 (b), respectively.

Fig. 7.7 Magnified images showing surface morphology of (A) UF and (B) TF using FE-SEM
image analysis (at 10 KX and 50 KX magnifications).
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Fig. 7.8 EDX results for (a) UF and (b) TF showcasing increase in Fe weight percentage
(increased from 0.1 ±0.1 to 5.8 ±0.7)
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The elemental spectrum obtained from the EDX images tested for both UF and TF is
indicative that there is an increase in the (Fe) elemental composition from (0.1 ± 0.1) for UF to
(5.8 ± 0.7) for TF. The moisture absorption of TF decreased significantly from 580 ± 48% for UF
to 255 ± 26%, indicating that the nano treatment fiber resulted in becoming more hydrophobic.
This decrease in moisture absorption can be explained by less area of fiber surface exposed for
water molecules (refer Fig.7.7 (b)) and also due to alkali treatment (NaOH) which replaces the
hydroxyl group on the fiber surface. Less moisture absorption contributes to lower rate of
biodegradation. The tensile strength of the material was determined according to (IS-1670-1991)
and was found to increase from 312 ± 15 MPa to 370 ± 26 MPa. This increase in tensile strength
is attributed to the crystallization of Fe nanoparticles into the pores of cellulosic cells and available
capillaries in the fiber structure (Anggraini et al. 2016). The filling and cross linkage effects of
crystalized Fe(OH)3 contribute to the load sharing phenomenon during tensile loading. The effect
of this treatment increases the tensile strength of fiber by 1.25 times which is comparable with
similar treatment on coir fibers (1.3 times) (Anggraini et al. 2016). However, the mean elongation
at break decreased marginally from 15% for UF to 13% for TF, respectively.

7.3.3 Unconfined compressive strength, direct shear and CBR test of soil-treated fiber
composite
A series of UCS tests were done on both UF and TF soil-WH fiber composites at nine
different compaction states. The selected compaction corresponds to three soil densities (0.95
MDD, MDD and 1.05 MDD) and three moisture contents (OMC, OMC −5% and OMC +5%). The
fiber percentage added to the soil was kept constant at 0.75% of dry mass of soil which is the
optimum percentage required for maximum strength (section 4.2.4). Three replicate samples were
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tested for each compaction state to check repeatability in UCS results for bare soil (BS); untreated
fiber reinforced soil (UF + S) and treated fiber reinforced soil (TF + S). A total of 108 UCS tests
were conducted for the selected compaction states for all three different soil combinations (BS,
UF + S, TF + S). Additionally, moisture content in the soil-fiber composites was cross-checked by
oven-drying after the completion of UCS test. Fibers were initially weighed and dry mixed
uniformly with an oven dried soil sample, following which the required amount of water was added
to the soil–fiber mixture. These mixtures were sealed inside plastic bags and stored inside a
desiccator for 24 h to attain moisture equilibrium within the soil. Finally, the UCS samples were
prepared in a specially prepared UCS mold, which facilitates uniform static compaction from both
ends. A constant strain rate of 1.25 mm/min was adopted to conduct the UCS tests as recommended
by ASTM-D2166 (2000).
The shear strength parameters cohesion (c in kPa) and angle of internal friction (Φ0) was
determined by direct shear (DS) tests conducted on as compacted states of BS, (UF + S) and (TF
+ S). The samples for DS tests were compacted in the similar manner as done for UCS tests by
static compaction. The strain rate was maintained at 1.25 mm/min as recommended by ASTMD3080-2012. Three replicates were tested for each compaction state to ensure repeatability. It may
be noted that the soil samples were not saturated before conducting the DS test, which is the general
practice followed in ASTM- D3080-2012. The shear strength parameters obtained in this study
can be used only for comparing the improvement in mechanical characteristics of different soilfiber combinations stated above and not for design purpose. The moisture content of the samples
was determined by using oven drying after DS test and it was found that the moisture content was
within ±1% of targeted moisture content.
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This study adopted laboratory CBR test for understanding the subgrade performance of
BS, (UF + S) and (TF + S). Both soaked and un-soaked CBR tests were conducted on all the three
soil combinations according to ASTM-D1883-2005 for OMC, MDD compaction state. The soil
after mixing was kept in a desiccator for 24 hours to achieve uniform distribution of water
throughout the soil. The compacted sample was subjected to a penetration of 15 mm to obtain load
versus deformation response.

7.3.3 Effect of nano-coating fiber inclusions in strength characteristics of soil
Figure 7.9 shows the UCS of all the three soil-fiber combinations (BS, UF + S and TF +
S) at nine compaction states. The UCS variation in terms of compaction states were discussed with
respect to moisture content i.e. dry of OMC (OMC – 5%), OMC and wet of OMC (OMC + 5%).
From Fig.7.9, it is evident that random inclusions of fiber in soil results in increase in UCS values.
This phenomenon is due to fiber tensile strength being mobilized upon loading and subsequent
increase in the soil-fiber composite strength (Tang et al. 2007, Tang et al. 2010). Among the soilfiber composites, (TF + S) showcased higher UCS values for all the compaction states. The higher
tensile strength of TF due to impregnation of nanoparticles results in enhanced mobilization of
strength as compared to UF, thus resulting in increase in UCS for TF + S. Additionally, this
behavior in TF + S is attributed to higher interfacial adherence and frictional interaction between
TF and the soil particles (Anggraini et al. 2016). It is can be seen in Fig. 7.7 that the treated WH
fibers have a comparatively rougher surface compared to untreated WH fiber. The UCS values of
UF + S in the current study are comparable to UCS test conducted in literature for coir fibers
(Anggraini et al. 2015). The UCS values at (MDD, OMC) for UF + S is lower by around 70 kPa
as compared to treated coir fiber reinforced soil. However, this variation is expected as the soil
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used in the aforementioned literature is a clay soil with higher cohesion property than the soil used
in the current study (silty sand).

Fig. 7.9 UCS values for BS, (UF + S) and (TF + S) at selected compaction states (a) dry of OMC
(b) OMC and (c) wet of OMC.
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Fig. 7.10 Shear strength parameters (a) Cohesion and (b) Angle of internal friction] for BS, (UF
+ S) and (TF + S)

The shear strength parameters (cohesion, (c) and angle of internal friction, (ɸ)) of as
compacted sample are shown in Fig. 7.10. Cohesion was seen to increase with rise in initial
moisture content for all the soil types. This is due to corresponding increase in plasticity with a
rise in initial moisture content. With inclusion of fibers there is a considerable increase in “c” as
compared to BS at any moisture content. However, the “c” value does not increase significantly
with inclusion of treated fibers as compared to untreated fibers. The “ɸ” value increase with
impregnation of fibers into the soil due to fiber interlocking with the soil particles and mobilizing
tensile strength on loading. This increase in strength is also due to the rough fiber surface that
allow for further friction among the soil-fiber interface. (TF +S) showcased the highest “ɸ” as its
surface roughness is significantly more than that of untreated fibers (refer Fig. 7.7). Moisture
content induces “lubrication” effect in the fiber interface, which results in lower “ɸ” as the water
content gradually increases. Thus, for any soil type, with increase in moisture there is a gradual
decrease in “ɸ”.
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Fig. 7.11 Load Vs penetration graph for BS, (UF + S) and (TF + S) in (a) soaked and (b)
unsoaked state
Figure 7.11 represents the load vs penetration graph for all the selected soil combinations
(BS, (UF + S), (TF + S)) in (a) soaked and (b) unsoaked states. It is evident that the inclusion of
fibers increases the load bearing capacity of the soil for both soaked and unsoaked conditions. The
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(TF + S) showcased the highest load bearing capacity among all the soils. This increase for (TF +
S) is due to enhanced tensile strength and surface roughness of TF which in turn increases the
composite strength (Anggraini et al. 2016). It is evident that soaked load bearing capacity is
relatively less than that of unsoaked state due to less strength and low suction in soaked state
(Vanapalli et al. 1996, Vanapalli et al. 1998). Based on the load vs penetration graph, the CBR
values for both soaked and unsoaked state have been calculated and the results are shown in
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Fig.7.12.
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Fig. 7.12 CBR values for BS, (UF + S) and (TF + S) in soaked and unsoaked state
It can be noted that TF + S showcased the highest CBR for both soaked and unsoaked state.
The increase in CBR for both the states represents TF + S as the most suitable subgrade material
among the selected combinations. Consequently, the pavement thickness of such subgrade will be
less as compared to BS and (UF + S). As per IRC: 37 -2012 design code (IRC-37-2012) and the
obtained soaked CBR result in this study, the pavement thickness of BS for 100 million standard
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axles (msa) traffic, is 335 mm. Under the same traffic conditions, the pavement thickness for (UF
+ S) and (TF + S) decreases to 272 mm and 227 mm, respectively. The study clearly demonstrates
the efficacy of chemically treated natural fiber impregnated soil for subgrade pavement and its cost
effectiveness (in terms of reduction in thickness). However, further studies are required to
understand the long term performance of treated fiber considering the effect of biodegradation.

7.4 Summary
The summary of findings from this chapter can be discussed for the three soil-WH biomaterial
tested as follows.
1) Bio-degradation assessment of natural fibers in compacted soil


Among the bio-polymers, hemicellulose showcased the highest percentage decrease due to
bio-degradation in soil. Jute reinforced soil exhibited the highest decrease in compressive
strength and is attributed to degradation of high hemicellulose bio-polymer in jute.



During the one-year embedded time, all soil-natural fiber composite exhibit UCS greater
than at least 1.68 times for bare soil. Thus, the feasibility for short term reinforcement was
not affected substantially by the bio-degradation.



High hemicellulose content in jute also facilitated the most microbial activity as seen from
the FDA analysis.

2) Nano-coating of WH fiber by ferric hydroxide treatment
 The analysis of FE-SEM and EDX results clearly shows the chemical coating of Fe
nanoparticles on WH fiber. The chemical treatment was found to decrease the hydrophilic
nature of WH fiber. The fiber tensile strength of treated fiber (TF) increased by 1.25 times
as compared to untreated fiber (UF).
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 The (TF + S) composite showcased the highest UCS values for all the compaction states
due to the enhanced mobilization of tensile strength of TF as compared to UF.
 Due to the interlocking of particles and mobilization of tensile strength during shearing. (TF
+ S) composite showcased a significant increase in “c” and “ɸ” as compared to BS.
 The load versus penetration graph obtained from CBR tests indicate that TF + S has superior
load bearing capacity among the tested soil combinations. Based on the increase in CBR
values for both soaked and unsoaked conditions, it is evident that use of such composite in
subgrade can decrease the pavement thickness. According to IRC: 37 -2012, the TF +S
composite decrease the pavement thickness by 108 mm for 100 msa traffic in Indian
conditions.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The following conclusions were drawn from the study conducted on soil-biomaterial in the form
of natural fibers, geotextiles and biochar made from water hyacinth (WH). They are discussed with
respect to four section.
Mechanical performance


For WH fiber, the optimum fiber content with respect to compressive strength was
obtained as 0.75% and for other natural fibers considered in this study are at 1%. The UCS
was directly proportional to the amount of cellulose and hemicellulose bio-polymer.



The warp and weft pattern WH geotextile facilitated a higher tensile strength along with
higher CBR value.



The compressive strength of soil-WH biochar composite is less than bare soil at all
compaction states.

Hydraulic characteristics


A mold ratio that is greater than or equal to 3.5 was recommended to be used for
determining infiltration rate using the mini-disk infiltrometer in column experiments.



Among the three fibers tested, jute and WH showcased the highest water retention
capability because they have the highest hemicellulose biopolymer content. Among the
fibers tested, coir showcased greatest ability in resisting crack formation due to its
multifilament nature and high lignin content.
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Among the natural fibers, WH showcased the highest increase in infiltration characteristics
as compared to jute and coir.



Water retention capacity increases from 29.5± 0.89 % to 48.45± 0.59 % for bare soil to
WH biochar amended soil respectively and the increase is proportional with WH BC
percentage (2-15%). Furthermore, inclusion of WH BC results in a gradual decrease of
Crack intensity factor from 7% to 2.8%.

Vegetation potential


Vegetated soil on compacted soil-WH fiber composite showcased a decrease in desiccation
potential by 55.5% and 25% as compared to bare soil and vegetated soil without fiber
inclusion respectively.

Degradation and nano-coating studies


During the one-year buried time in soil, the UCS of all natural fiber amended soil decreased
almost linearly. However, after a year of burial time showcased strength which was at least
1.68 times greater to that of unreinforced soil.



According to IRC:37-2012, the soil-treated WH fiber composite decreases the pavement
thickness by 108 mm for 100 msa traffic in Indian conditions. The nano-coating treatment
resulted in low moisture absorption and high tensile strength for the WH fibers.

Major contributions from the study
1. Explored the significance of bio-chemical composition of lignocellulose fibers with
geotechnical properties such as composite compressive strength and water retention
characteristics.
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2. Developed an in-house produced WH fibers and geotextiles showcased efficacy in surface
soil reinforcement.
3. Demonstrated the potential of WH biochar amended soil in increasing the retention
capacity and decreasing the desiccation potential (by at least half).
4. Investigated the infiltration characteristics for soil-natural fiber composites for the first
time and provided evidence for preferential flow in such composites.
5. Influence of WH fibers on water retention and cracking of compacted vegetated soils was
investigated.
6. Presented the short term performance of WH fibers incorporating bio-degradation in field
conditions including biochemical change and change in microbial activity.
7. The usefulness of nano-coating of natural WH fibers in reducing bio-degradation and
improvement in strength was shown in this study.
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Chapter 9
Limitations of the study and future scope
1. The effect of different aspect ratio on the mechanical and hydraulic performance of the
soil-WH fiber has not been assessed. This can be done to find the optimum fiber aspect
ratio.
2. The effect of biochar production conditions on the mechanical and hydraulic response of
soil-WH biochar composite was not investigated in the current study. The effect of
pyrolysis can directly affect the amount of intra pores and surface functional groups
deeming it either hydrophobic or hydrophilic.
3. The vegetation potential of compacted soil-WH biochar composite along with that of coir
and jute needs to be assessed.
4. A long term bio-degradation assessment of natural geotextiles needs to be explored for
evolving bio-degradation kinetics of natural fibers. Incorporation of ferric hydroxide
coated fibers in the degradation experiment would provide a better idea about the time
dependent degradation of the WH-fiber-reinforced soil after applying the nano-coating.
5. Desiccation reported in the current study is two-dimensional. A three dimensional measure
of desiccation using tomography would give a better understanding of soil cracking in soilbiomaterial composites.
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